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Abstract
This thesis deals with dilute fermionic and bosonic quantum gases in the nK temperature
regime. In the work presented here, the first quantum-degenerate mixture of two different
fermionic atomic species and the first triple-degenerate Fermi-Fermi-Bose mixture were
produced. The quantum-degenerate mixtures were realized using sympathetic cooling of
the fermionic species 6Li and 40K by an evaporatively cooled gas of bosonic 87Rb atoms in
a magnetic trap. The apparatus, which was designed and built from scratch in this thesis
work, provides a very versatile platform for a broad range of experiments.
As the first important step in the production of the quantum-degenerate three-species
mixture, simultaneous magneto-optical trapping of 6Li, 40K, and 87Rb was achieved, there-
by demonstrating the first three-species magneto-optical trap (“triple MOT”) and the first
two-fermion MOT. The triple MOT is loaded with lithium from a Zeeman slower and with
potassium and rubidium from the background vapor that is maintained by atomic vapor
dispensers. For this purpose, dispensers for potassium enriched in the isotope 40K were
produced. The triple MOT was characterized and studied with respect to light-assisted
interspecies losses. Furthermore, a sequence combining a compressed MOT and a temporal
dark MOT is presented that, in spite of the differing requirements of the three species, allows
us to achieve favorable starting conditions for further cooling in the QUIC-type magnetic
trap. A magnetic transport system is used to transfer the precooled atomic clouds from
the MOT position into the QUIC trap. The transport scheme was adapted to the specific
requirements of the three-species mixture, in particular to the temperature of laser-cooled
lithium, which is high in comparison to other species.
The quantum-degenerate regime is reached by evaporative and sympathetic cooling in
the QUIC trap. Species-selective evaporation of rubidium is achieved by driving a 87Rb
hyperfine transition to an untrapped state. In order to avoid undesired atom losses and
heating due to spin-exchange collisions, the atoms are prepared in the maximally polarized
internal ground states. Careful state cleaning during the cooling process was found crucial
to attain quantum degeneracy. Since evaporative and sympathetic cooling both rely on
energy transfer by elastic collisions between atoms, the efficiency of the cooling process
depends on the relevant elastic scattering cross sections. The 87Rb-87Rb and 40K-87Rb
scattering cross sections are quite favorable for this purpose. The 6Li-87Rb scattering cross
section, however, was unknown at the beginning of the project and was later found to
be comparatively small, making sympathetic cooling of 6Li by 87Rb rather challenging.
In this thesis work, an experimental sequence was developed that nevertheless allows the
production of a quantum-degenerate 6Li gas with large atom number in this mixture.
Furthermore, it is shown that in the three-species mixture, the efficiency of the cooling
process for 6Li is significantly increased by the presence of 40K through catalytic cooling.
The quantum-degenerate Fermi-Fermi and Fermi-Fermi-Bose mixtures realized in this thesis
work serve as a starting point for a broad range of possible future experiments, including
the creation of heteronuclear Fermi-Fermi dimers and the investigation of the BEC-BCS
cross-over regime. In this context, the possibilities opened by the mass difference and the
differing internal structures of the two fermionic species are of particular interest.
v
Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit befaßt sich mit verdünnten fermionischen und bosonischen Quan-
tengasen im nK-Temperaturbereich. Im Rahmen der Arbeit wurden sowohl die erste quan-
tenentartete Mischung zweier verschiedener fermionischer Atomspezies als auch die erste
dreifach entartete Fermi-Fermi-Bose-Mischung erzeugt. Die quantenentarteten Mischungen
wurden durch sympathetisches Kühlen der fermionischen Spezies 6Li and 40K mit einem
mittels Verdampfungskühlung aktiv gekühlten Gas bosonischer 87Rb-Atome in einer Ma-
gnetfalle realisiert. Die Apparatur, die hierfür in dieser Arbeit entworfen und von Grund
auf aufgebaut wurde, bietet eine äußerst vielseitige Plattform für ein breites Spektrum an
Experimenten.
Als erster wichtiger Schritt für die Produktion der quantenentarteten Drei-Spezies-Mi-
schung konnten 6Li, 40K und 87Rb simultan magneto-optisch gefangen werden. Dies stellt
die erste Realisierung einer magneto-optischen Falle für drei Spezies (“Dreifach-MOT”)
und einer MOT für zwei fermionische Spezies dar. Die Dreifach-MOT wird mit Lithium
aus einem Zeeman-Abbremser und mit Rubidium und Kalium aus dem Hintergrund-Gas
geladen, das durch Atomgas-Dispenser aufrechterhalten wird. Zu diesem Zweck wurden
Dispenser mit im Isotop 40K angereichertem Kalium hergestellt. Die Dreifach-MOT wurde
charakterisiert und bezüglich lichtunterstützter Interspezies-Verluste studiert. Desweiteren
wird eine aus einer komprimierten MOT und einer zeitlichen Dunkel-MOT kombinierte
Sequenz vorgestellt, die es ermöglicht, trotz der sich unterscheidenden Anforderungen der
drei Atomsorten günstige Ausgangsbedingungen für das folgende Kühlen in der QUIC-
Magnetfalle zu erzielen. Für den Transfer der vorgekühlten Atome von der MOT-Position in
die QUIC-Falle wird ein magnetisches Transport-System verwendet. Das Transport-Schema
wurde an die besonderen Anforderungen der Drei-Spezies-Mischung angepaßt, insbesondere
auch an die im Vergleich zu anderen Spezies hohe Temperatur von lasergekühltem Lithium.
Das quantenentartete Regime wird durch Verdampfungskühlung und sympathetisches
Kühlen in der QUIC-Falle erreicht. Speziesselektive Verdampfungskühlung von Rubidium
wird durch Treiben eines 87Rb-Hyperfein-Übergangs in einen ungefangenen Zustand erzielt.
Um unerwünschte Atomzahlverluste und Heizen durch Spinaustausch-Stöße zu verhindern,
sind die Atome in den maximal polarisierten Grundzuständen präpariert. Eine sorgfältige
Zustandsreinigung während des Kühlprozesses hat sich als entscheidend zum Erreichen der
Quantenentartung erwiesen. Da sowohl Verdampfungskühlung als auch sympathetisches
Kühlen auf Energieübertragung durch elastische Stöße zwischen den Atomen beruhen,
hängt die Effizienz des Kühlprozesses von den relevanten elastischen Streuquerschnitten
ab. Die Streuquerschnitte für 87Rb-87Rb- und 40K-87Rb-Stöße sind hierfür recht günstig.
Der 6Li-87Rb-Streuquerschnitt hingegen war zu Beginn des Projektes noch unbekannt und
stellte sich später als vergleichsweise klein heraus, so dass sympathetisches Kühlen von
6Li durch 87Rb erheblich erschwert ist. In dieser Arbeit konnte jedoch eine experimentelle
Sequenz entwickelt werden, die in dieser Mischung trotzdem die Erzeugung eines quan-
tenentarteten 6Li-Gases mit großer Atomzahl gestattet. Desweiteren wird gezeigt, dass die
Kühleffizienz für 6Li in der Drei-Spezies-Mischung durch die Anwesenheit von 40K aufgrund
von katalytischem Kühlen signifikant erhöht ist. Die im Rahmen dieser Arbeit erzeugten
quantenentarteten Fermi-Fermi- und Fermi-Fermi-Bose-Mischungen dienen als Startpunkt
für ein breites Spektrum möglicher zukünftiger Experimente, wie beispielsweise der Erzeu-
gung heteronuklearer Fermi-Fermi-Dimere oder der Erforschung des BEC-BCS-Übergangs.
Besonders interessant sind dabei die Möglichkeiten, die sich durch die Massendifferenz und
die unterschiedlichen internen Strukturen der zwei fermionischen Spezies ergeben.
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1. Introduction
The field of ultracold quantum gases has seen a spectacular development in the last two
decades. Trapping of neutral atoms was first demonstrated in 1985 in a magnetic trap
[1] and in 1987 in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [2]. After combining advanced versions
of these techniques with evaporative cooling [3–5], three groups reported in 1995 on the
observation of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in dilute atomic gases [6–9]. Only a few
years later, quantum degeneracy was also achieved in dilute fermionic gases [10–15]. This
thesis reports on the realization of the first quantum-degenerate mixture of two different
fermionic species [16]. In addition, the first quantum-degenerate three-species Fermi-Fermi-
Bose mixture was produced. In the following, a brief overview over the field of dilute atomic
quantum gases is given. Special emphasis is put on the concepts that are directly relevant
for the present work. The last section gives an outline of the thesis.
1.1. Bose-Einstein condensation
The phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation was predicted for an ideal gas in 1925 by
A. Einstein [17] based on related work by S. N. Bose [18]. BEC occurs in a gas of iden-
tical bosonic particles when the thermal de-Broglie wave length of the particles becomes
comparable to the inter-particle distance. In this “quantum-degenerate” regime, the par-
ticles’ wave functions overlap and a macroscopic fraction of the particles populates the
single-particle ground state of the system.
The phase transition to BEC is of purely quantum-statistical nature and does not rely
on interactions between the particles. In most real systems, however, interactions play an
important role. In a gas, interparticle interactions are mediated by collisions between the
particles. Since the thermal de-Broglie wave length increases with decreasing temperature,
BEC can in principle be achieved simply by cooling a gas to sufficiently low temperature.
In most gases, however, molecules and clusters would form in this case due to many-body
collisions, and liquefication or solidification would occur before the quantum-degenerate
regime was reached. Fortunately, dilute alkali gases allow one to postpone this problem
and to achieve BEC in a metastable gaseous phase. This is possible because at ultralow
densities (typically ∼ 1014 cm−3), the timescale for liquefication or solidification, which are
both initially dominated by inelastic three-body collisions, is typically much longer than the
duration needed for equilibration of the translational degrees of freedom by elastic two-body
collisions. Dilute gases offer the additional advantage over other systems that interparticle
interactions are usually very weak because of the low particle number density. This allows
the quantitative description of the static and dynamic properties of the gas from first
principles. A drawback of the low density, however, is that extremely low temperatures
on the order of a few hundred nK are needed to reach the quantum-degenerate regime.
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This makes the production of a quantum-degenerate gas rather challenging and requires
the combination of several cooling and trapping techniques.
The first cooling step from room temperature or above towards the required ultralow
temperatures is achieved by laser cooling. Laser cooling of neutral atomic gases was first
proposed in Ref. [19] and was extensively studied in the 1980s (for a review on laser cooling
and its historical development, see Refs. [20–22]). Alkali atoms are especially well suited
for laser cooling because of their favorable energy-level structure and due to the avail-
ability of convenient laser sources for the corresponding wavelengths. Nevertheless, the
temperatures and densities achieved in a MOT and by further laser-cooling methods do
not suffice to cross the phase transition to BEC. In all BEC experiments so far, the atoms
are therefore subsequently captured in a magnetic trap or in an optical dipole trap [23, 24]
and evaporative cooling is applied to increase the phase-space density by several orders of
magnitude until the quantum-degenerate regime is reached. Evaporative cooling relies on
selective removal of particles with above-average energy and subsequent thermalization of
the remaining particles at a lower temperature by elastic collisions.
Since the first realization of BEC in 1995, the field of dilute atomic quantum gases has
seen an enormous boom. An overview over the numerous exciting experiments conducted
with BECs during the first following years can be found in Refs. [25, 26]. Corresponding
theoretical concepts and developments are reviewed in Refs. [27, 28]. The field is still
advancing at a high pace and, to this day, BEC was reached for a total of 13 different atomic
species [6–8, 29–38] in almost a hundred experiments worldwide [39, 40]. A particular
strength of the systems is their versatility and the extraordinary experimental control over
key properties of the dilute gas. Optical light fields can be used to trap the atoms [23,
24] and to create complex and highly controllable potentials. For instance, interference
patterns of far-detuned laser beams were used to generate experimental situations with
effectively reduced dimensionality, which allowed the observation of new types of quantum
matter [41–44]. A particularly intriguing aspect of ultracold dilute gases is the fact that
the interatomic interactions can be experimentally controlled by exploiting a Feshbach
resonance. A Feshbach resonance is a scattering resonance that occurs if two colliding
atoms couple resonantly to a bound molecular state. The theory of Feshbach resonances
was originally developed in the context of nuclear physics [45, 46]. In atomic physics,
the relative energy of the colliding atoms and of the bound state can be tuned, e.g. by
applying an external magnetic field [47]. The first experimental observations of Feshbach
resonances in ultracold gases were reported for bosonic species [48–51] and confirmed the
expected effect on the interparticle interaction due to elastic scattering. The simultaneous
enhancement of inelastic losses [48, 51–53], however, seemed to be a severe limitation for
future experiments. The assessment changed, though, when Feshbach resonances were
successfully exploited to circumvent unfavorable scattering properties for the generation of
BEC [34, 54, 55] and to associate ultracold molecules as will be discussed in Sec. 1.3.
1.2. Quantum-degenerate Fermi gases
A few years after the first quantum-degenerate Bose gases had been produced, the cooling
and trapping schemes developed there were adapted and applied to fermionic gases. Quan-
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tum degeneracy for fermions was first reached in 1999 in a gas of 40K atoms [10]. In the
following years quantum-degenerate gases of 6Li [11–16], 40K [16, 56–59], metastable 3He∗
[60], and of the species 171Yb [38] and 173Yb [61] have successfully been produced. A gas
of indistinguishable fermionic atoms is called “quantum degenerate” if it has a temperature
well below its Fermi temperature TF = EF/kB. The Fermi energy EF is defined as the
zero-temperature limit of the chemical potential of the gas. As a consequence of Pauli’s
exclusion principle, the energy distribution of the sample in this limit differs significantly
from the classical expectation: All energy states with single-particle energy ε ≤ EF are
occupied by exactly one atom and all energy states with ε > EF are empty. This situation
was first described in 1926 by E. Fermi [62] and is today referred to as a “Fermi sea”. It is
important to note that in an ideal Fermi gas no phase transition occurs, in contrast to the
bosonic case. When an ideal Fermi gas is cooled into the quantum-degenerate regime, its
properties change smoothly from classical to non-classical behavior.
The generation of a quantum-degenerate Fermi gas is somewhat more challenging than
the production of a BEC, mainly because evaporative cooling cannot be successfully applied
to an ultracold single-component Fermi gas. As discussed above, evaporative cooling relies
on rethermalization by elastic collisions. Collisions are conveniently described in a partial
wave basis. In the relevant temperature range, all partial waves except for the lowest one
(s-wave) are frozen out. In a gas of indistinguishable fermions, however, collisions in the
s-wave channel are forbidden. Therefore, such a one-component Fermi gas cannot rether-
malize at low temperature and evaporative cooling becomes inefficient. This difficulty was
overcome in Ref. [10] by employing an incoherent mixture of two different atomic states in
a magnetic trap and applying evaporation to both components. Since the two components
are distinguishable, interspecies collisions are not Pauli suppressed in this case and efficient
thermalization can be achieved. Spin-mixtures of different atomic states are also used in
experiments that apply an all-optical strategy to produce quantum-degenerate gases of 6Li
[13, 15] or 173Yb [61]. In the all-optical approach, the atoms are directly loaded from the
MOT into an optical dipole trap. A second way to circumvent the difficulty of suppressed
collisions between identical fermions at low temperature consists in sympathetic cooling
[63] of a spin-polarized fermionic gas by an actively cooled bosonic gas [12]. This approach,
which has the advantage that the atom number of the fermionic species is in principle not
reduced by the cooling process, is pursued in most experiments today, including the one
presented in this thesis. So far, fermionic quantum gases have been realized by this ap-
proach in the following mixtures: 6Li-7Li [11, 12], 6Li-23Na [14], 6Li-87Rb [64], 3He∗-4He∗
[60], 171Yb-174Yb [38], and most often 40K-87Rb [57–59]. In the present experiment, a
6Li-40K-87Rb three-species mixture is used.
After the realization of the first quantum-degenerate Fermi gases in 1999, early experi-
ments investigated basic properties of these gases like the Fermi pressure [11], the deviation
of the total energy and of the momentum distributions of the Fermi gas from those of a
classical gas [10], and Pauli blocking of collisions [65, 66]. In 2002, Feshbach resonances
were observed in the fermionic species 6Li [67–69] and 40K [70]. These resonances are
s-wave resonances, which for fermions can obviously only occur between distinguishable
atoms. Thus, incoherent mixtures of two different hyperfine states of the respective species
are used to observe and exploit the Feshbach resonances. It is important to note that for
Fermi gases maximal inelastic decay loss in the vicinity of a Feshbach resonance does not
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occur at the resonance point, but somewhere in the region of positive scattering length
[68, 71, 72] (the exact value depends on the particular experimental conditions). This is in
strong contrast to the situation in bosonic quantum gases. The strong interaction and long
lifetime of Fermi gases close to a Feshbach resonance intensified the hope that these well-
controlled systems could be used to study Cooper pairing and Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) superfluidity [73] since the expected critical temperature in this case [74, 75] seemed
to be sufficiently high to be within experimental reach, in contrast to weakly interacting
gases where the predicted critical temperature is extremely low.
1.3. Ultracold molecules and the BEC-BCS transition
During the recent years, one major focus of research in dilute quantum gases lay on the
creation of ultracold diatomic molecules (dimers). Compared to atoms, homonuclear and
heteronuclear dimers possess the additional degrees of freedom of rotation and vibration
making their experimental investigation more challenging. At the same time, however,
molecules also offer richer physics than atoms, which justifies the increased effort required
for their creation and study. For instance, heteronuclear dimers can have a large permanent
electric dipole moment [76]. Applications of such dipolar molecules have been proposed
with respect to quantum computation [77] and for fundamental tests like the measurement
of the electron dipole moment [78, 79]. The anisotropic and long-range character of the
dipole-dipole interaction bears the prospect to explore new physical regimes in ultracold
quantum gases, see e.g. Refs. [80–86].
The creation of a quantum-degenerate gas of molecules is a formidable task, which can
be approached by direct or indirect techniques (see e.g. Ref. [87]). Direct methods are
based on cooling of preexisting molecules. Although significant progress has been achieved
with techniques like buffer gas cooling [88], the Stark decelerator [89] and other more
recent methods, this approach still seems to be far from reaching the quantum-degenerate
regime. A main difficulty of this approach lies in the fact that laser cooling, which proved
so successful for alkali atoms, cannot be easily applied to molecules due to their complex
internal energy level structure. Indirect methods, in contrast, are based on the formation
of molecules from precooled atoms. Dimers with temperatures on the order of 100µK
have been produced for many different species by photoassociation of laser-cooled atoms
[87, 90]. A drawback of such photoassociation schemes, however, is that they typically
involve spontaneous scattering of photons, which leads to heating of the sample.
A method that allows one to generate samples of molecules with very low temperatures
and high particle number densities was proposed in Ref. [91]: Starting from a quantum-
degenerate gas, a slow magnetic field ramp across a Feshbach resonance in the right direction
transfers the atomic population in the entrance channel into the bound molecular state that
is responsible for the resonance. The molecule is created in the highest bound vibrational
molecule state, which has a very small binding energy close to the resonance. The conversion
process is fully reversible and under complete experimental control. In 2003, several groups
employed this ramping technique to associate ultracold, homonuclear molecules from the
bosonic species 23Na [92], 87Rb [93], and 133Cs [94], and from the fermionic species 6Li
[95, 96] and 40K [97]. In an alternative approach, ultracold 6Li2 molecules were created
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by three-body recombination [98, 99] close to a Feshbach-resonance. More recently, the
association of heteronuclear dimers from a fermionic and a bosonic species [100] or from
two different bosonic species [101] was demonstrated.
Soon after the first homonuclear Feshbach molecules had been created, it became clear
that the lifetime of Feshbach molecules is very different in bosonic and fermionic systems:
For dimers constituted of two bosonic atoms, fast loss by relaxation to deeply bound molec-
ular states (“vibrational quenching”) was observed [102–104]. This difficulty has prohibited
so far to reach the quantum-degenerate regime in a gas of Bose-Bose molecules. Exper-
iments with bosonic systems therefore focused on the atom-molecule conversion process
[102, 105–108] and on decay studies [102–104, 109]. More recently, it was shown that the
lifetime of Bose-Bose Feshbach molecules can be significantly increased by confinement in
an optical lattice [110, 111]. For dimers consisting of two fermionic atoms of the same
species, however, it was found that vibrational quenching in the vicinity of the Feshbach
resonance is suppressed even in the bulk gas by several orders of magnitude [15, 96, 112],
resulting in a long trap lifetime. This suppression of vibrational relaxation is a consequence
of the Pauli principle as discussed in Ref. [113]. Therefore, long lifetimes close to a Fesh-
bach resonance are also expected for dimers composed of two atoms of different fermionic
species.
The long lifetime of fermionic gases in the strongly interacting regime near a Feshbach
resonance allowed the exploration of the so-called BEC-BCS cross-over between the region
of repulsive interaction on one side (“BEC-side”) of the Feshbach resonance and the region of
attractive interaction on the other side of the Feshbach resonance (“BCS-side”). The physics
of this cross-over regime is best understood by considering the two limiting cases, which can
be described by well-established theories: At moderate positive values of the atom-atom
scattering length, the fermions form molecules. These molecules are composite bosons and
their ground state at T = 0 is a Bose-Einstein condensate of molecules, a molecular BEC
(mBEC). For moderate negative values of the scattering length, the ground state in the
zero-temperature limit is the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) state [73] of Cooper pairs.
The two limiting cases are connected by the strongly interacting regime where both theories
break down.
The observation of a molecular BEC (mBEC) was reported by several groups working
with single-species fermionic systems [15, 99, 114] in November of 2003. Only a few weeks
later, first evidence for condensation of fermion pairs on the BCS-side of the resonance was
found [115, 116]. These results initiated a series of experiments investigating the BEC-BCS
cross-over: The measurements reported in Ref. [117] showed that the cross-over proceeds
smoothly and can be realized in an adiabatic and reversible way. The study of collective
excitations in the trapped gas [118, 119] and radio-frequency spectroscopy [120] provided
indication for superfluidity. The measurement of the heat capacity of the gas showed a
transition at a temperature where superfluidity was expected [121]. The unambiguous proof
of superfluidity over the whole BEC-BCS cross-over was finally provided by an experiment
showing that quantized vortices in form of vortex arrays could be created for a wide range
of magnetic field values on both sides of the resonance [122].
All these experiments were carried out with Fermi gas mixtures of two spin components
with equal atom numbers. In this case, the chemical potentials of the two spin states are
equal. In the BCS-limit, each atom can thus find a corresponding partner to form a Cooper
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pair and the entire system can become superfluid. When the chemical potentials of the two
components are different, however, pairing is qualitatively altered. Different exotic phases
have been proposed for such a system [123–129]. Quantum-degenerate atomic Fermi gases
are very well suited for the experimental exploration of these phases: The interaction can
be tuned using a Feshbach resonance and the Fermi surface can be adjusted by choice of the
atom numbers in the two components of the gas. In experiments using two spin states of
one single fermionic species, it was found that above a critical population imbalance phase
separation into a core of paired fermions and a shell with unpaired fermions occurs [130].
In a complementary experiment, vortices were used to map out the parameter space of
interaction strength and imbalance between the Fermi surfaces where superfluidity occurs
[131]. Furthermore, imbalanced spin-mixtures allowed the observation of the superfluid
phase transition directly in the spatial profiles of the atomic clouds [132]. More recently,
it was demonstrated that in the strongly interacting regime pairing can occur without
superfluidity even on the BCS-side of the Feshbach resonance [133].
1.4. This thesis
The quantum-degenerate mixture of two different fermionic atomic species created in this
thesis work will allow us to even go one step further. In this system, unmatched Fermi sur-
faces can be obtained even in the case of equal atom numbers in the two components. This
can be exploited to study a variety of analogies to other many-body systems, in particular
to a spatially inhomogeneous superfluid phase predicted to occur in certain types of high
temperature superconductors [134–137]. Further, a transition to a crystalline phase in the
bulk gas [138] and the possibility to simulate baryonic phases of quantum chromodynamics
[139, 140] have been theoretically proposed. Moreover, the mixture bears the prospect to
create heteronuclear ground state molecules [87, 141], in this way realizing a quantum gas
with a particularly large dipolar interaction [76]. Finally, a two-species mixture offers the
additional possibility to conveniently apply component-selective methods.
The concept of our system for the production of the quantum-degenerate two-species
Fermi-Fermi mixture is based on sympathetic cooling of fermionic 6Li and 40K by an evap-
oratively cooled bosonic 87Rb gas in a magnetic trap. A three-species MOT is used as a
source of precooled atoms. The laser-cooled atomic clouds are transferred from the MOT
position into the final magnetic trap by a magnetic transport mechanism [142] .
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an introduction into theoretical
concepts that are essential for the experiments described in this thesis. Thermodynamics
of ultracold (quantum) gases are reviewed and equations required for the analysis of ex-
perimental results are provided. In addition, the principles of evaporative and sympathetic
cooling are discussed, techniques that are indispensable for the production of quantum-
degenerate atomic gases.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental platform for the generation of a quantum-de-
generate Fermi-Fermi-Bose mixture. The basic physical principles underlying the main
components of the apparatus are discussed along with their technical realization. The
experimental platform has been developed from scratch during this thesis work. There-
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fore, the development, the design and the construction of the very complex triple-species
apparatus constitute a significant part of the work presented here.
The first step in the creation of a quantum-degenerate mixture of dilute atomic gases
is to capture the relevant atomic species in a magneto-optical trap. Chapter 4 reports
on the simultaneous trapping of two fermionic species, 6Li and 40K, and a bosonic species,
87Rb, demonstrating the first three-species MOT (“triple MOT”). Our way to optimize the
triple MOT and turn it into a suitable source for the goal to achieve quantum degeneracy
by evaporative and sympathetic cooling is described. The single-species MOTs and the
triple MOT are characterized. Trap loss due to interspecies collisions is briefly studied.
Parts of this chapter were published in Ref. [143].
After the successful realization of the triple MOT and some extensions to the experimen-
tal apparatus, an experimental sequence that leads to a quantum-degenerate mixture of
6Li, 40K, and 87Rb was developed. The first half of the sequence is described in Chapter 5.
This includes capture and confinement in a magneto-optical trap, further increase of phase
space density by laser-cooling methods, state preparation of the three species, trapping in
a magnetic quadrupole trap, and transfer into the quadrupole-Ioffe configuration (QUIC)
trap [144] located at the glass cell in the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) section of the apparatus.
The challenge in the development of a suitable sequence is to combine the different, and in
some cases opposing, constraints that the individual atomic species impose on it. The final
experimental sequence is described in detail and critical points are discussed. Moreover,
exemplary experimental measurements conducted for the development of the optimized
sequence are presented. In addition, the final magnetic QUIC trap is characterized.
Chapter 6 describes the second half of the experimental sequence and the achievement
of simultaneous quantum degeneracy in the three-species mixture of bosonic 87Rb and
fermionic 6Li and 40K. Rubidium is cooled by forced evaporation under “runaway” condi-
tions. In single-species operation, radio frequency radiation is used to drive the evaporation
process. The efficiency of the cooling process with respect to particle loss is evaluated and
characteristic signatures of Bose-Einstein condensation are observed. In multi-species oper-
ation, the fermionic species lithium and potassium are cooled by sympathetic cooling with
rubidium. In this case, evaporation of rubidium is forced by micro wave radiation allowing
species- and energy-selective removal of particles from the trap. Details of the experimental
sequence that proved crucial to successfully cool the mixture are described. In particular,
the last part of the cooling process is studied and it is shown that the efficiency of sympa-
thetic cooling of the 6Li gas by 87Rb is increased by the presence of 40K through catalytic
cooling. Finally, typical quantum-degenerate samples in the 6Li-40K Fermi-Fermi mixture
and in the 6Li-40K-87Rb Fermi-Fermi-Bose mixture are presented. Parts of Ch. 5 & 6 were
published in Ref. [16].
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This chapter presents the theoretical concepts that are essential for the experiments de-
scribed in this thesis. Section 2.1 reviews thermodynamics of ultracold gases and provides
equations needed for the analysis of experimental results described in a later chapter. Sec-
tion 2.2 then discusses theoretical basics of evaporative and sympathetic cooling, techniques
that are indispensable to produce quantum-degenerate atomic gases.
2.1. Ultracold gases
In the experiments presented in this thesis, atomic gases are routinely cooled to temper-
atures and densities at which quantum statistics must be used to correctly describe their
thermodynamic properties. This section therefore introduces basic concepts of the quan-
tum statistics of trapped atomic gases and derives intra-trap and time of flight density
distributions for fermionic, bosonic and classical gases. More detailed information can be
found in text books on quantum mechanics and on quantum statistics, e.g. [145–151].
2.1.1. Quantum statistics
In a gas of identical particles, the total wave function must be either symmetric or an-
tisymmetric under exchange of two particles in order to describe a physical state [152].
Particles for which the physical states are symmetric under this operation are called bosons
and those for which they are antisymmetric fermions. The spin-statistics theorem [153]
connects this definition to the spin of the particles and states that particles with integer
spin are bosons and those with half-integer spin fermions. Starting from the thermody-
namic partition function, the (anti-)symmetrization of the wave function leads to the mean
occupation number f(εr) of a single particle energy eigenstate with energy εr. It is given
by [151]
f(εr) =
1
e β(εr−µ) ± 1
,
+ fermions
− bosons (2.1)
where β = (kB T )
−1 is a measure for the temperature T of the system and µ is the chem-
ical potential. The chemical potential is implicitly fixed by the normalization condition∑
r f(εr) = N , where N is the total atom number. The sum runs over all energy eigen-
states of the system, counting degenerate states separately. In the denominator of Eq. (2.1)
and in the following, the upper sign applies to the case of fermions (Fermi-Dirac statistics)
and the lower one to the case of bosons (Bose-Einstein statistics). For fermions, f(εr) yields
only values between zero and one and the chemical potential may assume any real value.
Thus, no two indistinguishable, fermionic particles may occupy the same quantum state
simultaneously (Pauli exclusion principle), a property that also follows directly from the
antisymmetry of the total wave function. In the case of bosons, however, for the mean
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Figure 2.1: Chemical potential of a harmonically trapped gas. The chemical potential is plot-
ted for different statistics (Fermi-Dirac, blue, classical Maxwell-Boltzmann, black, and Bose-
Einstein, red) as a function of temperature for fixed atom number N = 105. The temperature
is normalized to the critical temperature for Bose-Einstein condensation Tc (see Sec. 2.1.3.2)
and the chemical potential is given in units of the Fermi energy EF (see Sec. 2.1.2.1).
occupation number to be physical, the chemical potential is restricted to values µ ≤ ε0,
where ε0 is the energy of the ground state of the system. Furthermore, the occupation
number has a singularity, which occurs when the denominator of Eq. (2.1) tends to zero.
This property is closely related to Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) as will become clear
later. For the remainder of this chapter, the ground state energy ε0 is set to zero without
loss of generality.
We now consider an ideal, spin-polarized gas of atoms with mass m trapped in a harmonic
potential
Vho(r) =
m
2
(
ω2xx
2 + ω2yy
2 + ω2zz
2
)
, (2.2)
with angular trapping frequencies ωi. For any given total atom number and temperature,
the chemical potential of the system can be calculated numerically using only Eq. (2.1),
the energy spectrum of the harmonic oscillator, and the normalization condition for the
atom number. As an example, Fig. 2.1 shows the chemical potential of a gas trapped in an
isotropic harmonic oscillator potential. Once the chemical potential is known, the occupa-
tion numbers and the density and momentum distributions can be derived using Eq. (2.1)
and the known eigenfunctions. The result then describes the system to any desired precision
taking also finite-size effects into account (for the bosonic case see e.g. [154]). However, in
typical experiments the number of trapped particles is large and the thermal energy is much
bigger than the level spacing, kBT  h̄ωx,y,z. For the derivation of thermodynamic prop-
erties of the system, it is then more convenient to switch from a representation of discrete
energy levels to a continuous density of states g(ε). In the semi-classical approximation, it
is defined by
g(ε) =
1
h3
∫
δ[ε− εcl(r,p)] drdp, (2.3)
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where V (r) designates the trapping potential and where εcl(r,p) = p2/2m + V (r) is the
energy of a single classical particle with momentum p. The integration can be carried out
analytically for general power law potentials [155]. The result for the case of the harmonic
potential Eq. (2.2) is given by
gho(ε) =
ε2
2 (h̄ω̄)3
, (2.4)
where ω̄ = (ωxωyωz)1/3 is the geometric mean of the angular trapping frequencies. This
approximation is exact in the thermodynamic limit. For the bosonic case, approximations
with additional terms, which account for the finite atom number in real experimental
situations, are also available [156, 157]. However, the predictions derived from Eq. (2.4)
describe the results of most experiments in harmonic traps already very well.
2.1.1.1. Thermodynamic quantities
The density of states allows to calculate many thermodynamic quantities in a very straight-
forward way. Note, however, that Eq. (2.4) assigns a weight of zero to the ground state. For
bosons, the ground state therefore has to be treated separately (see Sec. 2.1.3.2) due to the
possible large occupation number, whereas it can safely be neglected for a large system of
fermions, since the ground state is occupied by at most one identical fermion. With above
definitions, the number of atoms in the excited states Nex has the simple form
Nex =
∫ ∞
0
f(ε) g(ε) dε. (2.5)
For the harmonic potential Eq. (2.2), the integration can be carried out and yields
Nex = ∓
(
kBT
h̄ω̄
)3
g3(∓z̃) , (2.6)
where I have introduced the fugacity
z̃ = e βµ (2.7)
and the polylogarithm function gα(s), see Fig. 2.2. The polylogarithm function is defined
for positive integer and half integer order α by
gα(s) =
∞∑
k=1
sk
kα
(2.8)
and its analytic continuation. It has a branch cut discontinuity in the complex plane
along the real axis for s > 1. For fast and accurate numerical calculations, adequate
implementations are available in the literature [158, 159] and in mathematical function
libraries [160]. The following integral representation of the polylogarithm function is often
useful for calculations: ∫ ∞
0
tα
s−1e t ± 1
dt = ∓Γ (α+ 1) gα+1(∓s) . (2.9)
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Figure 2.2: The polylogarithm function gα(s), which appears in many expressions for ther-
modynamic quantities of a gas trapped in a harmonic potential. Shown are the cases
α = 1/2, 3/2, 3, 4.
It is valid for Re(α) > 0 and s ∈ C\{s ∈ R|s > 1} and was employed to obtain Eq. (2.6).
The polylogarithm function is also called the Bose-Einstein function, and fα(s) = −gα(−s)
is referred to as the Fermi-Dirac function.
Similarly to the atom number, the total energy in the gas is given by the expression
U(T ) =
∫ ∞
0
ε f(ε) g(ε) dε. (2.10)
For arbitrary given temperature, atom number, and potential, the integration can be per-
formed numerically using the chemical potential given implicitly by Eq. (2.5). In the case
of the harmonic potential Eq. (2.2), the integral can be calculated analytically and gives
U(T ) = −3 kBT
(
kBT
h̄ω̄
)3
g4(∓z̃) . (2.11)
This result can then be used to calculate the heat capacity Cheat = ∂U∂T
∣∣
N
, which is an
important quantity in the sympathetic cooling process. Note, however, that the fugacity z̃
is a function of the temperature.
2.1.1.2. The semiclassical approximation
Most data in our experiments are deduced from density distributions of clouds, either
recorded intratrap or after a period of free expansion following a sudden release from the
trap. These density distributions can be derived using a semiclassical approach, which
is under typical experimental conditions a very good approximation for fermionic clouds
and uncondensed bosonic clouds. In this approximation the particles are treated as wave
packets with definite position and momentum. In order to obtain the corresponding phase
12
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space density ρ̃(r,p) we combine Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.5) with the normalization condition
N =
∫
ρ̃(r,p) dr dp (2.12)
and use the approximation N ≈ Nex. This allows one to identify the phase space density
ρ̃(r,p) =
1
h3
f [εcl(r,p)] =
1
h3
1
e β[p2/2m+V (r)−µ] ± 1
. (2.13)
Note that also in this semiclassical approximation the correct statistics is accounted for by
the corresponding distribution function, which in the case of fermions limits the number
of particles per phase space volume element h3 to one. The approach described in this
paragraph corresponds to a local density approximation for the distribution function.
The distributions in position and momentum space are obtained by integrating Eq. (2.13)
over the respective other space. For a cloud trapped in an arbitrary potential V (r), only
the integration over momentum space can be performed analytically, employing a suitable
substitution and using relation 2.9. The result is
n(r) = ∓ 1
λ3dB
g3/2
(
∓z̃ e−
V (r)
kBT
)
(2.14)
where
λdB =
√
2πh̄2
mkBT
(2.15)
designates the thermal de Broglie wavelength. In the case of the harmonic potential 2.2,
also the momentum distribution can be calculated analytically. In order to carry out the in-
tegration over position space one switches to the generalized coordinate r̃ = (ωxx, ωyy, ωzz).
This makes the integrand isotropic and allows one to again use Eq. (2.9), which gives
n(p) = ∓ 1
(mω̄)3
1
λ3dB
g3/2
(
∓z̃ e
−p2
2mkBT
)
. (2.16)
Obviously, the momentum distribution is isotropic, whereas the symmetry of the intratrap
density distribution depends on the actual trapping potential.
2.1.2. Fermionic quantum gases
In this section, I will briefly summarize some important aspects of the theory of fermionic
quantum gases and provide equations that will be used in later chapters. More extensive
discussions of the physics of Fermi gases can be found in a number of review articles, e.g.
[161–164].
2.1.2.1. The Fermi energy
In a system of identical fermions, any state can be occupied by at most one particle, as
already explained above, and for large atom number N, the approximation N ≈ Nex can
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Figure 2.3: Fermi-Dirac statistics. The occupation probability is shown as a function of
the single-particle energy for a fixed atom number at three different temperatures, T = 0,
T = 0.1TF, and T = 0.5TF (thick lines). The dashed vertical lines indicate the corresponding
chemical potentials.
be used. In the limit T → 0, the absolute value of the exponential in the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function
fFD(ε) =
1
e β(ε−µ) + 1
(2.17)
is very large and positive for ε > µ(T → 0) and close to zero for ε < µ(T → 0). At zero
temperature, the energy distribution fFD(ε) is therefore 1 for energies ε below the Fermi
energy EF = µ(T → 0, N) and 0 above. The temperature TF = EF/kB corresponding to
the Fermi energy is called the Fermi temperature. For increasing temperature, the step
in fFD(ε) is gradually smeared out with a width on the order of EF · T/TF as shown in
Fig. 2.3. For T  TF, the occupation probability fFD(ε)  1 for all energy levels so that
the indistinguishability of the particles is unimportant and the gas behaves like a classical
Maxwell-Boltzmann gas. The Fermi temperature therefore sets the scale for the onset of
quantum behavior in a fermionic gas. However, it should be stressed that there is no phase
transition in a non-interacting Fermi gas.
A particularly simple and useful expression for the Fermi energy in a harmonic potential
is obtained by evaluating Eq. (2.5) for T = 0. Using fFD(ε, T =0) = Θ(EF− ε) (where Θ is
the Heaviside step function) in Eq. (2.4) we obtain
N =
∫ ∞
0
f(ε) g(ε) dε =
∫ EF
0
g(ε) dε =
EF
3
6 (h̄ω̄)3
(2.18)
and thus
EF = h̄ω̄ (6N)
1/3 . (2.19)
The combination of this equation with Eq. (2.6) then gives the universal relation
T
TF
=
[
−1
6 g3(−z̃)
]1/3
, (2.20)
which is very useful for thermometry of fermionic gases.
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2.1.2.2. Intratrap density distribution
The density distribution of an ideal spin-polarized fermionic gas in an arbitrary potential
V (r) at finite temperature was already given in Eq. (2.14). The assumption of an ideal gas
is a very good approximation for most experimental situations treated in this work because
interactions between identical fermionic atoms are strongly suppressed at low temperatures.
This is a consequence of the fermionic quantum statistics and will be discussed in more
detail in Sec. 2.2.1.1.
In addition to the general case treated above, it is instructive to briefly consider the
Fermi gas at T = 0. In this case, all energy states up to the Fermi energy are filled and the
phase space density is ρ̃(r,p) = 1
h3
for p2/2m+V (r) ≤ EF and zero otherwise. Integration
over momentum space is trivial and gives the density distribution
nFD(r, T = 0) =
(2m)3/2
6π2h̄3
[EF − V (r)]3/2 (2.21)
=
8N
π2RxRyRz
[
1−
(
x2
Rx
2 +
y2
Ry
2 +
z2
Rz
2
)]3/2
, (2.22)
for positions r where EF > V (r) and 0 otherwise. The second line of the equation is valid
for the harmonic potential. The Fermi radius
Ri =
√
2EF
mω2i
(2.23)
corresponds to the size of the fermionic cloud in the direction i ∈ x, y, z. The non-zero size
of the fermionic cloud at T = 0 is a result of the Fermi pressure, which itself is a direct
consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle. Figure 2.4 shows the density distribution of
a fermionic gas for the T = 0 limit and for two different finite temperatures.
2.1.2.3. Free expansion of the ideal Fermi gas
In the experiment, atomic clouds are often detected after ballistic expansion following a
sudden switch-off of the trap. In the limit of long expansion time, this allows one in
principle to directly measure the initial momentum distribution since it is converted into a
spatial density distribution by the ballistic expansion. For intermediate expansion times,
however, the initial density distribution has to be taken into account. In the semiclassical
approximation, the density distribution after an arbitrary time of flight is given by
nFD,tof(r, t) =
∫ ∫
ρ̃(r0,p) δ3
(
r− r0 −
pt
m
)
d3r0 d3p. (2.24)
This integral can be analytically solved for the harmonic potential 2.2 using suitable sub-
stitutions and relation (2.9):
nFD,tof(r, t) = −
∏
i ηi(t)
λ3dB
g3/2
(
−z̃ e−
m
2kBT
∑
i [ωi ri ηi(t)]
2
)
(2.25)
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Figure 2.4: Density distribution of a harmonically trapped Fermi gas. The density distribution
was integrated along the x- and y-axes to obtain the line densities depicted in the graph. The
solid lines show Fermi-Dirac density distributions for T = 0, T = 0.1TF, and T = 0.5TF.
The dashed lines represent corresponding classical density distributions.
where
ηi(t) =
[
1 + ω2i t
2
]−1/2
. (2.26)
Thus, the effect of the free expansion from a harmonic trap is simply a rescaling of the
coordinates. This remarkable result has also been derived in a fully quantum-mechanical
treatment [165].
2.1.3. Bosonic quantum gases
In this section, I describe the properties of bosonic quantum gases that are most relevant
for the work presented in this thesis. More detailed information can be found in numerous
review articles, see e.g. [27, 28, 166].
2.1.3.1. Density distribution of an uncondensed gas
The intratrap density and momentum distributions of an ideal Bose gas are given in
Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.16), respectively. In contrast to Fermi gases, spin-polarized Bose
gases do interact also at very low temperatures since the total wave function is symmetric
and therefore s-wave scattering is allowed. However, above the phase transition to BEC,
the density of the gas for typical experimental conditions is comparably low so that effects
of the interaction can usually be neglected. Similarly to Eq. (2.25), the density distribution
after release from the harmonic potential Eq. (2.2) and a subsequent time of flight t is then
given by
nFD,tof(r, t) = +
∏
i ηi(t)
λ3dB
g3/2
(
+z̃ e−
m
2kBT
∑
i [ωi ri ηi(t)]
2
)
. (2.27)
This density distribution is also a good approximation for the thermal component in a
partially condensed cloud, except in the overlap region with the condensate since the density
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in the BEC can be so high that the interaction can significantly distort the thermal density
distribution.
2.1.3.2. Bose-Einstein condensation
For a system of bosons, the fugacity is limited to values smaller or equal to 1. This follows
directly from its definition (Eq. (2.7)), from the requirement that the occupation number
f(εr) is non-negative, and from the choice ε0 = 0. Consequently, the total number of atoms
in the excited states of a harmonic potential (Eq. (2.6)) is limited by
N (max)ex =
(
kBT
h̄ω̄
)3
g3(z̃ = 1) . (2.28)
Thus, if the total number of atoms N exceeds N (max)ex , the remaining
N0 = N −N (max)ex (2.29)
atoms must occupy the ground state. This macroscopic occupation of the ground state is
known as Bose-Einstein condensation. The atoms in the ground state are referred to as the
Bose-Einstein condensate and the remaining atoms belong to the so-called thermal cloud.
The critical temperature for Bose-Einstein condensation of N identical, non-interacting
bosons trapped in a harmonic potential follows from Eq. (2.28):
Tc =
h̄ω̄
kB
[
N
g3(1)
]1/3
. (2.30)
It corresponds to a peak phase space density of
n0λ
3
dB = g3/2(1) ≈ 2.612, (2.31)
which is also the critical phase space density for BEC in a homogeneous gas. The fraction
of particles in the ground state increases with decreasing temperature. For T < Tc it is
given by
N0
N
= 1−
(
T
Tc
)3
. (2.32)
The wave function of the non-interacting condensate is a product of N0 identical single
particle ground state wave functions.
The formulae above are strictly true only for an ideal Bose gas in the thermodynamic
limit, which is never reached exactly in real experiments. However, corrections due to the
effects of interaction, the finite atom number, and the discreteness of the energy levels are
small for typical experimental conditions (see Sec. II.C in [27], Sec. 5.2.1 in [166], and refer-
ences therein). Finally, note that for temperatures below the temperature corresponding to
the energy level splitting Tω̄ = h̄ω̄/kB, the ground state would be macroscopically occupied
even in a classical gas. However, the critical temperature Tc for Bose-Einstein condensation
can be much higher than Tω̄, which shows that BEC is a non-classical phenomenon.
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2.1.3.3. The weakly interacting Bose gas
Although Bose-Einstein condensates produced in cold atom experiments are dilute gases,
the density in the condensate is typically sufficiently high that the elastic interaction be-
tween the atoms plays a role and strongly influences the static and dynamic properties of
the condensate. However, these properties are very well described in a mean-field approach
by the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) for the expectation value Ψ(r, t) = 〈Ψ̂(r, t)〉 of the
field operator Ψ̂(r, t) that annihilates a boson at position r at time t. This approach is
discussed in detail e.g. in Ref. [27]. Ψ(r, t) has the meaning of an order parameter and is
also called the “macroscopic condensate wave function”, since the density of the condensate
is fixed by nc(r, t) = |Ψ(r, t)|2.
In a dilute gas at low temperature, only binary collisions are relevant and interactions
can be described by a single parameter, the s-wave scattering length a. The interatomic
interaction potential V (r1 − r2) can then be replaced by a pseudo potential V (r)Ψ(r) =
g δ(3)(r) ∂∂r (rΨ(r)) [146, 167] with the coupling constant
g =
4πh̄2a
m
. (2.33)
The interaction is attractive for negative values of the scattering length and repulsive for
positive ones. It can be experimentally controlled in value and in sign with a static external
magnetic field by making use of Feshbach resonances [47, 48, 168]. At the small values of
the bias field used in this work, however, the scattering length for 87Rb is always positive
so that we will restrict ourselves to this case in the following.
With the definitions made above and with the approximations mentioned, the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation for a BEC in an external potential V (r, t) reads:
ih̄∂tΨ(r, t) =
(
− h̄
2∇2
2m
+ V (r, t) + g |Ψ(r, t)|2
)
Ψ(r, t), (2.34)
where the wave function is normalized by the atom number,
∫
|Ψ|2 dr = N0. The GPE is
based on a number of approximations but can safely be used for large, weakly interacting
condensates (N0  1 and nc|a|3  1) at small temperatures (T  Tc).
Stationary ground state The stationary ground state wave function of a weakly inter-
acting condensate is no longer given by the product of N0 identical single particle ground
state wave functions but contains contributions from excited states. For a time-independent
potential, it can be calculated by solving the stationary GPE
µΨ(r) =
(
− h̄
2∇2
2m
+ V (r) + g |Ψ(r)|2
)
Ψ(r), (2.35)
which is obtained from Eq. (2.34) using the ansatz Ψ(r, t) = Ψ(r) e−
i
h̄
µt. The parameter
µ is identified as the chemical potential [28]. In the case that nc g  h̄ωx,y,z, the term for
the kinetic energy in Eq. (2.35) can be neglected. In this so-called Thomas-Fermi approxi-
mation, the density is given by
nc(r) = max
[
µ− V (r)
g
, 0
]
. (2.36)
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Figure 2.5: Line density distribution of a harmonically trapped Bose-Einstein condensate.
The solid lines show the calculated density distributions of 87Rb BECs with 5× 105 (red) and
1× 105 (blue) atoms, respectively, in our magnetic trap, taking the effects of interaction into
account. The dashed lines represent the corresponding distributions for the non-interacting
case.
Hence, in a harmonic potential, the condensate has a parabolic density distribution with
the Thomas-Fermi radii
R
(TF)
i =
√
2µ
mω2i
, (2.37)
where i = (x, y, z). From the normalization condition, the chemical potential in this case
is calculated to be
µ =
1
2
(
152ma2h̄4ω̄6
)1/5
N
2/5
0 . (2.38)
This equation can be plugged into Eq. (2.37) to find the relation
N0 =
m2
15 a h̄2ω̄3
(ωiRTF,i)
5 (2.39)
between the atom number in the condensate and the Thomas-Fermi radius. The density
distribution of a weakly interacting BEC in the Thomas-Fermi approximation is plotted
in Fig. 2.5 for two different atom numbers. For comparison, the figure also shows the
corresponding density distributions for the case of vanishing interaction.
The ground state wave function of Eq. (2.35) can be calculated exactly by numerically
minimizing the energy functional corresponding to Eq. (2.35), e.g. with a steepest descent
method [169].
Free expansion It has been shown that when such a condensate is released from a cylinder-
symmetrical, cigar-shaped harmonic trap, its density distribution evolves according to a
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rescaling of its parabolic shape [170–172]:
R(TF)ρ (t) = R
(TF)
ρ (0)
√
1 + τ2 (2.40)
R(TF)z (t) = λR
(TF)
ρ (0)
[
1 + λ−2
(
τ arctan τ − ln
√
1 + τ2
)]
, (2.41)
where λ = ωρ/ωz is the ratio of the radial and longitudinal trapping frequencies and τ = ωρt
the scaled time of flight. The expansion of the condensate is anisotropic in contrast to a
thermal cloud. First, the cloud expands mainly in the radial direction as the interaction
energy is converted to kinetic energy. After a subsequent intermediate expansion stage, the
aspect ratio finally approaches the constant value R(TF)ρ /R
(TF)
z = 2λ2/π. This expansion
from a cigar-shaped cloud to a pancake-shaped cloud is one characteristic signature of a
Bose-Einstein condensate.
2.1.4. The classical, ideal gas
In the classical limit, z̃ → 0, the density and momentum distributions derived from
Eq. (2.13) are those of a Maxwell-Boltzmann gas. In the case of a harmonic potential,
Eqs. (2.14), (2.16) then reduce to the following Gaussian density and momentum distribu-
tions:
n(r) =
(
2
π
)3/2 N
σxσyσz
e
−
∑
i
2x2i
σ2
i (2.42)
n(p) =
(
2
π
)3/2 N
κ3
e−
∑
i
2p2
κ2 (2.43)
where σi = [4kBT/mω2i ]
1/2 and κ = [4kBTm]1/2 are the respective 1/e2 waists of the
distributions. In order to obtain this result, the property lims→0 gn(s) = s was used in
Eqs. (2.6), (2.14), and (2.16). In a ballistic expansion, the momentum distribution stays
unaffected and the evolution of the spatial density distribution is given by a rescaling of
the waists according to σi(t) = σi ηi(t) with ηi(t) defined in Eq. (2.26).
2.2. Evaporative and sympathetic cooling
Evaporative cooling is one of the key experimental techniques for achieving ultralow tem-
peratures in dilute atomic gases. So far, only evaporative cooling of precooled atomic
clouds has allowed to reach the quantum-degenerate regime in these systems. Evapora-
tive and sympathetic cooling rely on redistribution of energy between different atoms by
elastic collisions. This section therefore starts with a brief review of collision physics in
ultracold gases. The subsequent main parts will then treat the principles and limitations
of evaporative and sympathetic cooling.
2.2.1. Collisions
Collisions between particles can be either elastic or inelastic. Elastic collisions play a crucial
role for the cooling process and for the static and dynamic properties of ultracold gases.
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In the following, the concept of partial waves, which provides an elegant and very useful
way to treat elastic collisions in the low-temperature limit, will be introduced. Inelastic
collision processes, on the other hand, are usually unwanted since they lead to heating and
particle loss in trapped atomic samples. The physical origin of inelastic collisions and the
corresponding selection rules will be briefly reviewed. The selection rules have important
consequences for the choice of atomic states in multi-species mixtures as will be discussed
in Sec. 5.3. The reader interested in more details of scattering theory is referred to the
literature [145, 149, 167, 173].
2.2.1.1. Elastic collisions
The problem of elastic scattering between two distinguishable particles of masses m1 and m2
can be separated into center-of-mass and relative coordinates. The center-of-mass motion
is conserved. The relative motion of the two particles is equivalent to the scattering of
one particle with reduced mass mred = m1m2/(m1 + m2) off the interatomic interaction
potential Vsc(r).
In an elastic collision the energy is conserved and the scattering problem is usually formu-
lated in a time-independent form by considering the energy eigenstates of the corresponding
stationary Schrödinger equation[
− h̄
2∇2
2mred
+ Vsc(r)
]
Ψk(r) = EΨk(r). (2.44)
One is interested in solutions of Eq. (2.44) with the asymptotic form
Ψk(r) = C
(
e ikr + f(k, θ, φ)
e ikr
r
)
for r →∞ (2.45)
for distances |r| much larger than the range of the interaction potential. Here, r, θ, φ are
spherical coordinates and C is a normalization constant. The first part of the asymptotic
wave function corresponds to an incoming plane wave with wave vector k and energy E =
h̄2k2/(2mred). The second part is generated by the scattering process and falls off radially
like a spherical wave. The factor f(k, θ, φ) is called the scattering amplitude and connects
the wave function with the measurable quantities, the differential and total scattering cross
sections,
dσ
dΩ
= |f(k, θ, φ)|2 and σ(k) =
∫
Ω
|f(k, θ, φ)|2 dΩ (2.46)
where dΩ = sin(θ) dθ dφ denotes the differential solid angle. It should be noted that for
most potentials the scattering problem cannot be solved analytically.
In the case of a spherically symmetric scattering potential Vsc(r), however, the problem
can be simplified by switching to an angular momentum basis, i.e. by expanding Ψk(r, θ, φ)
in terms of spherical harmonics Yl,ml(θ, φ) where l labels the angular momentum and ml
its projection onto the z-axis:
Ψk(r, θ, φ) =
∑
l,ml
uk,l,ml(r)
r
Yl,ml(θ, φ) (2.47)
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The contributions with angular momentum quantum numbers l = 0, 1, 2 are named s-,
p-, and d-waves, respectively. If the z-axis is chosen collinear with k, then the problem is
independent of the azimuthal angle φ and only terms with ml = 0 contribute to Eq. (2.47).
With this expansion, the scattering problem reduces to the solution of the corresponding
radial Schrödinger equation[
− h̄
2
2mred
d2
dr2
+
h̄2l(l + 1)
2mred r2
+ Vsc(r)
]
uk,l(r) = E uk,l(r) (2.48)
where the centrifugal potential appears in addition to the scattering potential Vsc(r). The
Schrödinger equation can be solved numerically, if Vsc(r) is known. Using standard angular
momentum algebra and Eq. (2.45), the asymptotic radial wave function can be written in
the form
uk,l(r) ∝
(
(−1)l+1e−ikr + e 2iδle ikr
)
(2.49)
where the phase shifts δl (defined modulo π) are introduced. The effect of the potential
thus simply consists in a dephasing between incoming and outgoing partial waves. Finally,
once the scattering phases are calculated, the scattering amplitude is obtained from the
relation [167]
f(k, θ) =
1
2ik
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1)Pl(cos θ)
(
e 2iδl(k) − 1
)
(2.50)
where Pl are Legendre polynomials. The total scattering cross section is obtained by insert-
ing Eq. (2.50) into Eq. (2.46). Using the orthogonality relation of the Legendre polynomials
one finds that the total scattering cross section is given as a sum over the partial wave
contributions [149]
σ(k) =
∞∑
l=0
σl(k) =
4π
k2
∞∑
l=0
(2l + 1) sin2(δl). (2.51)
Note that the contribution of each partial cross section to the total scattering cross section
has a maximum of σl,max = 4π(2l + 1)/k2, which is called the unitarity limit.
2.2.1.2. Low-energy, elastic collisions
The centrifugal barrier that appears in Eq. (2.48) has a very important consequence: If the
collision energy is much lower than the height of the barrier, the scattering partial wave
function only probes the slowly varying and weak outer part of the scattering potential and
therefore experiences no significant phase shift. Scattering of partial waves with l ≥ 1 is
therefore suppressed for sufficiently low energies. More precisely, one finds for the scattering
phase δl (modulo π) that [152]
δl ∝ k2l+1 for k → 0. (2.52)
The contribution to the total scattering cross section thus scales as
σl =
4π
k2
(2l + 1) sin2(δl) ∝ k4l ∝ E2l for k → 0. (2.53)
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This result is known as the Wigner threshold law [174].
For collision energies much smaller than the height of the p-wave centrifugal barrier, only
s-waves contribute to the scattering process. The effect of the scattering potential can then
be described by one single parameter, the s-wave scattering length a, which is defined by
a = − lim
k→0
tan δ0(k)
k
. (2.54)
For distinguishable particles, the total scattering cross section is connected to the scattering
length by
lim
k→0
σl=0(k) = 4πa2 (distinguishable particles) (2.55)
For identical particles, the two scattering processes corresponding to f(k, θ) and f(k, π−θ)
are indistinguishable. Therefore, the scattering state must be properly (anti-) symmetrized.
For bosons, the interference between the two terms doubles the contribution of partial waves
with even l to the total scattering cross section and cancels it for odd l. For fermions,
contributions cancel for even l and double for odd l. The total scattering cross sections in
the s-wave limit are therefore
lim
k→0
σl=0(k) = 8πa2 (identical bosons) (2.56)
lim
k→0
σl=0(k) = 0 (identical fermions) (2.57)
for scattering between two identical bosons or between two identical fermions. A very im-
portant consequence of this result is that, at low temperature, a polarized, one-component
gas of fermionic atoms is well described as an ideal quantum gas since s-wave interactions
are absent and contributions from higher order partial waves (l = 1, 3, ...) are strongly
suppressed. This makes evaporative cooling for such a fermionic gas inefficient, a difficulty
that is overcome in our experiment by using sympathetic cooling for the fermionic species.
In order to estimate the height of the centrifugal barrier for neutral atoms interacting
via a realistic potential, we consider the long-range part of the interaction potential, which
is typically well approximated by the van der Waals interaction VvdW = −C6/r6. The
coefficient C6 describes the strength of interaction and can be found in the literature (see
e.g. [175, 176] and references therein) for many species of interest. An estimate for the
height Eth(l) of the centrifugal barrier is then obtained by evaluating the effective potential
in Eq. (2.48) consisting of the sum of the centrifugal term and of the interaction potential
at its local maximum at r > 0. This yields:
Eth(l) = 2
[
h̄2l(l + 1)
6mred
]3/2
C
−1/2
6 . (2.58)
For the fermionic species used in our experiment, we obtain threshold energies ELi,Lith,p =
8 mK × kB for 6Li-6Li p-wave collisions and EK,Kth,p = 280µK × kB for
40K-40K p-wave
collisions. In a gas of identical 87Rb atoms, p-wave collisions are forbidden and the estimate
for the threshold energy for d-wave collisions yields ERb,Rbth,d = 430µK× kB.
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2.2.1.3. Inelastic collisions
In the discussion of atomic scattering so far, we have neglected the internal degrees of
freedom of the atoms. However, the internal states of two colliding atoms may be changed
in the scattering process by the interatomic interaction. These collisions can result in
atom loss from the trap and in heating of the trapped sample due to internal energy of the
atoms being converted into external energy. This section introduces the different interaction
mechanisms between two ground-state alkali atoms and gives the corresponding selection
rules for state-changing collisions. More extensive discussions on this subject can be found
in the literature, e.g. in [177, 178].
The interaction Hamiltonian of two ground-state alkali atoms can be written to good
approximation as [179]
V = Vex + Vdisp + Vhf + VZeeman + Vdipole, (2.59)
where Vex denotes the electronic exchange interaction, Vdisp is the dispersion interaction,
Vhf is the hyperfine interaction of each atom, and VZeeman denotes the interaction of the two
atoms with an external magnetic field. Vdipole is a dipole-dipole interaction term describing
the magnetic dipole interaction of the atoms and a second order effect in the electronic spin-
orbit coupling [180]. At large interatomic distance r, the atomic states are specified by the
hyperfine quantum numbers |f1, mf1〉 and |f2, mf2〉 of the two colliding ground-state alkali
atoms. Together with l,ml, E they represent a complete set of quantum numbers. The total
molecular spin is defined by F = f1 + f2 with corresponding quantum numbers F,MF . At
small interatomic distance, however, the exchange interaction dominates the interaction
Hamiltonian. The electron spins si are coupled to the total electron spin S = s1 + s2 with
the corresponding quantum number S = 0, 1 so that fi,mfi are not good quantum numbers
at this short distance.
The interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (2.59) is typically dominated by the first four terms.
The state-changing collisions resulting from this part of the Hamiltonian are called spin-
exchange collisions. They are typically the fastest state-changing collisions, unless they
are forbidden or energetically suppressed. In order to discuss this process, let’s consider
two atoms entering the collision in pure hyperfine states |f1, mf1〉 and |f2, mf2〉 (entrance
channel). These states are in general linear combinations of singlet (S = 0) and triplet
(S = 1) states. Since the phase shifts that these two components accumulate during the
scattering process in the corresponding singlet and triplet potentials are generally different,
they do not reconstruct the original hyperfine states after the collision but usually result
in changed superpositions of hyperfine states (exit channel). The scattering process thus
leads to a mixing of different atomic states. The selection rules for these spin-exchange
collisions are [47]
∆l = 0 (2.60)
∆ml = 0 (2.61)
∆MF = 0 (2.62)
where ml denotes the projection quantum number of the relative angular momentum l of
the two atoms. In the case of zero magnetic field even l and F are conserved so that much
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less collision channels couple. In addition to these selection rules, transitions only occur if
they are energetically allowed, i.e. if they are exothermal or if the thermal energy of the
atoms is sufficiently high to overcome the energy difference in an endothermal transition.
We will come back to this point, when discussing the actual three-species state mixture
used in our experiment.
In the preceding discussion of spin-exchange collisions, we have neglected the dipole-
dipole interaction term Vdipole in Eq. (2.59). For most experimental situations, this is a
good approximation. In the case, however, that spin-exchange collisions are forbidden
or suppressed, also this usually much weaker coupling can become important. Due to
its nature, the dipole-dipole interaction can convert spin angular momentum into orbital
angular momentum (and vice versa), a process called dipolar relaxation [180–182]. The
selection rules for dipolar relaxation are the following [47]:
∆l = 0,±2 (not l=0→ l=0) (2.63)
∆(ml +MF ) = 0 (2.64)
0 < |∆MF | ≤ 2. (2.65)
In the absence of a magnetic field, also the total angular momentum l + F is conserved
since the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.59) only creates internal forces in this case.
So far, we have only considered binary collisions. At high atomic densities or for strong
interaction, however, also inelastic losses due to three-body recombination may become
important (see [53, 182–185]). In such a collision event of three atoms, two of the atoms
form a molecule; the third one is necessary for conservation of momentum and energy. The
binding energy of the molecule is transformed into relative kinetic energy of the collision
partners. This process usually leads to loss of the molecule as well as of the third atom from
the trap. An exception is three-body recombination in a two-component gas of fermionic
atoms on the BEC-side close to the pole of a Feshbach resonance: In this case, very weakly
bound molecules are formed. Since relaxation to deeply bound molecular states is sup-
pressed due to the Pauli principle [113], only a very small energy is released in the process
so that the molecule and the atom usually stay in the trap.
2.2.2. Evaporative cooling
Evaporative cooling is a very powerful technique to cool a dilute atomic gas to sub µK
temperatures and high phase-space density. In 1995, roughly a decade after its first proposal
[3, 186], evaporative cooling, combined with laser cooling, was the key to achieve Bose-
Einstein condensation in atomic gases [6–8]. Reviews on evaporative cooling are available
in [5, 187]. Details on the experimental realization of evaporative cooling will be given in
Ch. 6.
2.2.2.1. Principle
Evaporative cooling of a trapped thermal cloud is based on selective removal of atoms
from the trap with an energy above the mean energy per atom and subsequent thermal-
ization of the cloud to a lower temperature by elastic collisions. In practice, all atoms
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Figure 2.6: Principle of evaporative cooling. Atoms are confined in a conservative trap.
Atoms in the high-energy tail of the energy distribution are removed from the trap by limiting
the trap depth to the truncation energy Ecut = ηkBT . The remaining atoms rethermalize to
a reduced temperature by elastic collisions. In the classical regime, the energy distribution of
the ensemble is well approximated by a truncated Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
above a truncation energy εt are removed, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. In this case, a natu-
ral approach to describe the energy distribution of a non-degenerate gas is the truncated
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
f(ε) = z̃e−
ε
kBT Θ(εt − ε) (2.66)
with the quasi-fugacity z̃ and the quasi-temperature T . Several descriptions of evaporative
cooling have used Eq. (2.66) as a starting point [188–191]. This approach was later justified
by a numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation [192] showing that the evaporation
process rather accurately conserves a quasi-equilibrium energy distribution of this form.
The following discussion is based on the corresponding model introduced by Walraven and
co-workers in the same publication [187, 192] and discussed for alkali atoms by Ketterle
and van Druten [5]. This model allows the description of evaporative cooling by scaling
laws.
For constant truncation energy εt (plain evaporation), elastic collisions between trapped
atoms produce atoms with energy above εt, which are evaporated from the trap. In this
way, the mean energy per trapped particle is reduced and the gas cools. The characteristic
evaporational decay time τev is given by [187]
τev
−1 = −Ṅev
N
= n0v̄σe−η
Vev
Ve
(2.67)
with v̄ = (8kBT/πm)1/2, the truncation parameter η = εtkBT , and a pseudo-density defined
by n0 = z̃/λ3dB. For identical bosons in the s-wave limit the scattering cross section is
σ = 8πa2. For a given potential, the volume factor Vev/Ve depends on η and may be
calculated exactly [187] but has values between 2 and 5 for typical experimental conditions.
In a plain evaporation process, the truncation parameter η increases as the temperature
of the gas decreases and evaporation is more than exponentially suppressed according to
Eq. (2.67). The evaporation process can be sustained, however, by constantly decreasing
the truncation energy (forced evaporation), e.g. in a way to keep η constant.
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2.2.2.2. Scaling laws
Since evaporative cooling happens on an exponential scale [5], it is typically described in
terms of slowly varying logarithmic derivatives. A key parameter of the cooling process is
given by [5]
αev =
d(lnT )
d(lnN)
=
Ṫ /T
Ṅ/N
(2.68)
which expresses by how many orders of magnitude the temperature decreases per order of
magnitude decrease in atom number. In a power law potential, V (r) =
∑3
i=1 bi|xi|1/δi (for
details, see [155]), all relevant thermodynamic quantities scale as [N(t+ ∆t)/N(t)]x during
evaporative cooling, where x depends only on δ =
∑
δi and the slowly varying parameter
αev(t) (see table I in [5]). An important quantity is the elastic collision rate σnv̄ ∝ nT 1/2
which scales as [5]
d(lnnv̄σ)
d(lnN)
= 1− αev
(
δ − 1
2
)
. (2.69)
If αev > αev,crit = 1/(δ − 1/2) in a trapping potential with δ > 1/2, the elastic collision
rate increases with decreasing atom number during the evaporation process (run-away
evaporation), thus accelerating the evaporation. In a Ioffe-type trap, αev,crit depends on
temperature with values between 1/2 at high T and 1 at low temperature.
The efficiency of evaporative cooling is defined as the relative increase in phase-space
density D = nλ3dB ∝ nT−3/2 per relative loss in atom number N [5]:
χ = −d(lnD)
d(lnN)
= αev
(
δ +
3
2
)
− 1. (2.70)
Hence, in a power-law trap with δ > 1/2, evaporation in the run-away regime implies that
also the phase space density increases with decreasing atom number. It was shown that
the evaporation process is optimized globally by optimizing χ at any moment [5]. In the
absence of heating mechanisms and non-evaporative loss processes, the key parameter αev
depends only on the trapping potential and on η. In this situation, αev and χ increase
without a limit with increasing η.
2.2.2.3. Loss processes
In real experiments, however, the value of αev and χ that can be achieved is limited by
non-evaporative loss of particles. For alkali atoms, the dominant so-called “bad collision”
processes, which lead to non-evaporative losses, are collisions with background gas atoms,
dipolar relaxation and, at high density, three-body recombination. The ratio of atoms lost
due to evaporation and atoms lost due to some i-body loss process is given by [193]
Ri =
Ṅev(
Ṅloss
)
i
=
1
λi
Vev
Ve
e−η (2.71)
with the corresponding “ratio of good to bad collisions”
1
λi
=
τel
−1
τ−1i
=
v̄σ
ni−20 Gi
Vie
Ve
. (2.72)
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Figure 2.7: Principle of sympathetic cooling. Two types, A (red) and B (blue), of atoms
are confined in a conservative trap. Type-A atoms are actively cooled, e.g. by evaporative
cooling, whereas type-B atoms are sympathetically cooled by thermal contact with type-A
atoms.
In this equation, Ve = N/n0 and Vie =
∫
[n(r)/n0]i dr with the pseudo-density n0 defined
above. The rate constants Gi are defined by (Ṅloss)i = −
∫
Gi n
i(r) dr and are the only
atomic properties entering the model besides the scattering cross section σ. For known
atomic parameters Gi (or, equivalently, λi), the efficiency parameters αev(η) and χ(η) in
the presence of loss processes can be calculated explicitly for any power-law trap (see, e.g.
[194]). It is found that in typical traps the runaway regime can be achieved by optimal
choice of η if 1/λi is larger than ≈ 102.
2.2.3. Sympathetic cooling
Elastic collisions are strongly suppressed in ultracold one-component fermionic quantum
gases, as explained in Sec. 2.2.1.1. Evaporative cooling is therefore very inefficient in a
one-component Fermi gas. However, fermionic atom gases can be cooled into the quantum-
degenerate regime by either direct evaporation of a two-component mixture, as first demon-
strated in Boulder [10], or by sympathetic cooling with a buffer gas, a first realized in Paris
[12]. In our experiment, we use sympathetic cooling of two fermionic species by a bosonic
species to obtain a mixture of three quantum-degenerate gases.
2.2.3.1. Principle
The idea of sympathetic cooling is to cool particles by bringing them into contact with a
thermal bath that is actively cooled (see Fig. 2.7). This principle was first proposed [63]
and demonstrated [195, 196] for a mixture of different isotopes in an ion trap. Later it was
applied to neutral atoms using cryogenically cooled helium as the thermal bath [197–199].
Sympathetic cooling in combination with evaporative cooling was first employed in [200],
producing two overlapping Bose-Einstein condensates.
In trapped atomic gases, sympathetic cooling of a target gas relies on thermalization
by elastic collisions with a colder buffer gas. In the following, we consider a mixture of
two types of atoms, labeled 1 and 2, confined in a trap. We are interested in the average
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scattering rate per type-1 atom of collisions with type-2 atoms, denoted Γ12. In general, this
quantity can only be calculated numerically. For a classical gas, i.e. at a phase space density
well below the quantum-degenerate regime, however, the problem is simplified by the fact
that the position and momentum distributions are uncorrelated in this case. Assuming
energy-independent, isotropic collisions, the average collision rate is then given by [201]
Γ12 = 〈n2〉1 σ12 〈v12〉1. (2.73)
Here, n2 is the density of type-2 atoms, σ12 is the elastic scattering cross section between
type-1 and type-2 atoms, and v12 = |v1 − v2| is the relative collision speed. The brackets
denote averaging over the distribution of type-1 atoms in position space
〈n2〉1 =
1
N1
∫
n1(r)n2(r) dr (2.74)
and in momentum space [202]
〈v12〉1 =
[
8kB
π
(
T1
m1
+
T2
m2
)]1/2
, (2.75)
respectively, using the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. In the case of
sympathetic cooling, the two types of atoms are distinguishable and σ12 = 4πa212, where
a12 is the s-wave scattering length between type-1 and type-2 atoms.
The mean energy transfer per collision is given by [202]
∆Ecoll = kB ∆T ξ with ξ =
4m1m2
(m1 +m2)2
(2.76)
where ∆T = T2−T1 is the temperature difference between the two gases. The parameter ξ
accounts for the reduction of the energy transfer per collision due to the mass difference of
the collision partners. Its values for the possible collisions in our experiment are ξLi,Rb =
0.24, ξK,Rb = 0.86, and ξLi,K = 0.45. Starting from the interspecies energy exchange rate
N1 Γ12 ∆Ecoll, using energy conservation, and assuming thermal equilibrium for each species
separately, evolution equations for the temperatures are readily obtained. In an isolated
system, the temperature difference decreases exponentially in time with a thermalization
rate
τ−1therm = N1 Γ12 ξ
(
kB
C1
+
kB
C2
)
(2.77)
where Ci is the heat capacity of gas i. The case where the temperature T2 is held constant
by external cooling can be treated by assuming an infinite heat capacity C2. In any case,
the number of collisions per type-1 atom that is needed for thermalization is given by
τtherm Γ12.
In a Ioffe-Pritchard type magnetic trap [203], the heat capacity depends on the temper-
ature of the gas. For an infinitely deep IP-trap with a magnetic bias field B0 at the trap
center, the heat capacity in the classical limit is given by [192]
CIP,∞ =
12 + 6 V0kBT
3 + 2 V0kBT
NkB (2.78)
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where V0 = µ · B0 and µ denotes the magnetic moment of an atom in the gas. Thus, in
this idealized situation and assuming N1  N2, it follows from Eq. (2.77) that between
3/ξ and 4/ξ collisions, depending on the temperature, are needed per type-1 atom for
thermalization.
2.2.3.2. Practical aspects
The previous section describes sympathetic cooling in an idealized situation. In a real
experiment, a number of additional aspects have to be taken into account. The most
important ones among them are briefly discussed in this section.
Thermal equilibrium For the derivation of Eq. (2.77) thermal equilibrium for each species
separately was assumed. This is a good assumption if the intraspecies thermalization rates
are at least comparable to the interspecies thermalization rate. If the target gas is a spin-
polarized one-component fermionic gas, however, elastic collisions are strongly suppressed
at low temperature. Therefore, each target atom must be directly cooled by collisions with
the buffer gas in order to achieve thermal equilibrium. Consequently, in this situation, the
mean elastic collision rate Eq. (2.73) per target atom and the thermalization rate Eq. (2.77)
should only be regarded as rough estimates that are useful in the case of sufficient spatial
overlap of the two clouds. Specifically, if the cloud sizes of the fermionic target gas and of the
buffer gas differ significantly, it may happen that only a part of the target gas thermalizes
with the buffer gas. The remaining part is then left behind in the cooling process as a hot
halo around the cooled central part of the cloud. This point will be discussed in more detail
with respect to sympathetic cooling of 6Li in Ch. 6.
Density overlap The density overlap between the actively cooled gas and the sympathet-
ically cooled gas, and thus the efficiency of sympathetic cooling, obviously depends on the
total potential the atoms are subjected to. In our experiment, the three atomic species
are trapped in the doubly polarized ground states, which all have a magnetic moment of
one Bohr magneton µB. They therefore experience the same magnetic trapping poten-
tial. Under the influence of the earth’s gravitational potential, however, the centers of the
clouds are shifted by different amounts along the direction of the gravitational acceleration
g (“gravitational sag”). For atoms with mass m confined in the harmonic region of the
trapping potential, the gravitational sag is given by
∆z = − g
ω2z
∝ m (2.79)
where ωz denotes the angular trapping frequency for these atoms along the direction of g.
The density overlap Eq. (2.74) in a harmonic trap for two non-degenerate gases with atomic
masses m1 and m2 and identical temperature T is then given by [201]
〈n2〉1,ho = N2
(
κ̄
4πkBT
)3/2
fsag. (2.80)
In this equation, the factor
fsag = e
− (m1−m2)
2g2
4κzkBT (2.81)
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accounts for the difference in gravitational sag, and κ̄ = m1ω̄21 = m2ω̄
2
2 and κz = m1ω
2
z,1 =
m2ω
2
z,2 are the mean and vertical curvatures of the trapping potential. In addition, inter-
actions between the target gas and the buffer gas lead to increased or decreased density
overlap or even to collapse or phase separation [204, 205], depending on their strength and
whether they are attractive or repulsive. If the strength and the sign of the interaction
are known, a set of coupled equations containing a mean-field potential for the interspecies
interaction may be used to calculate the density distributions [206, 207].
Energy dependence of the scattering cross section It should be noted that the scattering
cross section σ12 in Eq. (2.73) is in general energy-dependent. If the scattering potential
is known, this energy dependence can be determined numerically. The assumption of
constant σ12(E) ≈ σ12(0) is a good approximation in most experiments with ultracold
gases. Exceptions, however, are mixtures with a low-energy shape resonance or with a
large negative s-wave scattering length. The latter is the case in the 40K-87Rb mixture and
σl=0(E) is calculated to experience a zero at a collision energy of 630µK× kB [201] due to
the Ramsauer-Townsend effect. This value is consistent with recent experimental data [59]
of the rethermalization rate between 40K and 87Rb at different temperatures.
Effects of quantum statistics Up to now, we have treated sympathetic cooling for an
ultracold classical gas. However, sympathetic cooling is affected by quantum statistics,
when the gases enter the respective quantum-degenerate regimes during the last stage of
the cooling process. The density and momentum distributions of trapped bosonic and
fermionic quantum gases in the quantum-degenerate regime differ drastically from those
of a classical gas with the same temperature. Especially in a Fermi-Bose mixture, the
density overlap of the two clouds may be significantly reduced as compared to the classical
one since the fermionic cloud is larger due to the Fermi pressure and the bosonic cloud
is much smaller due to Bose-Einstein condensation. In addition, the modified momentum
distribution of the fermionic gas results in Pauli blocking [66], which reduces the number
of possible scattering states and therefore the thermalization rate. Moreover, superfluidity
of the BEC slows down the thermalization with the bosonic gas [208]. Finally, the heat
capacities of the fermionic [209] and of the bosonic [156] gases are significantly influenced
by the respective quantum statistics.
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This chapter describes the experimental platform for the generation of a quantum-de-
generate Fermi-Fermi-Bose mixture. The basic physical principles underlying the main
components of the apparatus are discussed along with their technical realization. The
experimental platform has been developed from scratch during this thesis work. Therefore,
the development, design and construction of the very complex triple-species apparatus
constitute a significant part of the work presented in this thesis.
3.1. Concept and overview
The experiment was designed with the goal to build a versatile and reliable apparatus for
studies with mixtures of two different fermionic and one bosonic species in the quantum-
degenerate regime. The first step in the construction of an experiment is the choice of
species, since their atomic properties strongly influence the decision for a certain concept.
From the large list of possible mixtures, we have chosen to use 6Li, 40K, and 87Rb for
several reasons. First, all three species are alkalies and as such have a comparatively simple
energy level structure that is very well suited for laser cooling. Second, 87Rb is a bosonic
species whose properties are well known and very favorable for the production of a large
Bose-Einstein condensate. Third, the fermionic species 6Li and 40K have successfully been
cooled before (although not together). In addition, the laser-cooling transitions of all three
species are close together at λLi = 671 nm, λK = 767 nm, and λRb = 780 nm, respectively,
thus allowing us to use a common set of optics in order to keep the optical setup as simple
and compact as possible. Moreover, appropriate semiconductor laser sources are available
for all three species. This allowed us to build a laser system that requires a minimum
of daily maintenance, an important aspect in such a large system. Finally, the 6Li-87Rb
mixture had not been studied yet, which was at the same time a risk and a great chance.
The concept of our apparatus is sketched in Fig. 3.1. Initially, cold clouds of all three
species are captured in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) at the center of a common magnetic
quadrupole field in a first chamber, called the “MOT chamber”. Lithium is loaded from a
spin flip-Zeeman slower. Potassium and rubidium are loaded from the background vapor
produced by atomic vapor dispensers. The three atomic clouds are then transferred into a
magnetic quadrupole trap in the MOT chamber. In order to attain a longer trap lifetime,
the trapped clouds are subsequently moved into a second chamber, an ultra high vacuum
(UHV) glass cell, with a residual pressure below 1× 10−11 mbar. This transport is realized
by driving a sequence of shifted quadrupole coils (“transfer coils”). The quadrupole trap at
the end of the transport is then transformed into a Ioffe-type trap in order to avoid Majorana
losses at low temperatures. In this final magnetic trap, a quantum-degenerate mixture of
6Li, 40K, and 87Rb is produced by evaporative cooling of rubidium and sympathetic cooling
of the fermionic species.
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Figure 3.1: Concept of the apparatus. The three species 6Li, 40K, and 87Rb are first captured
and cooled in superimposed MOTs (triple MOT). The cold clouds are then simultaneously
transferred by a series of magnetic coils into a UHV glass cell, where they are further transferred
into a Ioffe-type magnetic trap. In this trap, simultaneous quantum degeneracy of all three
species is achieved by means of evaporative and sympathetic cooling.
3.2. Vacuum system
The ultracold atomic gas is captured and trapped in an ultra-high vacuum chamber. The
purpose of the vacuum chamber is to isolate the atoms from the room temperature environ-
ment. Typically, in experiments with alkali atoms in macroscopic traps, a vacuum pressure
below 1× 10−11 mbar is necessary for efficient production of a quantum-degenerate gas.
At higher pressures, heating and loss of atoms from the trapped gas due to collisions with
residual hot background atoms may be too strong to even reach the run-away regime of
evaporative cooling (see Sec. 2.2.2.2). In contrast, fast loading of the MOT from the back-
ground vapor requires a significant partial pressure of the respective species. The two
conflicting requirements are met by the use of multiple connected chambers and by careful
design of the vacuum system.
3.2.1. Setup
The vacuum system is shown in Fig. 3.2. The central part consists of three chambers made
of steel with a low magnetic permeability. The first chamber is used for the three-species
MOT. It is connected by differential pumping tubes with the two other chambers, the oven
chamber and the UHV chamber. The UHV chamber consists of two parts, a quartz cell,
around which the magnetic trap is built, and a custom-designed steel chamber.
The MOT chamber has a flat octagonal shape and six indium-sealed quartz windows
with a clear diameter of 40 mm allowing for large MOT beams. An additional smaller
window provides access for optical pumping. Broadband antireflection (AR) coating of the
windows avoids multiple reflections inside the MOT chamber. The chamber´s low height
of only 46 mm makes it possible to place the magnetic coils for the MOT quadrupole field
and for the magnetic transfer close to the atoms for efficient operation. The rubidium
and potassium vapor dispensers are placed only 4 cm away from the center of the MOT
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Figure 3.2: Vacuum system. The graph shows a 3D-CAD drawing (sectional view) of the
vacuum chamber of the 6Li-40K-87Rb apparatus.
chamber pointing towards the capture region of the MOTs. For electrical isolation, they are
mounted on supports made of Macor. The MOT chamber is pumped through a CF 63 five-
way cross by a 50 l/s ion pump (Varian, VacIon Plus 55 StarCell). The remaining ports of
the cross are used for an ion gauge (Varian, UHV-24p), a window for the laser light used for
Zeeman slowing, and a six-channel electrical feedthrough (VTS Schwarz, Imax = 13.5 A) for
the dispenser currents. The slower laser window is heated to 165◦C to prevent permanent
coating with incident lithium atoms. An all metal angle valve on a side port of the ion
pump allows us to connect a roughing pump for initial pump down of the MOT chamber.
The MOT chamber is connected with the oven chamber by a 77 cm long steel tube,
around which the Zeeman slower coil is placed, followed by a pneumatically actuated valve.
On both sides of the valve, the inner diameter of the vacuum chamber is reduced to 6 mm
over a total length of 23 cm to permit differential pumping. A comparatively large inner
diameter of 37 mm was chosen for the long slower tube so that it can be efficiently pumped
through the MOT chamber. A second differential pumping stage (6 mm inner diameter,
16.5 cm long) reduces the atom flux from the lithium oven into the oven chamber. The
oven chamber is pumped by a second 50 l/s ion pump of the same type as above. An all
metal rotation feed-through (VTS Schwarz, TMR 40, mechanically coupled, bellow-sealed)
allows us to drive a mechanical shutter for the atomic beam emitted from the lithium oven.
Also in this chamber, an additional free CF 40 port that can be sealed by an all metal angle
valve permits us to connect a roughing pump for initial pump down. Two CF 63 viewports
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give optical access to the oven chamber for spectroscopic analysis of the lithium atom beam
and for general visual inspection.
Finally, the MOT chamber and the UHV chamber are connected by a CF 16 tube. Two
successive insets with an inner diameter of 8 mm and lengths of 10 cm and 7.4 cm reduce the
conductance of the tube to 0.1 l/s (calculated for rubidium atoms). The diameter of these
differential pumping tubes was numerically optimized as a compromise between maximum
pressure compression ratio between the chambers and minimal loss of atoms during the
magnetic transfer. The connection between the MOT chamber and the UHV chamber can
be closed with a pneumatically actuated valve. This allows us to flood and open the MOT
chamber without flooding the UHV chamber, should this be necessary, e.g. for exchanging
the dispensers. The UHV chamber is pumped by a 125 l/s ion pump (Varian, VacIon Plus
150 StarCell). A titanium sublimation pump (Thermionics, four filaments) placed in a side
arm of the steel chamber enhances the pumping speed for reactive, getterable gases like
hydrogen and nitrogen. The pressure can be monitored down to levels below 10−11 mbar
with a high sensitivity ion gauge (Varian, UHV-24p). A pair of AR-coated windows provides
optical access to the steel chamber from top and bottom for possible future projects. The
main experimental chamber consists of a glass cell connected to the steel chamber. It was
produced by Helma with high quality quartz glass and has a broad-band AR-coating on
the outer surfaces (reflectivity smaller 0.5% for 512–1064 nm at normal incidence). The
glass cell consists of a rectangular part with outer dimensions of 26 mm×26 mm×70.5 mm
and a wall thickness of 4 mm. The rectangular part is fused to two stacked circular quartz
discs (outer diameters of 37 mm and 50 mm, lenght of 19 mm each) with an 18 mm wide
central hole. The glass cell is attached to the steel chamber by a clamp that presses the
larger glass disc onto an appropriate flange. The pressure is applied with 14 screws so
that the mechanical stress on the glass can be distributed evenly. A metal ring with a soft
core and two knife edges (Garlock, HNV 200 Helicoflex Delta) provides a helium leak-tight
glass-metal sealing. Optical access to the glass cell is excellent along all six axes due to an
additional AR-coated window opposite to the glass cell in the steel chamber.
3.2.2. Installation, pump down, and baking
The present apparatus was set up in two stages. In the first stage, used for the experiments
described in Ch. 4, only the MOT chamber, the oven chamber and the corresponding at-
tached equipment were installed. The valve on the vacuum tube that connects the MOT
chamber and the UHV chamber in the final apparatus was sealed with a CF 16 viewport.
The lithium oven was filled and the rubidium and potassium dispensers were installed (see
also Sec. 3.3.1 and Sec. 3.3.2.3). A quasi oil-free roughing vacuum system consisting of a
turbo-molecular pump and a membrane pump was connected to the two all metal angle
valves and the system was pumped down. The apparatus was then baked for two weeks to
accelerate outgassing from the bulk material of the vacuum chambers. The use of several
separately controlled heating tapes allowed us to adjust the baking temperature individu-
ally for the different parts of the apparatus, according to the respective limits. Care was
also taken to keep temperature gradients in time and space within the ranges allowed for
the different components. During the baking procedure, the main coil of the lithium Zee-
man slower was already in its final position since it cannot be installed without breaking
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the vacuum, although it is wound on an independent steel tube that slips over the vacuum
tube (see Sec. 3.3.2). A heating wire that is wound directly onto the vacuum tube before
installation of the Zeeman slower allows for proper bake-out of the vacuum tube inside the
Zeeman slower. At the end of the bake-out procedure, the heating power was gradually
reduced over a period of several hours until room temperature was reached. The two ion
pumps were then switched on. A final pressure of a few times 10−10 mbar was achieved.
In a later second stage and in preparation for the experiments presented in chapters
5 & 6, the apparatus was extended by the UHV chamber. During setup of the extension,
the flange for the glass cell was first provisorily closed with a Viton-sealed window. The
chamber was then pumped down by a roughing pump system and baked for five days at
≈ 200◦C. After cool-down and a subsequent thorough leak-test, the glass cell was attached
to the UHV chamber. In the meanwhile, the MOT chamber was flooded with dry argon
gas and the atomic vapor dispensers for potassium were replaced by an optimized second
generation. Afterwards, the whole vacuum setup was pumped by a turbo-molecular vacuum
pump and baked again for several days. During the baking procedure, the atomic vapor
dispensers and the filaments of the titanium sublimation pump were initialized. Finally, the
system was again tested for helium leaks, the ion pumps were activated and the all metal
angle valves were closed. The pressures subsequently dropped to a few times 10−10 mbar
in the MOT chamber and to below the detection limit about 1× 10−11 mbar in the UHV
chamber.
3.2.3. Failure protection
The vacuum system is protected by several measures. In the case of a mains failure, an
electrical circuit triggers an alarm in an automated surveillance system (Telenot Electronic,
comline 2008 FS). This system in turn informs the group members by telephone about the
outage. Moreover, the ion pumps are connected to an uninterruptible power supply, which
guarantees full operation of the ion pumps during the blackout for at least four hours giving
us ample time to react. Finally, if a vacuum leak occurs and the pressure in one of the
chambers rises, the current of the corresponding ion gauge also rises. A control system
(Varian, MiniLink) then closes the pneumatically actuated valves between the different
vacuum chambers, if a certain threshold current is exceeded.
3.3. Atom sources
This section describes the atom sources from which the three-species MOT is loaded. In
the cases of rubidium and potassium, atoms are directly captured from the background gas
in the MOT chamber. Atomic vapor dispensers are used to generate appropriate partial
pressures of 87Rb and 40K. For lithium, in contrast, vapor loading would be inefficient
because of the comparatively low saturation pressure and the small fraction of atoms at
speeds below a typical capture velocity of the MOT. The lithium MOT is therefore loaded
from a Zeeman-slowed atomic beam.
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3.3.1. Atomic vapor dispensers for 40K and 87Rb
Atomic vapor dispensers are very convenient atom sources and are widely used in cold
atom experiments. They consist of a small metal boat containing a salt compound of the
desired element and a reducing agent. When the dispenser is heated by sending a current
through it, the redox reaction takes place and the alkali metal is released in atomic form
into the vacuum vessel. The reaction speed and consequently the alkali partial pressure in
the atomic vessel are controlled by the electric current.
Atomic vapor dispensers are industrially used in large quantities (e.g. for the production
of ultrapure alkali metal films on surfaces). This makes them comparatively inexpensive.
However, they are only commercially available with the alkali element in its natural mixture
of isotopes. In the case of 87Rb, which has a natural abundance of 28%, this is no severe
limitation for cold atom experiments. We therefore employ commercial dispensers (SAES
Getters, Rb/NF/7/25 FT10+10) as atomic sources for rubidium. In contrast, the natural
abundance of 40K is only 0.01% making the use of enriched potassium dispensers very
desirable. A procedure for the construction of very efficient 40K vapor dispensers was
develloped in the group of D.S. Jin and is outlined in Ref. [210]. These dispensers rely on
the redox reaction
2 KCl + Ca→ 2 K + CaCl2. (3.1)
Potassium chloride is available at different enrichment levels of 40K, with prices steeply
increasing with the abundance. In our experiments, we have initially used potassium with
a 40K abundance of 3%. They were built as part of F. Henkel’s diploma thesis work [211].
During the extension of the apparatus by the UHV chamber, the dispensers were replaced
by a second version with an increased abundance of 6% in 40K (MaTeck, Jülich, 72e/mg
K). Each of the three potassium dispensers installed in the apparatus contains about 10 mg
of KCl and 20 mg of pure calcium, an amount expected to last for several years.
For the production of efficient 40K dispensers, both reaction partners, KCl and Ca, are
needed in the form of pure powders. In contrast to potassium chloride, calcium is commer-
cially not available as a powder. A fine powder of calcium is obtained by filing dentritic
pieces of the pure elementary metal (Sigma-Aldrich, pureness >99.99%) and selecting grains
with diameters smaller than 200µm using a sieve. Since calcium powder is very reactive
with the main components of air, all production processes are performed either under a dry
argon protective atmosphere in a glove box or under vacuum conditions. Handling of only
a few milligrams of the fine powder with bulky gloves in the dry atmosphere is very delicate
and special measures are necessary to avoid loss due to electrostatic charging. After filing,
the KCl powder and the calcium powder are separately baked in a vacuum setup for several
days to drive out impurities. They are then mixed and filled into three metal boats made
of nickel-chromium foil. The boats have first also been baked under vacuum conditions.
The completed potassium dispensers are mounted onto a macor ring which is subsequently
transferred under an argon protective atmosphere into the MOT chamber. Further details
of the production process are described Ref. [211].
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3.3.2. Zeeman slower for 6Li
In a Zeeman slower, atoms in an atomic beam are slowed and cooled by the light pressure of
a counter-propagating laser beam. The technique of Zeeman slowing was first demonstrated
experimentally in 1982 [212].
3.3.2.1. Principle
Consider an atom of mass m, which moves at a velocity v along the y-axis and has a closed
optical transition between a ground state and an excited state. The two levels are separated
by an energy difference h̄ωatom at zero magnetic field and the transition has a linewidth Γ.
Photons in a laser beam with frequency ωlaser and wave vector k impinging on the atom
are spontaneously scattered off the atom at a rate [213]
γsc =
Γ
2
S
1 + S + (2δ/Γ)2
(3.2)
where the saturation parameter S = I/Is is given by the ratio of the intensity I of the
impinging laser light and the saturation intensity Is = πhcΓ/(3λ3) of the closed optical
transition with wavelength λ = 2πc/ωlaser. An effective detuning is defined by
δ = δ0 − k · v −
∆E(B)
h̄
(3.3)
where δ0 = ωlaser − ωatom. The term −k · v accounts for the Doppler shift in the non-
relativistic limit (v  c). Finally, ∆E(B) is the shift of the energy difference between the
two atomic energy levels due to a magnetic field B. When the atom absorbs a photon
from the laser beam, it is excited to the upper energy level and receives a momentum
kick h̄k. The atom subsequently returns to its ground state level either by spontaneous
or stimulated emission of a photon. Averaged over many absorption-emission cycles, the
spontaneously emitted photons do not transfer a net momentum onto the atom. The atom
is thus decelerated on average by a momentum h̄k for each photon absorption followed
by the spontaneous emission of a photon. A cycle of a photon absorption followed by the
stimulated emission of a photon, in contrast, does not contribute to slowing of the atom
since the momentum kicks of the two processes cancel. Consequently, the mean deceleration
is given by
a = γsc
h̄k
m
. (3.4)
The maximum absolute value of the deceleration amax = Γ2
h̄k
m is approached for effectively
resonant light (δ = 0), at large laser intensity (I  Is).
As an atom for which the laser light is initially effectively resonant (δ = 0) slows down
in a homogeneous magnetic field, it is quickly shifted out of resonance by the Doppler shift
and is thus not slowed any further. A very effective way to sustain the deceleration is
to compensate the Doppler shift by adjusting the energy difference between the ground
and excited energy levels with a suitably tapered inhomogeneous magnetic field B(x). In
the case of alkali atoms, the only closed two-level transitions are the ones between the
two stretched ground states and the corresponding stretched excited states on the D2-
line. For 6Li, these are the transitions |2S1/2, F = 3/2, mF = 3/2〉 → |2P3/2, 5/2, 5/2〉
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and |2S1/2, 3/2, −3/2〉 → |2P3/2, 5/2, −5/2〉 The Zeeman-shift of the levels involved is
proportional to the magnetic field. Neglecting the small magnetic moment of the nucleus,
the transition energy of the σ+ (σ−) transition is readily found to shift in a magnetic field
B by ∆E(B) = (−)µBB from its value at zero magnetic field. Here, µB = eh̄/2me is Bohr’s
magneton and B is assumed to be oriented parallel to the quantization axis, with respect
to which the polarization of the light is defined. The scalar value B is taken to be positive
for collinear orientation and negative for anti-collinear orientation.
A suitable profile of the magnetic field in a Zeeman slower is obtained from the equations
above by requiring constant effective detuning δ(x) = 0 and using simple kinematics. The
result for σ− light is
B(y) = B0 −
h̄k
µB
√
v2cap − 2 azs y (3.5)
where the capture velocity vcap is the speed of the atoms at the entrance of the Zeeman
slower and azs > 0 is the absolute value of the deceleration. The choice of the laser detuning
δ0 fixes the value of the homogeneous magnetic bias field B0 = −h̄δ0/µB. For σ+ light,
B(y) has the same value as in Eq. (3.5) but opposite sign. Obviously, the Zeeman slower
must be designed for azs < |amax| so that the atoms can follow the magnetic field profile for
the given laser intensity. Typical values of azs lie between 1/3 amax and 2/3 amax, depending
on the available laser intensity.
An important feature of a Zeeman slower is that the initial velocity distribution is nar-
rowed in the range v ≤ vcap during the slowing process. All atoms with velocities between
the capture velocity vcap and the final velocity vfinal at the exit of the Zeeman slower fulfill
the resonance condition at some point along the Zeeman slower and are slowed for the
remaining length of the slower. Finally, all atoms initially in this velocity range populate a
small velocity interval around vfinal. For this reason, Zeeman slowers are sometimes said to
cool an atomic beam in addition to slowing it, although, strictly speaking, no temperature
can be attributed to the final velocity distribution since it is not in thermal equilibrium.
3.3.2.2. Transverse heating
A final important aspect for the design of a Zeeman slower is that the random nature of
the spontaneous emission of photons during the slowing process leads to transverse heating
of the atomic beam [214]. The rms-width of an initially well defined transverse velocity v⊥
increases with time t according to
(vrms⊥ )
2 =
9
10
v2rec
3
N(t) (3.6)
where vrec = h̄k/m is the recoil velocity. N(t) is the number of photons an atom scatters
between time t = 0 and t. For an atom with initial velocity vcap, the value of N after passage
through the Zeeman slower is connected to the design parameters by N = (vcap−vfinal)/vrec.
The deviation of the dipolar radiation pattern on the closed optical transition from an
isotropic distribution is accounted for by the factor 9/10 [214] and is neglected in the
following. Using the fact that there is no correlation between different scattering events,
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Figure 3.3: Zeeman slower for lithium. The overview depicts the beam source, the collimation
tubes and the three coils that produce the magnetic field profile.
the rms-width at the end of the Zeeman slower of an initially narrow beam is found to be
(xrms⊥ )
2 =
v2rec
3
N(t)
t2
3
=
vrec(vcap − vfinal)3
9 azs
. (3.7)
After the slowing process, the beam diverges with a constant divergence angle of 2 vrms⊥ /vfinal.
Therefore, the final velocity must not be chosen too small.
3.3.2.3. The lithium beam source
The experimental setup used for loading the lithium MOT is shown in Fig. 3.3. It consists
of a source for the atomic beam and a Zeeman slower described in the next section. The
lithium beam source was designed with the goal to produce a well-collimated atomic beam
with a sufficient particle flux while not compromising vacuum quality in the MOT chamber.
A few grams of pure, highly enriched lithium (Sigma-Aldrich, 95% abundance of 6Li) are
contained in an elbow which is heated to about 400◦C. An atomic beam with a calculated
mean velocity of roughly 1200 m/s is emitted from the oven through a 6 mm wide tube into
the oven chamber. The tube is heated to about 430◦C to avoid condensation of lithium
and clogging of the tube. The beam can be blocked by an electrically actuated mechanical
shutter in front of the tube. Two subsequent also 6 mm wide tubes connect the oven
chamber with the Zeeman slower vacuum tube, which is attached to the MOT chamber.
The narrow tubes collimate the beam to a calculated divergence angle of less than 0.6◦
and—in combination with the ion pump in the oven chamber—limit the background gas
load from the lithium oven into the MOT chamber.
3.3.2.4. The spin-flip Zeeman slower
In our Zeeman slower, the magnetic field profile is realized by two successive main coils both
producing fields parallel to the atomic beam but with opposite directions. An additional
compensation coil on the opposing side of the MOT chamber compensates the stray field
of the Zeeman slower at the center position of the MOTs. This configuration, in which the
sign of the magnetic field of the Zeeman slower flips, is known as a spin-flip Zeeman slower.
The name is somewhat misleading since only the direction of the magnetic field switches,
whereas the spins of the atoms stay spatially oriented in the same direction all along the
Zeeman slower.
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A spin-flip Zeeman slower has several advantages compared to other designs: First, the
absolute value of the magnetic field increases at the end of the Zeeman slower, corresponding
to the σ− situation in Eq. (3.5). A Zeeman slower with an increasing magnetic field is more
efficient and much less sensitive to variations in the laser intensity and detuning than
one with a decreasing magnetic field [215]. The reason for this difference, which might
be surprising at first glance, is the extraction process of slow atoms at the end of the
Zeeman slower. In an increasing-field slower the extraction velocity vfinal of the atoms is
precisely determined by the maximum value of the magnetic field at the end of the Zeeman
slower. Since the field decreases after the Zeeman slower, only faster atoms are tuned into
resonance while slower atoms remain unaffected. In contrast, in a decreasing field slower,
atoms slower than vfinal or even with negative velocities get into resonance with the slowing
light as the magnetic field decreases. The atomic beam therefore spreads significantly in the
extraction region, severely limiting the efficiency of MOT loading from the Zeeman-slowed
beam. Second, the difference between capture velocity and final velocity is proportional
to the difference in magnetic field. By choosing a magnetic field with opposite directions
at the two ends of the Zeeman slower, the absolute field strength necessary is reduced and
thus the power dissipation is decreased. Third, in contrast to an increasing-field Zeeman
slower with constant field direction, the coil at the end of a spin-flip Zeeman slower is
much smaller and can therefore be placed closer to the MOT center thus increasing loading
efficiency. Finally, the necessary detuning of the slowing laser depends on the velocity of
the atoms at the spin flip point where the magnetic field vanishes. For an appropriately
chosen value B0, the slowing laser is far off-resonant for the slow atoms that are trapped
in the MOT at a small magnetic field and does not affect them.
Besides compensating for the Doppler shift, the magnetic field in the slower also defines
a quantization axis. In the region between the two main coils, the field is weak and its
direction changes, so that different Zeeman states are mixed. However, after passage of the
weak-field region, the atoms are pumped back into the correctly oriented doubly polarized
state by the σ-polarized slowing laser beam. A repumping beam superimposed onto the
slowing laser beam prevents loss of atoms that get transferred to the lower hyperfine state.
In addition, the repumper beam is required for the preparation of the atoms at the beginning
of the slowing process.
3.3.2.5. Design and fabrication of the Zeeman slower
The Zeeman slower is designed for a deceleration azs = amax/3 = 6.1× 105 m/s2. The
winding pattern necessary to produce an appropriate magnetic field profile was determined
using a numerical optimization. The final calculated and measured field profiles of the
Zeeman slower are shown in Fig. 3.4 for the operation current of 10 A. The slower has
an effective length of about 60 cm. The difference between the minimum and maximum
magnetic field of −578 G and 232 G, respectively, corresponds to a maximum deceleration
of the atoms by 760 m/s. The detuning of −448 MHz, for which the Zeeman slower is
designed, results in a capture velocity of 843 m/s and a final velocity of 83 m/s, which is
well below the capture velocity of the MOT of about 150 m/s.
The two main coils of the Zeeman slower were wound on a double-walled steel tube with
outer and inner diameters of 54 mm and 45.1 mm using a lathe. The wire is electrically
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Figure 3.4: Magnetic field of the Zeeman slower. Shown are the calculated (red line) and
measured (dots) profiles of the longitudinal magnetic field B(y) produced by the two main
coils. The blue dashed line indicates the idealized magnetic field given by Eq. (3.5). The total
field including the compensation coil and the MOT quadrupole field is represented by the thin
black solid line.
insulated by heat resistant varnish. A comparatively large rectangular cross section of
the wire (Isodraht, 4 mm × 1 mm) allows for compact construction of the coil and low
power dissipation. Water flowing between the two walls of the slower tube cools the coils
from inside and limits the temperature to typically below 60◦C. An electrically insulating,
heat-resistant and thermally conducting glue (Loctite, Hysol 9492 A&B) improves heat
conductance in the coils and provides mechanical stabilization.
3.4. Laser systems and optics
This section describes the laser systems for the three species studied in our experiment.
Near resonant laser light is needed in different phases of the experiment: For slowing,
magneto-optical trapping and further cooling of the atoms, for optical pumping into the
magnetically trappable states and for final detection using absorption imaging. The laser
systems were designed and built with a focus on compactness, flexibility and especially
reliability to keep the necessary daily maintenance at a minimum. Reliability of all com-
ponents is a very important requirement in the complex and extensive apparatus necessary
to work with three different species.
3.4.1. Energy levels and transitions employed
An overview of the atomic energy levels relevant for our experiment is given in Fig. 3.5 for
all three species. Arrows indicate the optical transitions driven during the experimental
cycle. The transitions have natural linewidths of about Γ/(2π) = 6 MHz and the wave
lengths are λRb = 780 nm, λK = 776 nm, and λLi = 671 nm, respectively. A detailed list of
the atomic properties is given in App. A. In the following, the level diagrams of the three
species are briefly discussed in turn, pointing out similarities and differences to an extent
as they are relevant for the experiment.
Magneto-optical trapping and further laser cooling of 87Rb is done on the |5S1/2, F =
2〉 ↔ |5P3/2, F ′ = 3〉 cycling transition of the D2-line. A repumping laser driving the
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Figure 3.5: Energy level schemes for 87Rb, 40K and 6Li. The arrows indicate optical transi-
tions driven during the experimental cycle (OP=optical pumping).
|5S1/2, F = 1〉 → |5P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 transitions brings atoms ending up in the |5S1/2, 1〉
hyperfine ground state back into the cycling transition. Optical pumping and the corre-
sponding transitions will be discussed in Sec. 5.3.2. Laser light with a frequency close to
or on the |5S1/2, F = 2〉 ↔ |5P3/2, F ′ = 3〉 cycling transition is used for detection of the
atoms by absorption imaging at the end of each experimental cycle.
In contrast to rubidium, potassium has an inverted hyperfine structure in the ground
and excited states because of the positive sign of the nuclear g-factor [216]. The cycling
transition suitable for laser cooling therefore occurs between the two respectively lowest
lying energy levels |4S1/2, F =9/2〉 and |4P3/2, F ′=11/2〉. Due to the comparatively small
energy splitting between the excited states, the probability of non-resonant excitation to
other excited states is larger than in the case of rubidium. Consequently, a higher intensity
is necessary for the repumping light, which drives the |4S1/2, F =7/2〉 → |4P3/2, F ′=9/2〉
transition. Another beam that also drives the cycling transition is used for detection of the
atoms.
In the case of lithium, the hyperfine structure of the excited |2P3/2〉 state has an energy
splitting on the order of the linewidth of the D2-transition. This property has significant
consequences: First, it makes polarization gradient cooling inefficient for lithium resulting in
a considerably higher temperature of the laser-cooled atomic cloud compared to other alkali
species (see Ch. 4). Second, the cycling transition |2S1/2, F = 3/2〉 ↔ |2P3/2, F ′ = 5/2〉
cannot be addressed individually. In a MOT, this results in comparable population rates of
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Figure 3.6: Schematic block diagram of the laser system for 87Rb. Light is emitted from
three external cavity diode lasers (ECDL) and one tapered amplifier (TA). Acousto-optic
modulators (AOM) are used for fast intensity modulation and shifting of the light frequencies.
The intensity of the trapping light is controlled by an electro-optic modulator (EOM). Shutters
allow us to block the different beams individually.
the two ground states |2S1/2, F =1/2〉 and |2S1/2, F =3/2〉. Consequently, the ‘repumping’
light, which drives the |2S1/2, F = 1/2〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 1/2, 3/2〉 transitions, may be
regarded as a second trapping light. It typically has a similar detuning and intensity as
the ‘official’ trapping light. The same is true for the far red-detuned pair of trapping
and repumping light used in the Zeeman slower. Third, the unresolved |2P3/2〉 hyperfine
structure has consequences for the optimal strategy for optical pumping (see Sec. 5.3.2).
Finally, σ+-polarized light on the |2S1/2, F = 3/2, mF = 3/2〉 ↔ |2P3/2, F ′ = 5/2, mF′ =
5/2〉 cycling transition is used for absorption imaging. Repumping light, simultaneously
irradiated onto the cloud from a perpendicular direction, brings atoms that accidentally
end up in the lower hyperfine ground state (e.g. due to slightly imperfect polarization of
the light) back into the imaging transition cycle.
3.4.2. Rubidium laser system
The rubidium laser system is shown in Fig. 3.6. Light is emitted from two self-built ex-
ternal cavity diode lasers (ECDL) [217, 218] and a commercial tapered amplifier system
(Toptica, TA-780) consisting of another diode laser (ECDL 2) and a tapered amplifier
chip (TA, for a review see [219]). The frequency of ECDL 1 (“reference” in Fig. 3.5) is
stabilized to the cross-over signal between the |5S1/2, F = 2〉 → |5P3/2, F ′ = 2〉 and
|5S1/2, F = 2〉 → |5P3/2, F ′ = 3〉 hyperfine transitions of the 87Rb D2-line using the
side-band free, Doppler-free dichroic lock (DFDL) technique [220] on a rubidium vapor
cell. Its output is separated into two arms and coupled into two optical fibers, providing
the light for optical pumping and imaging, respectively. Acousto-optic modulators (AOM,
Crystal Technologies) in double-pass configuration in the two arms shift the frequency by
adjustable values and allow us to control the light intensities on a sub-µs timescale. The
frequency of the master laser ECDL 2 in the TA-system is locked relative to the frequency
of EDCL 1. Light from both lasers is superimposed on a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu,
1.5 GHz) that detects the beat frequency. A beat lock technique [221] stabilizes ECDL 2
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Figure 3.7: Laser system for 40K. An external cavity diode laser (ECDL), which is locked to
a conveniently located spectroscopic feature of 39K, injection-seeds two slave lasers (SL 1 &
SL 2). AOMs in the output beams shift the frequency close to the trapping and repumping
transitions, respectively. A tapered amplifier boosts the output power to more than 800 mW.
at an adjustable, constant beat frequency. The output of ECDL 2 is amplified in a ta-
pered amplifier and coupled into a single-mode, polarization-maintaining fiber, providing
trapping light with a typical power of 280 mW after the fiber. The intensity can be con-
trolled by an electro-optic modulator (Gsänger, LM 0202). The repumping laser ECDL 3
is stabilized to the |5S1/2, F = 1〉 → |5P3/2, F ′= 2〉 transition using a standard saturated
absorption frequency-modulation (FM) spectroscopy setup [222, 223] on a second rubidium
vapor cell. After passing through a tandem AOM setup permitting intensity control and
rapid switch-off, the beam is coupled into a fiber providing the repumping light for the
MOT. A tandem AOM setup consists of two consecutive AOMs shifting the light frequency
by ν0 − δ/2 and −ν0 − δ/2, respectively, where ν0 = 80 MHz in our case. It allows a fre-
quency tuning by typically δ = −15...+15 MHz with constant beam pointing. In addition,
repumping light is also needed for optical pumping. Therefore, the 0th order of the second
AOM in the aforementioned repumper tandem AOM setup is diverted. A third AOM is
used to switch the beam intensity and to shift its frequency by a variable amount back
close to the repumping transition. The beam is superimposed onto the optical pumping
beam and coupled into the same optical fiber with identical linear polarization. In order
to avoid heating and losses due to undesired residual light during the cooling of the gas we
employ mechanical shutters between AOMs and optical fibers.
3.4.3. Potassium laser system
The potassium laser system is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.7. Starting point is a self-
built external cavity diode laser containing an AR-coated laser diode (Eagleyard, EYP-
RWE-0790). The antireflection coating allows us to operate the laser diode at the potassium
wavelength of 767 nm, although the laser diode with standard coating has a free-running
center wavelength of typically 790 nm. The output power of the ECDL is typically 20 mW.
The output beam of this master laser splits into three beams. The first one is frequency
shifted by −190 MHz and used to lock the laser frequency to the conveniently located
cross-over signal between the |4S1/2, F = 1〉 → |4P3/2, F ′= 0, 1, 2〉 and |4S1/2, F = 2〉 →
|4P3/2, F ′ = 1, 2, 3〉 transitions of the D2-line of 39K [224]. Locking to a 40K line is not
a favorable method, as the natural abundance of 40K as used in the spectroscopy cell is
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Figure 3.8: Laser system for 6Li. Light is generated by three frequency-stabilized external
cavity diode lasers (ECDL 1–3). To obtain sufficient power, four injection-seeded slave lasers
(SL 1–4) are used to individually amplify the frequency components that drive the trapping
and repumping transitions in the MOT and in the Zeeman slower.
orders of magnitude smaller than that of 39K. Initially, the DFDL technique was also used
for this lock but we were not fully satisfied with its longterm stability, in contrast to the
situation with the rubidium setup. We therefore switched to a saturated absorption FM
lock which is very stable with respect to temperature and slight alignment drifts. The
two remaining main beams injection-seed two slave lasers (SL 1 & SL 2, same laser diodes
as ECDL). The output frequency of SL 1 is shifted by a double pass AOM close to the
trapping transition, whereas the output of SL 2 is shifted by a quadruple pass AOM close
to the repumping transition. A quadruple pass AOM is realized with a setup similar to a
double pass AOM line but extended by an additional mirror and an optical isolator. After
passing individual shutters, the beams are combined on a non-polarizing beam splitter cube.
One of the output beams, each of which obviously contains both frequencies, is coupled
into the optical fiber connecting the laser table with the setup for optical pumping and
imaging on the apparatus table. The other output beam seeds the tapered amplifier chip
(Eagleyard, EYP-TPA-0765-01500-3006-CMT03). This semiconductor laser chip increases
the power of the trapping and repumping beams from typically 8 mW and 2 mW to a total
output power of more than 800 mW. The TA output beam, providing MOT trapping and
repumping light, is transferred to the MOT optics setup on the apparatus table via an
optical fiber. This single-mode fiber is important to clean the transverse spatial mode of
the TA output. Typically the total power of the MOT light after the fiber is 350 mW. As
in the rubidium laser system, shutters allow us to block individual laser beams.
3.4.4. Lithium laser system
A schematic plot of the lithium laser system is given in Fig. 3.8. In order to minimize
maintenance we chose a setup based on semiconductor laser diodes instead of a dye-laser
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system. Sufficient laser power is obtained by using an injection-seeded slave laser individ-
ually for each of the four frequencies required for trapping and slowing of lithium1. The
laser diodes (Mitsubishi, ML101J27) are heated to about 60◦C and operated at a current
above the specifications to reach the desired wavelength with sufficient power. The lithium
laser system was set up largely as part of the diploma thesis of Arne-Christian Voigt [225].
The final system shown in Fig. 3.8 will be described in detail in his PhD-thesis and is only
considered briefly in the following: The external cavity diode laser ECDL 1 is frequency
locked to the cross-over signal between the |2S1/2, F = 1/2〉 → |2P3/2, F ′= 1/2, 3/2〉 and
|2S1/2, F = 3/2〉 → |2P3/2, F ′ = 1/2−5/2〉 transitions of the D2-line. A part of the out-
put beam is branched off and used to offset-lock a second master laser (ECDL 2) to the
frequency of ECDL 1. The frequency of the remaining main part is shifted by a double
pass AOM line and then split into two beams. One of these beams directly injection-seeds
a slave laser (SL 1), the other one is first shifted by the ground state splitting of 228 MHz
and then injection-seeds a second slave laser (SL 2). The output of the two slave lasers is
combined on a polarizing beam splitter cube. By suitable choice of the polarizations of
both beams, the main power is directed into one output port of the cube and coupled with
crossed polarizations into the MOT fiber. An AOM in front of the fiber shifts the frequency
of the light by a fixed value of +30 MHz and allows for rapid intensity control, a feature
that is important for our laser cooling scheme (see Sec. 5.2). The second output beam of
the cube passes through a tandem AOM line and provides imaging light. The laser light
for Zeeman slowing is derived from ECDL 2. Its output is split into two beams. One of the
beams is directly amplified in SL 3, the other one is first shifted by 228 MHz and then am-
plified in SL 4. The resulting beams are combined on a polarizing beam splitter cube. The
frequency of the optical pump laser ECDL 3 is locked to the cross-over signal between the
|2S1/2, F = 1/2〉 → |2P1/2, F ′ = 1/2, 3/2〉 and |2S1/2, F = 3/2〉 → |2P1/2, F ′ = 1/2, 3/2〉
transitions of the D1-line. A double pass AOM line shifts the frequency close to the optical
pump transition and provides intensity control.
3.4.5. Combining the systems
Since in the magneto-optical trap and in the magnetic trap all three atomic species are
usually simultaneously trapped, it is necessary to at least partially combine the optical
setups for 87Rb, 40K, and 6Li.
For the three-species MOT, we have chosen to use a configuration with three counter-
propagating pairs of laser beams containing light at all three wavelengths. The principle of
the optical setup is sketched in Fig. 3.9. All necessary laser beams are transferred from the
laser table to the apparatus table via single-mode, polarization-maintaining optical fibers.
In the case of lithium, trapping and repumping light have orthogonal linear polarizations
in the optical fiber, whereas in the other three fibers the laser light is guided with only one
single linear polarization. Telescopes after the optical fibers expand the individual beams
to appropriate intermediate diameters.
1Tapered amplifiers for lithium had been available in the past (Spectra Diode Laboratories) but were
discontinued a few years before the start of our project. Only recently, TA chips for this wavelength
have become commercially available again (e.g. from Toptica Photonics) and might be a choice for a
future simplification of the lithium laser system.
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Figure 3.9: MOT optics. Light for operation of the three-species MOT is emitted from
four single-mode, polarization-maintaining optical fibers. The four laser beams with different
wavelengths are combined and redistributed into the six arms of the MOT setup by a dichroic
mirror and polarization optics.
Combination of the laser beams and distribution into the six arms of the MOT works as
follows. A λ/2-waveplate turns the polarizations of the two-frequency lithium beam to 45◦
between s- and p-polarization so that both frequencies are split individually with a splitting
ratio of 50% at the first polarizing beam splitter cube (PBS). After the first cube, both
frequencies have then the same polarization and the power splitting ratios at subsequent
PBS can be adjusted for best MOT operation to suitable values as will be explained in the
following paragraph. The rubidium trapping beam is combined with the lithium beam at
a dichroic mirror that is transmittive for lithium light and reflective for rubidium light. A
λ/2-waveplate in front of the dichroic mirror permits us to adjust the power splitting ratio
of the rubidium beam at the first PBS. The remaining input port of the same PBS is used
to superimpose the potassium beam onto the Li-Rb beam. The potassium power splitting
ratio at the PBS can again be adjusted independently by a waveplate in the potassium
beam in front of the cube. Rubidium repumping light is added to both horizontal MOT
beam pairs at the free port of the corresponding PBS. Finally, a telescope in each of the
six arms expands the superimposed MOT beams by a factor of five to 1/e2-diameters of
15 mm for lithium, 30 mm for potassium, 26 mm for rubidium trapping light, and 33 mm
for rubidium repumping light. These diameters are large enough to trap high numbers
of atoms in the MOTs and sufficiently small to keep the saturation parameters high for
uncritical MOT alignment and operation.
In several positions in the setup for the MOT optics described above, the polarization of
the superimposed beams for all three colors has to be turned by about 45◦ to achieve ap-
propriate power splitting ratios a the subsequent PBS. Achromatic λ/2 waveplates, which
produce an effective differential phase retardation of π over a broad wavelength range, have
only recently become available and are still unavailable with sufficiently large clear aperture
for the MOT beams. We therefore use the following solution: First, the polarization of the
rubidium light is adjusted using a zero-order λ/2 waveplate for 780 nm. This simultane-
ously adjusts the polarization of the potassium light sufficiently well due to the similarity
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Figure 3.10: Optics for detection and optical pumping. The individual beams emitted from
single-mode optical fibers are combined using dichroic mirrors and polarization optics. An
actuated waveplate and a removable mirror permit us to use the combined beam either for
optical pumping or for imaging in any of the two vacuum chambers.
of the wavelengths. A subsequent stack of two additional λ/2 waveplates for the 780 nm
wavelength mounted together in one rotatable mount with their fast axes aligned (“tandem
waveplate”) has no effect on the polarization of the rubidium light. Also the effect on the
potassium light is appropriately small. However, the tandem waveplates do have a signif-
icant effect on the polarization of the lithium light. By careful selection of the waveplates
used in the stacks, we were able to obtain an adjustment range for the polarization of
the lithium light that includes the desired power splitting ratio of 50% at the subsequent
polarizing beam splitter cube.
The optical setup that provides the beams for optical pumping and imaging of the three
species is sketched in Fig. 3.10. All necessary beams are transferred from the laser table to
the apparatus table by five different single-mode, polarization-maintaining optical fibers.
The fibers are aligned in the azimuthal direction so that all beams have linear p-polarization,
except for the potassium beam that has s-polarization. The two rubidium beams are
combined on a non-polarizing beam splitter cube. A dichroic mirror that is transmissive
for rubidium and reflective for potassium at normal incidence is used in combination with
a PBS and two properly aligned λ/4 waveplates to add also the originally s-polarized
potassium beam with p-polarization. Finally, the two lithium beams are merged on a
second non-polarizing beam splitter cube and superimposed to the main beam by means
of a dichroic mirror that is transmissive for Li and reflective for K and Rb at about 45◦
angle of incidence. The resulting linearly polarized beam can be directed into either of the
two output ports of a subsequent PBS by a computer controlled removable λ/2 waveplate
(for details on the actuator and its driver, see Ref. [226]). In addition, a removable mirror
allows to switch between imaging in the MOT chamber and imaging in the UHV chamber.
3.5. Absorption imaging
Absorption imaging has become a standard technique for the detection of ultracold atomic
clouds and is discussed in introductory textbooks and articles, e.g. in Ref. [166]. To obtain
the absorption image of an atomic cloud, the sample is illuminated by near-resonant laser
light. The atoms partially absorb this light by scattering photons into a solid angle of 4π
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and cast a shadow on the light beam. The shadow is imaged onto a charge-coupled device
(CCD) camera. Absorption imaging is a destructive detection method since the atomic
ensemble is heated by the incoherent scattering of photons. Alternative non-destructive
phase contrast imaging techniques are discussed in Refs. [166, 227] but were not used in
this thesis.
3.5.1. Principle
In the following brief explanation of absorption imaging we consider, without loss of gener-
ality, detection along the z-axis for ease of notation. Since the intensity distribution of the
imaging beam is inhomogeneous, the following imaging procedure is applied for normaliza-
tion: First, an absorption image Iabs(x, y) of the atomic cloud is recorded, then a reference
image of the intensity distribution Iflat(x, y) (‘flat field’) of an identical imaging light pulse
but after the cloud has left the field of view, and finally, a background image Ibg(x, y) (also
called ‘dark frame’) without detection light. The transmitted relative intensity distribution
T (x, y) and the optical density OD(x, y) can be determined from the three recorded images:
OD(x, y) = − lnT (x, y) with T (x, y) =
Iabs(x, y)− Ibg(x, y)
Iflat(x, y)− Ibg(x, y)
. (3.8)
This procedure also greatly reduces the influence of residual stray light and stationary in-
terference fringes, which are caused e.g. by multiple reflections in the optical imaging path
and appear in Iabs and Iflat at the same position. The subtraction of Ibg further accounts
for the dark count rate of the CCD-pixels, which is always present and may vary with tem-
perature and between different pixels. Time-dependent interference fringes, however, e.g.
caused by mechanical oscillation of optical components in the imaging path, are obviously
not properly canceled and limit the quality of the optical density data. Mechanical stability
was therefore an important aspect in the design of the imaging setup.
The optical density and the spatial density distribution of the cloud are connected as
follows: When the beam passes through the atomic cloud, photons are spontaneously scat-
tered at a rate per atom given by Eq. (3.2) with a position-dependent saturation parameter
Sx,y(z), if rescattering of scattered photons can be neglected. The relative decrease of the
intensity per length unit dz is then given by
d Ix,y(z)
Ix,y(z)
= −nx,y(z)σph(z) dz (3.9)
where nx,y(z) = n(x, y, z) is the density distribution of the atomic cloud and
σph(z) = γsc[S(z), δ]
h̄ω
Sx,y(z) Is
=
Γh̄ω
2Is
1
1 + Sx,y(z) + (2δ/Γ)2
(3.10)
is the scattering cross section for laser light with frequency ω and detuning δ = ω−ω0 with
respect to the atomic resonance frequency ω0. Here, we have assumed that circularly po-
larized light on the closed imaging transition (see Sec. 3.4.1) is employed. The quantization
axis is defined by a homogeneous magnetic field along the imaging axis with a strength of
typically about 1 G.
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Figure 3.11: Setup for absorption imaging at the final trap position. The atomic cloud casts
a shadow onto the collimated incident imaging beam. A confocal relay telescope produces
an intermediate image outside the glass cell. This intermediate image is further imaged onto
a charge-coupled device (CCD) sensor by an achromatic lens. The achromatic lens can be
interchanged to realize different magnifications.
If the initial intensity and the detuning of the imaging light fulfill the condition S 
[1 + (2δ/Γ)2], the scattering cross section simplifies to
σph =
3λ20
2π
1
1 + (2δ/Γ)2
(3.11)
where the definition of Is was used and where λ0 = 2πc/ω0 is the wavelength at resonance.
Equation (3.9) reduces then to Lambert-Beer’s absorption law and the optical density is
proportional to the column density ñ(x, y), which is the spatial density of the atomic cloud
integrated along the imaging direction:
OD(x, y) = σph ñ(x, y) where ñ(x, y) =
∫
n(x, y, z) dz. (3.12)
If more than one transition between different Zeeman levels is involved in the imaging
process (e.g. detection with π polarized light and more than one photon scattered per
atom), an appropriately averaged scattering cross section has to be used.
3.5.2. Optical setup
The optical setup used for imaging atomic clouds in the UHV chamber is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 3.11. A Rayleigh telescope with a magnification factor of 1.5 is used to produce
an intermediate image of the cloud outside the glass cell. A third lens images the inter-
mediate image onto the CCD-sensor. The CCD-sensor (Kodak, KAF-0401E) consists of
768 × 512 pixels with a size of 9µm × 9µm. It is part of a commercial camera developed
for scientific applications (Apogee, AP1E). An electrically actuated mechanical shutter in
the camera housing permits one to block incident light. The magnification of the imaging
system can be adjusted by appropriate choice of the focal length and of the position of the
third lens. The fine-adjustment of the focus of the detection system is done by imaging a
BEC held in the magnetic trap and correcting the longitudinal position of the CCD-camera
using a micrometer screw. When we image a cloud along the vertical direction (z-axis) after
sudden release from the trap and subsequent time of flight (TOF), we adjust the longitudi-
nal position of the camera correspondingly so that the imaging system stays focused onto
the cloud, which is freely falling in the gravitational field. The magnification was calibrated
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with a high-precision test target (Edmund Optics, USAF res target, NT 38-257)2. In the
experiments, we have used overall magnifications ranging from M = 0.3 to M = 7. For the
M = 4.57(6) magnification, with which quantum-degenerate atomic clouds were usually
imaged, we achieved a resolution of about 7µm.
With a removable mirror not shown in Fig. 3.11, the line of sight for detection can be
chosen either along the symmetry axis of the QUIC trapping potential (x-axis) or perpen-
dicular to it (i.e. along the z-axis). A similar setup for the MOT chamber permits detection
of atomic clouds in earlier stages of the experimental sequence with M = 0.57.
3.5.3. Practical aspects
The intensity, detuning and duration of the imaging light pulses have to be chosen appropri-
ately in order to allow a quantitative evaluation of the images. First, if S  [1 + (2δ/Γ)2],
the column density is proportional to the measured optical density, as discussed above3.
Second, for dense clouds a non-zero detuning has to be used in order to keep the peak
optical density well below the maximum detectable value of typically 4. For small, dense
samples, however, non-zero detunings result in a degradation of the image quality by false
absorptive signals due to refraction of the detection light [166]. Therefore, such samples,
e.g. quantum-degenerate atomic clouds, are usually imaged after an appropriate TOF,
during which the gas freely expands. Third, the duration of the imaging light pulse is
limited by blurring of the recorded image due to recoil-induced motion of the atoms [166].
If a dilute atomic cloud that is initially at rest scatters N photons per atom during the
duration ∆t of the imaging pulse, each atom gains on average a velocity Nvrec along the
direction of the imaging beam due to absorption of the photons; in addition, the atoms gain
a mean velocity
√
Nvrec along the other directions due to spontaneous emission of the same
number of photons4. This corresponds to a longitudinal displacement by ∆z = Nvrec∆t/2
and an additional random displacement by ∆rrms =
√
N/3vrec∆t. A proper choice of the
pulse duration keeps the longitudinal velocity sufficiently low that the resulting Doppler
shift may be neglected and that the longitudinal displacement is much smaller than the
depth of field of the imaging system. In addition, it assures that the random displacement
is negligible compared to the optical resolution of the imaging system. For example, a
typical appropriate light pulse for resonant imaging of an expanded rubidium cloud has a
duration of 100µs and a saturation parameter of 0.1, which corresponds to a number of
172 scattered photons, a longitudinal displacement by 100µm, a maximal Doppler shift of
0.2 Γ, and a random displacement by about 6µm.
In order to be able to accurately detect also atomic clouds with very small optical density,
we actually do not fix the duration of the imaging pulses but their energy. The reason is that
2Since the test target can obviously not be placed inside the vacuum chamber, a mirror is placed between
the last lens and the glass cell in order to bring the focus position outside of the cell and the test target
is positioned at the focus position. For imaging along the horizontal directions, the magnification can
alternatively be calibrated by observing the position of an atomic cloud accelerated by gravity after
release from the trap.
3For a larger saturation parameter quantitative evaluation of the data is more complicated and requires
exact knowledge of the absolute intensity of the imaging beam.
4Note that photon absorption followed by stimulated emission can be neglected for low saturation param-
eter.
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the actually measured physical quantity on the CCD-sensor is not the intensity I(x, y, t)
at a certain time t but rather the energy density5 e(x, y) =
∫ texp
0 I(x, y, t
′) dt′ of the light
accumulated over the camera’s minimum exposure duration of 20 ms. It is obvious from
Eq. (3.8) that a reliable determination of the line density ñ(x, y) is only possible, if the
energy density e(x, y) in the incident beam is identical for the light pulses in the absorption
image and in the reference image. Stabilization of the pulse energy is achieved by recording
the power of the incident imaging beam on a photodiode and switching off the light pulse
when a preset integrated energy is reached (for details, see the diploma thesis of Wolfgang
Wieser [226]). This approach greatly improved imaging for very dilute atomic clouds [226].
3.6. Magnetic trapping
Magnetic trapping is one of the key components of our experimental concept as already
mentioned in Sec. 3.1. This section introduces the basic principle of magnetic trapping. It
further explains the application of this technique for transfer of the atomic clouds from the
MOT vacuum chamber to the glass cell and for confinement of the atoms in the QUIC trap.
3.6.1. Principle of magnetic trapping
The principle of magnetic trapping of atoms is based on the interaction of the magnetic
moment µ of an atom with an external magnetic field B(r). The interaction energy
E(r) = −µ ·B(r) (3.13)
results in a force that drives the atom towards a minimum or a maximum of the magnetic
field depending on the orientation of µ with respect to the field direction. The magnetic
moment µ of the atom moving at a velocity v follows the local direction of the magnetic
field B adiabatically (i.e. it maintains the relative orientation), if the field direction changes
with a rate much smaller than the Lamor frequency ωL = µB/h̄:∣∣∣∣ ddtBB
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣(v · ∇)BB
∣∣∣∣ ωL. (3.14)
If this adiabaticity condition is violated, spin flips occur resulting in atom loss from the
trap (“Majorana losses”) [228].
For weak magnetic field, the interaction energy from Eq. (3.13) for an alkali atom in the
hyperfine ground state |F, mF〉 is well described by the linear Zeeman effect
E = mF gF µB |B(r)|, (3.15)
where gF is the Landé g-factor of the hyperfine state. Atoms in states with mFgF > 0 (“low
field seekers”) are driven towards minima of the magnetic field and can be trapped. Atoms
in states with mFgF < 0 (“high field seekers”), however, cannot be magnetically trapped
since Maxwell’s equations do not allow a magnetic field maximum in free space [229]. At
higher magnetic field, where the Zeeman energy becomes of the order of the hyperfine
5multiplied by the quantum efficiency of the CCD-sensor at the respective wavelength
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Figure 3.12: Magnetic quadrupole trap. Two coils with aligned axes carry opposite currents
and create a magnetic field that vanishes at the center and whose absolute value increases
linearly in all directions.
energy, the interaction energy E = EF,mF (B) − EF,mF (0) for ground state atoms with
vanishing orbital angular momentum can be expressed in terms of the total internal and
potential energy EF,mF (B) given by the Breit-Rabi formula [230]. In our experiment, we
trap 87Rb, 40K, and 6Li atoms in their respective magnetically trappable, doubly polarized
ground state. In this state, all spins are aligned so that the quadratic Zeeman shift is absent
and the validity of Eq. (3.15) extends to large magnetic fields.
3.6.1.1. Magnetic quadrupole trap
The simplest magnetic trap is realized by a pair of coils separated by a distance d > 0
with aligned symmetry axes and opposing currents (see Fig. 3.12). The magnetic fields of
the two coils cancel at the center of the trap and the leading contribution in a multipole
expansion of the total field B(r) is the linear term. The absolute value of the field in first
order is thus given by
B(r) =
√(
∂Bx
∂x
x
)2
+
(
∂By
∂y
y
)2
+
(
∂Bz
∂z
z
)2
(3.16)
and increases in all directions linearly with the distance from the trap center. The sole-
noidality of the magnetic field, required by Maxwell’s equations, demands divB = ∂Bx∂x +
∂By
∂y +
∂Bz
∂z = 0. Any quadrupole field is therefore fully described by the field steepness
B′z =
∂Bz
∂z , the aspect ratio A =
∂By
∂y /
∂Bx
∂x , and the position of its center. In the special case
of two circular coils oriented along the z-axis, the rotational symmetry results in A = 1
and ∂Bz/∂z = 2 ∂By/∂y.
Since at the center of a quadrupole trap the magnetic field vanishes and switches di-
rection, atoms passing too close to the trap center do not fulfill the adiabaticity criterion
Eq. (3.14) and are lost due to Majorana spin flips. For an atom moving at a velocity v, the
effective size of this loss region is rflip =
√
h̄v/πµB′z [166]. The loss rate is small as long as
the cloud radius is much larger than rflip. The temperature dependence of the cloud size
and of the thermal velocity of the atoms results in a B′2z /mT
2-dependence of the loss rate
[231]. For 87Rb atoms confined in a quadrupole trap with a typical gradient of 140 G/cm,
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Majorana losses are negligible for temperatures above 50µK; the safe temperatures for 40K
and 6Li are correspondingly higher due to the lower masses.
3.6.2. Magnetic transport
The spatial separation between the MOT and the final magnetic trap is bridged by a mag-
netic transport mechanism, which is based on the concept first demonstrated in Ref. [142].
The magnetic transport avoids the need for a second MOT with the corresponding optics
at the position of the final trap and therefore contributes to the excellent optical access to
the quantum-degenerate clouds. This section briefly discusses the principle and presents
key aspects of the experimental realization.
3.6.2.1. Principle of the magnetic transport
The basic idea of the magnetic transport mechanism consists in trapping an atomic cloud in
a quadrupole potential and shifting the potential together with the confined atomic cloud.
This can be achieved either by mechanically shifting the coil pair that generates the trapping
potential [201, 232, 233] or by regulating the currents in a chain of partially overlapping
coil pairs that are mounted at fixed positions [142]. The latter approach, which is used
in our experiments, avoids mechanically moving parts, is very reproducible and permits
excellent optical and mechanical access to the glass cell.
The principle of this method is based on the fact that two partially overlapping quadru-
pole coil pairs generate a quadrupole potential again, if they carry currents with the same
direction. When the current is decreased in the first coil pair and increased in the second
one, the center of the trap moves in the corresponding direction. Consequently, a chain
of quadrupole coil pairs that partially overlap the respective neighboring coil pairs can be
used to transport atoms over a macroscopic distance. A disadvantage of this simple scheme
is that the aspect ratio A varies significantly during the transport process. As the atoms
are transported from one circular coil pair to the following one, it changes from A = 1
at the initial position to a value A > 1 (elongated cloud) in the region between the two
coil pairs and back to A = 1 at the final position. Such a modulation of the geometry of
the trapping potential can lead to severe heating of the atomic cloud (see measurement in
Ref. [142]).
The trapping geometry can be maintained by controlling all three characteristic quan-
tities of a quadrupole potential: the field steepness B′z(t), the aspect ratio A(t), and the
position x(t) of its center along the direction of transfer. This is achieved by simultaneously
regulating the currents in three consecutive quadrupole coil pairs. The exact required time
dependence of the currents depends on the geometry of the chain of coils.
3.6.2.2. Design and simulation
In our setup, the magnetic transport of the atoms over a distance of 39 cm is realized
with the coil configuration shown in Fig. 3.13. After preparation in a suitable hyperfine
state, the atoms are captured in a magnetic quadrupole field generated by the coil pair
that is also used for the MOT (“MOT coils”). By means of a series of 11 transport coil
pairs, the atomic cloud is subsequently transported to a quadrupole trap centered at the
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Figure 3.13: Magnetic transport. Atomic clouds are transferred with minimal excess heating
from the MOT-position into the glass cell by driving a chain of 13 quadrupole coil pairs and
an additional push coil with suitable current waveforms.
glass cell. The corresponding coil pair together with a third coil (and a pair of additional
compensation coils) forms the final Quadrupole-Ioffe-configuration trap [144] (QUIC trap,
see Sec. 3.6.3), which we use to produce the quantum-degenerate gases. A 90◦ corner in
the transport track after 26 cm permits unperturbed optical access from six perpendicular
directions to the final trapping position.
Due to the larger diameter of the MOT coils this setup of 13 quadrupole coil pairs would
result in a large aspect ratio of the atomic cloud on the section between the MOT coils
and the first transport coils (or require large and negative currents to keep the aspect ratio
low). This difficulty is overcome by using an additional coil (“push coil”, left green coil
in Fig. 3.13). It is mounted opposite to the transfer coils with its axis oriented along the
transfer direction and permits us to shift the center of the first quadrupole trap towards
the first transfer coil pair at the beginning of the magnetic transport sequence.
In order to keep the electrical power dissipated in the transport coils low, the distance
between the two coils of each coil pair should be small. The magnetic field gradient produced
by two circular coils with radius a and separated by a distance 2d scales as a2d/(a2 +d2)5/2
[234]. Thus, if a quadrupole coil pair is scaled in size, the necessary current for a given
gradient scales quadratically with the scaling factor and the dissipated electrical power even
with the fourth power of the scaling factor (if the thickness of each coil is kept fixed). With
this in mind, the vacuum chamber was designed with a flat shape to allow small MOT and
transfer coil distances. The transfer coils are circular and have a pancake-like shape with a
very small thickness (see Tab. 3.1) so that for overlapping coil pairs also the coil distance of
the outer lying pair can be kept small. They are arranged in two layers above and below the
vacuum chambers. The inner coils are separated by a distance of 53.2 mm. Only the last
transfer coil pair before the 90◦ corner (right green coil in Fig. 3.13) is an exception; since
it can not be placed in any of the two layers due to geometric constraints resulting from
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coil ainner (mm) aouter (mm) tn (mm) N wire (mm
2)
MOT coils 33.7 51.1 5.5 28 1.2× 2.6
transfer coils 9.3 30.3 5.4 32 1.2× 2.6
push coil 20 28.7–43.9 28.1–37.5 140 1.0× 4.0
QUIC quadrupole 15.3 40.3 9.2 92 1.0× 2.1
Ioffe coil 5.15 13.1 18.9 56 1.0× 2.1
QUIC compensation 5 7.1 5.4 30/31 0.95× 2.6
Feshbach 64 70.5/93 4.3/8.5 3/14 4.0× 4.0× 2.6
Table 3.1: Characteristic parameters of different circular coils. Given are the values of the
inner radius ainner, the outer radius aouter, the thickness tn, the number of windings N and
the dimensions of the wire used. The push coil has a conical shape and the Feshbach coils
have two sections.
the corner, it is mounted inside the inner coil layer. The MOT coils and the transfer coils
are made from varnished copper wire with a 1.2 mm×2.6 mm rectangular cross section.
The coils were wound at our institute using custom-built guidings for small production
tolerances. The windings are glued with a special epoxy (Polytec GmbH, Duralco 128)
that has a high heat conductance of 5.7 Wm−1K−1. All transfer coils and the two MOT
coils are mounted into two L-shaped holders made of copper. Water from a cooling system
flowing through the holders carries away the heat produced due to the Ohmic resistance of
the coils. Eddy currents are suppressed by numerous slits in the holders.
The current waveforms for the different coils of the magnetic transport system are cal-
culated in three steps using Mathematica. First, for each position x of the field minimum
along the transfer track the currents in the three respectively closest coil pairs required
to obtain a vertical gradient B′z(x) = 1 G/cm and an aspect ratio A(x) are determined.
Starting from the MOT quadrupole coils with A = 1, the aspect ratio is chosen to increase
continuously with x until it reaches a steady state value of A = 1.662 at x = 41 mm. The
steady state aspect ratio is fixed by requiring a constant aspect ratio on the transport track
to be achieved by positive currents in a maximum number of three coils at any time. This
allows us to use a unipolar, three-channel current source (see next paragraph) for driving
the magnetic transport. Close to the 90◦ corner, where the cloud is brought to a halt, the
aspect ratio is continuously reduced to A = 1 at the corner and then reincreased to the
steady state value. Close to the end of the transport sequence, the different geometry of the
QUIC quadrupole coil pair requires a temporary increase of A to a maximum value of 2.19
before the final relaxation to A = 1 at the end. An additional coil at this position, in anal-
ogy to the push coil at the MOT position, would permit one to avoid this temporary change
in the aspect ratio but would also reduce the optical access to the final trapping position
and is therefore not used. In the second step, the obtained ‘native’ currents waveforms are
multiplied by the desired gradient function B′z(x) that connects the capture gradient of the
initial quadrupole trap with the chosen transfer gradient. The resulting current waveforms
for a capture gradient of 140 G/cm and an identical constant transfer gradient is shown
in Fig. 3.14 a. In the third step, the final current waveforms IA(t), IB(t), and IC(t) are
determined for the chosen position function x(t) of the trap minimum, which is depicted
in Fig. 3.14 c and corresponds to a continuous acceleration function a(t). The durations of
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Figure 3.14: Magnetic transport sequence. The top graph shows the currents in the three
control channels necessary to produce a quadrupole field with given aspect ratio A and steep-
ness B′z at the position x. At each time, the currents in a set of three neighboring coil pairs
are controlled, while the currents in the remaining coil pairs are kept switched off. When the
current in one of the coil pairs has vanished, the regulation of this channel is switched to
the next coil in the transport chain not yet regulated before. The lower graphs give the time
dependence of the velocity v(t) and of the position x(t) of the field minimum and correspond
to a continuous and smooth acceleration.
the two transfer sections, from the MOT position to the corner and from the corner to the
final position, were optimized experimentally by stretching the transfer sequence in time
(see Sec. 5.4).
3.6.2.3. Current control
A diagrammatic plan of the setup that controls the currents in the coils of the magnetic
transport system is shown in Fig. 3.15. The power supply (Lambda, ESS 30-500) is operated
in constant voltage (CV) mode and the currents through the individual coils are controlled
by several water-cooled MOSFET banks. At any time, the currents through three coils
may be regulated to values IA(t), IB(t), and IC(t) set by corresponding analog voltages
provided from the experiment control (see Sec. 3.8); the remaining currents are switched
off. During the transport, a control logic switches the regulation to the appropriate set of
three coils. In order to keep the power dissipation at the MOSFETs below the absolute
limit of 1.4 kW, the voltage provided by the power supply has to be dynamically adjusted
during the transport sequence. Additional resistors (‘matching resistors’) of 100 mΩ, 60 mΩ,
and 40 mΩ in series with the MOT coil pair, as well as with the first and the second
transfer coil pairs, respectively, help to match and smoothly connect the voltage drops in
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Figure 3.15: Diagrammatic plan of the control circuit for the magnetic transport.
the three regulation channels. This avoids destructive peaks in the power dissipation of the
MOSFETs during the first part of the transfer.
3.6.3. QUIC trap
At low temperatures, atomic samples confined in a pure magnetic quadrupole trap suf-
fer from severe trap loss due to Majorana spin flips, as explained in Sec. 3.6.1.1. Differ-
ent trapping geometries have been developed in order to circumvent this problem. The
TOP-trap [231] employs a time varying magnetic field to create a time-averaged potential
with a non-zero magnetic field at the trap center and was used to produce the first Bose-
Einstein condensate [6]. In contrast, the “optically plugged trap” [8] uses a static magnetic
quadrupole field for confinement and the dipole forces of a tightly focused blue-detuned
laser beam to repel atoms from the center of the trap. Finally, in Ioffe-type magnetic traps
[203] a magneto-static field with a non-zero minimum is utilized to confine atoms and avoid
Majorana losses. In this thesis, a QUIC trap [144] is used, which is a particularly simple
and efficient realization of a Ioffe-type trap and can conveniently be combined with the
magnetic transport mechanism described above.
3.6.3.1. Trapping potential
The setup of the QUIC trap used for this thesis is shown in Fig. 3.16 a. It consists of
a quadrupole coil pair, a Ioffe coil, and a compensation coil pair. At the end of the
magnetic transport sequence, the atoms are confined in the magnetic quadrupole field
Bq produced by the current Iq through the quadrupole coils. In order to transform the
quadrupole trap into a Ioffe-type trap, the currents IIoffe and Icomp through the Ioffe and the
compensation coils are increased to the same value as Iq; the corresponding magnetic fields
are denoted BIoffe and Bcomp. The nearly homogeneous field Bcomp allows us to fine-tune
the value B0 of the magnetic field at the trap center (also called the “trap bottom”). An
additional homogeneous field can be created with the Feshbach coil pair. This is used for
an improved version of the trap transformation process, which will be discussed in Sec. 5.5.
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Figure 3.16: The QUIC magnetic trap. a) Schematics of the setup with glass cell and
quadrupole coils (red), Ioffe coil (orange), compensation coils (green), and Feshbach coils. b)
Field distributions in the xy- and xz-planes. Isofield lines are separated by 10 G. Thin black
lines indicate the walls of the glass cell.
The calculated magnetic field distribution of the final magnetic trap for Iq = 30 A is plotted
in Fig. 3.16 b.
Close to the trap center r0 = (x0, 0, 0), the field has cylindrical symmetry around the
axis of the Ioffe coil (x-axis) and is well described by
B(x, y, z) = B0
10
0
+ 3
2
α
 0y
−z
+ β
2
(x− x0)2 − 12(y2 + z2)−y(x− x0)
−z(x− x0)
 . (3.17)
Here, 2α is the axial gradient of the pure quadrupole field and β = ∂
2
∂x2
BIoffex (r0) is the
curvature of BIoffe along the trap axis at the trap center. Equation (3.17) describes the
magnetic field of the QUIC trap using only three parameters besides the position of the trap
minimum. For energies smaller than 150µK× kB, the relative error of this approximation
is below 5% at any classically allowed position in the trap. The characteristic parameters of
the QUIC trap were measured (see Sec. 5.5.2) to be: B0 = 3.16( 3) G, α = 146.1(7) G/cm,
and β = 254.0(5) G/cm2. For calculation of the field plot Fig. 3.16 b and for simulation of
the transformation of the quadrupole trap into the QUIC trap, numerical calculations are
used that take into account the exact positions and dimensions of the coils.
Origin of the potential terms The origin of the terms in Eq. (3.17) can be easily under-
stood. For symmetry reasons, the radial components of the magnetic field vanish on the
x-axis. Therefore, Bx has a local minimum at the position x0 along the x-axis where the
slopes of BIoffex and B
q
x cancel (the slope of the compensation field can be neglected). In the
vicinity of the trap minimum, the x-component of the magnetic field of the Ioffe coil is thus
well approximated by BIoffex (x, 0, 0) ≈ BIoffe0 −α(x−x0)+ 12β(x−x0)
2 with BIoffe0 = B
Ioffe
x (r0).
In the first term of Eq. (3.17), all homogeneous magnetic fields are combined, and the trap
bottom is given by B0 = B
comp
0 + B
Ioffe
0 − αx0, where B
comp
0 = B
comp(r0). The second
term in Eq. (3.17) accounts for the field of the quadrupole coils and a contribution from
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the field of the Ioffe coil, whereas the last term contains only contributions from BIoffe. All
these contributions from the field of the Ioffe coil can be obtained from the approximated
axial field BIoffex (x, 0, 0) by taking into account the cylindrical symmetry and the vanishing
divergence and rotation of the Ioffe field.
Harmonic approximation A Taylor expansion of the absolute value of the total magnetic
field given by Eq. (3.17) up to quadratic order in the distance from the trap center yields
B(ρ, z) = B0 +
1
4
(
9α2
2B0
− β
)
ρ2 +
1
2
β(x− x0)2 (3.18)
where ρ =
√
y2 + z2 is the radial distance from the trap axis. For a spin-polarized ensemble
of atoms in the state |F, mF〉 with temperature T , the harmonic approximation Eq. (3.18)
may be used in Eq. (3.13) to describe the trapping potential, if kBT  µBgFmFB0. The
corresponding harmonic trapping frequencies are
ωx =
√
µBgFmF
m
β , ωρ =
√
µBgFmF
m
(
9α2
4B0
− β
2
)
. (3.19)
For the typical case of strong radial confinement the radial trapping frequency is dominated
by the term α2/B0 and can hence be adjusted by changing the trap bottom B0 via the
compensation coils.
3.6.3.2. Trap design
The dimensions of the QUIC trap and of its individual coils were designed using a numerical
simulation. The final parameters of the coils are summarized in Tab. 3.1. The coils were
produced at our institute in the same way as the MOT and transfer coils. They are
mounted into water-cooled metal holders which are installed on a small bread-board. The
coil holders and the bread-board are slit to suppress eddy currents and to allow fast switch-
off of the magnetic trap. The solid setup of the QUIC trap and its mechanical separation
from the transfer setup ensure a stable position of the center of the magnetic trap. This
will be important for reproducible and efficient transfer of atomic clouds from the magnetic
trap into an optical trap in future experiments. The fields of the individual coils and of
the complete QUIC setup were measured with a calibrated Hall probe and show excellent
agreement [235] with the calculations.
The total power dissipation of our QUIC trap is only 510 W at the typical current of 30 A.
In combination with the water-cooling system, this permits long trapping times without
overheating of the trap coils. This turned out to be an important technical feature for
the success of our experiment since the small 6Li-87Rb interspecies scattering cross section
requires long trapping durations for sympathetic cooling of 6Li (see Ch. 6).
3.6.3.3. Trap control
The magnetic trap is controlled by the electronic setup outlined in Fig. 3.17. A commercial
power supply (Delta Elektronika, SM45-70D, max. 53 V/70 A) delivers and stabilizes the
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Figure 3.17: Control circuit of the magnetic trap. The seven coils of the QUIC trap carry
currents of up to 30 A. The currents are controlled by a programmable power supply and
three MOSFETs. One of the MOSFETs is part of a feedback loop that permits us to precisely
adjust the small current that bypasses the compensation coils in order to set the magnetic
field B0 at the trap bottom. A varistor installed in parallel to the respective current carrying
coils allows rapid switch-off of the magnetic trap.
overall current. All coils are driven in series to minimize the fluctuations of the magnetic
bias field B0 at the trap center due to current noise of the power supply. Two MOSFETs
(MIoffe and Mbyp) permit us to switch the overall current and to direct the current ei-
ther through the quadrupole coils only (path 1) or through all seven coils (path 2). The
gate-source voltages Ugs of the two MOSFETs are each set by an analog channel of the
experiment control. The characteristic curve of current versus Ugs was measured. Arbi-
trary waveform control allows us to control the distribution of the total current into the
two paths and to smoothly divert it from one path to the other during transformation of
the quadrupole trap into the QUIC trap. In addition, any of the two MOSFETs may be
rapidly switched off by a transistor that shortens gate and source and that is controlled by
a fast digital channel of the experiment control. During switch-off of the coils, a varistor
(Epcos, S20K25), which is installed in parallel to the current carrying coils, clamps the
induction voltage to an approximately constant value so that the current decreases nearly
linearly in time. The switch-off time of the QUIC trap with an initial current of 30 A is
400µs.
The bias field B0 at the trap bottom may be adjusted by partially bypassing the com-
pensation coils. This is implemented by the bypass circuit sketched in Fig. 3.17. The
current through the bypass path is measured using a shunt resistor RS and compared to a
computer-controlled set point. The difference is fed back to a MOSFET Mbyp to regulate
the bypass current. The value of the inductance L1 in the circuit was fine-tuned to ensure
synchronous progression of the currents through the compensation coils and through the
bypass path during switch-off of the magnetic trap.
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3.6.4. Further magnetic fields
Besides the fields providing the confinement in the magnetic trap a couple of other magnetic
fields are important in various stages of the experimental sequence.
3.6.4.1. Offset fields
The MOT chamber and the final magnetic trap are each surrounded by a cage of Helmholtz-
like coil pairs in the x-, y-, and z-directions. The individual coils consist of 20 windings.
Each coil pair is driven by a separate channel of two custom-designed current sources. The
current of each channel can be controlled via a TTL-input and an analog input. The TTL-
input allows one to switch between two current set points that can be adjusted manually.
The analog inputs permits dynamic control of an optional additional variable current. In
the experiment, the two coil cages are used to compensate residual stray fields at the
position of the MOT and of the final magnetic trap. In addition, they are employed during
optical pumping and imaging to generate additional guiding fields defining the respective
quantization axis.
3.6.4.2. Feshbach field
Future experiments exploiting magnetically-tunable Feshbach resonances will require us to
apply and control a homogeneous magnetic field of up to several hundred Gauss. For this
purpose, a coil pair in almost exact Helmholtz configuration was set up already in the
current apparatus. These Feshbach coils are arranged to generate a field that is parallel
to the axis of the magnetic trap (see Fig. 3.16). The coils contain only 17 windings each
in order to permit fast switching due to a low inductance. They are made of rectangular,
hollow copper wire (4 mm×4 mm, inner diameter 2.5 mm) to allow efficient cooling by water
flowing inside the wire (for further dimensions see Tab. 3.1). The naked wire (Wolverine
Tube Europe BV, The Netherlands) was electrically insulated by winding a layer of fiber-
glass filaments around it (SW Wire Co., USA). The final coils were wound at our institute
and glued with epoxy. The Feshbach coils generate a magnetic field of up to 930 G, limited
only by the maximum current of 500 A of the power supply. Since the Feshbach field
and the magnetic transport system are never used simultaneously, it is possible to employ
the same power supply (Lambda, ESS 30-500) for both purposes. Because of the efficient
water-cooling, the coils can withstand the maximum current for more than 5 s without
considerable heating. Besides their importance for future experiments, the Feshbach coils
are already used in current experiments, both in an improved scheme for transforming
the quadrupole trap into the QUIC trap (see Sec. 5.5.1) and to help to maintain spin-
polarization of the atoms during switch-off of the magnetic trap.
3.7. Radio frequency and microwave sources
The production of quantum-degenerate mixtures requires a number of radio-frequency (rf)
and microwave (MW) signals to drive transitions between different Zeeman and hyperfine
states in the three species. All these signals need to be dynamically controlled in intensity
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and frequency. The technical implementation will be discussed in detail in the thesis of
Arne-Christian Voigt and is only briefly described in the following.
For species-selective evaporative cooling of 87Rb, two different microwave frequencies
close to 6.8 GHz are needed simultaneously (see Sec. 6.1.5). The two signals are obtained
by splitting the output signal of a commercial MW-source (Systron Donner, 1720, 50 MHz–
18 GHz) into two paths and mixing each one individually with a separate rf-signal. The
resulting signals are combined and amplified to up to 12 W before being radiated onto the
atoms via an appropriate MW-antenna. The MW-generator can be programmed via a
GPIB-interface which allows us to preset the output power, a fixed output frequency or a
single frequency ramp.
The two rf-signals are obtained from a two-channel rf-source that was built in our group
based on a design developed at the AMOLF institute, Amsterdam. Each channel contains
a direct digital synthesis (DDS) chip (Analog Devices, AD9854) integrated into a circuit
board. The DDS-board can be programmed from within the experiment control software
and permits us to generate a sequence of arbitrary linear frequency ramps with output fre-
quencies between 0 MHz and 150 MHz. Each linear ramp is only started upon a hardware
trigger which allows one to exactly synchronize the rf-ramps with the remaining compo-
nents of the experimental sequence. The rf-power can be adjusted by a voltage-controlled
attenuator (VCA) and cut off by a TTL-controlled switch.
In order to drive transitions between different Zeeman states (e.g. for rf-evaporation in
single-species operation), low-frequency rf-signals are required. For this purpose, the output
of the DDS-based rf-source can also be amplified directly to up to 10 W and coupled into
an appropriate antenna.
For addressing of the ground state hyperfine transition in lithium close to 228 MHz, an ad-
ditional commercial signal source (Rohde & Schwarz, SML 01, 9 kHz–1.1 GHz) is employed,
which can be programmed via a GPIB-interface. The signal is amplified to up to 12 W and
coupled into an appropriate rf-antenna; the final power can be controlled by a VCA. In
this thesis work, this signal is used for energy-selective removal of lithium atoms from the
magnetic trap (see Sec. 6.3.1.2). In future work, it will also be useful for preparation of the
lithium atoms into a specific desired state.
Finally, the potassium hyperfine transition close to 1.3 GHz can be driven by a MW-
signal obtained from another commercial frequency generator (Rohde & Schwarz, SML 02,
9 kHz–2.2 GHz). This signal was not utilized in the work presented in this thesis but will
be employed in future experiments for state preparation.
3.8. Experiment control
Reproducible experiments with quantum-degenerate atomic gases require control over an
experimental sequence of a few hundred operations separated by precise time intervals,
which vary from 1µs to several seconds. In our setup, this is achieved with a dedicated
control system that includes several hardware components. Software with a graphical
user-interface coordinates the different hardware components and allows for intuitive and
flexible programming of the timing sequence. In addition, the software permits on-the-fly
analysis of the recorded images and graphical representation of the extracted results. A
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Figure 3.18: Schematics of the experiment control. A set of computer I/O-boards and
additional signal processing circuits provide accurate, reproducible control over the different
components of the experimental apparatus.
diagrammatic plan of the control system is depicted in Fig. 3.18. The hard- and software
design is based on an earlier setup developed at the AMOLF institute in Amsterdam. Our
hardware system consists of two digital output boards (Viewpoint Systems, PCI-DIO64)
in “master-slave” configuration with a total of 128 channels, two analog waveform output
boards (National Instruments, PCI-6713) with a total of 16 channels, an 8-channel analog
input board (National Instruments, PCI6034e), and two analog output boards (United
Electronics, PCI-PD2-A0 16/16 and PCI-PD2-A0 32/16) featuring a total of 48 channels.
A GPIB controller permits remote programming of some intelligent devices, e.g. of the
microwave signal generators. Images recorded by the CCD-camera (Apogee, AP1-E) are
retrieved by a corresponding frame grabber board. A dedicated driver board finally permits
control of a digital data synthesis (DDS) system used for the generation of more complex
amplitude and frequency ramps in the radio frequency (rf) range. The ten I/O boards
are distributed over three computers. Synchronized operation is assured by a common
clock source and by the use of external triggering of all components by dedicated digital
channels of the master digital output board. A signal-conditioning unit provides (quasi-)
galvanic isolation of the digital, analog, and waveform computer boards from the input and
output BNC connections. The digital signals can be switched separately to either 0/+5V
standard TTL-levels or to 0/+24V (1 A maximum current) output voltage levels, allowing
us to directly connect the electro-mechanical beam shutters used in the laser systems.
The design of the signal conditioning units offers the option to modify each analog and
waveform output signal individually by a simple operation amplifier (OP) circuit (e.g. add
an offset voltage, amplify, insert a low-pass filter, and so forth). A BNC cable bus system
providing connections between strategic positions in the laboratory permits us to hook up
the different devices of the apparatus to the control system in a flexible and convenient
way.
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atomic species
This chapter reports on the simultaneous trapping of two fermionic species, 6Li and 40K,
and a bosonic species, 87Rb, demonstrating the first three-species magneto-optical trap
(“triple MOT”). The single-species MOTs and the triple MOT are characterized. In triple-
MOT operation, typical atom numbers of 3.2×107 for 6Li, 1.5×107 for 40K, and 5.4×109 for
87Rb were achieved. Trap loss due to interspecies collisions was observed. In the following,
I describe our way to optimize the triple MOT and turn it into a suitable source for the
goal to achieve quantum degeneracy by evaporative and sympathetic cooling.
Parts of this chapter were published in: “Simultaneous magneto-optical trapping of three
atomic species”, M. Taglieber, A.-C. Voigt, F. Henkel, S. Fray, T.W. Hänsch, and K. Dieck-
mann, Physical Review A 73, 011402(R) (2006).
4.1. Introduction
Following the demonstration of Bose-Einstein condensation in dilute Bose gases [6–9] and
of quantum degeneracy in dilute Fermi gases [10–15], numerous recent experiments focused
on the production of ultracold molecules [95–98, 236] using Feshbach resonances. Molecules
consisting of two loosely bound fermionic atoms proved to be exceptionally stable against
molecular decay [95, 96, 98, 112], in contrast to the bosonic case [48, 102–104]. The
demonstration of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of these Fermi-Fermi molecules [15,
99, 114], the observation of fermionic condensates of generalized Cooper pairs [115, 116], and
their superfluidity [122] marked milestones in the physics of ultracold molecules. However,
all these experiments were based on diatomic molecules composed of two fermions of the
same species. Ultracold mixtures of two different fermionic atomic species are expected to
provide stable systems for the investigation of long-range pairing interactions, for precision
spectroscopy of molecules, or for the study of dipolar interaction between heteronuclear
diatomic molecules.
The first important step in producing a quantum-degenerate gas of two different fermionic
species is to load the mixture into a magneto-optical trap (MOT). Magneto-optical trapping
of neutral atoms was first demonstrated in [2] following a rapid advancement in the relatively
young field of laser cooling (see [19–22] and references therein). The principle of the MOT
is discussed in a number of articles and textbooks (e.g. in [20, 213, 237]). The basic
setup consists of a magnetic quadrupole field and six circularly polarized laser beams.
Simultaneous trapping of a bosonic species in addition to the two fermionic species opens
the possibility of sympathetic cooling [63, 196, 200] of the two fermionic species by the
bosonic one. So far, two-species magneto-optical traps were realized only for Bose-Bose
[238–245] and for Bose-Fermi [246, 247] mixtures. However, neither a two-fermion MOT
nor a three-species MOT had been demonstrated yet at the time when the work presented
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Figure 4.1: Setup of the magneto-optical trap (MOT) for three species. A pair of coils
carrying currents in opposite directions produce a magnetic quadrupole field. Laser beams with
circularly polarized light at the three wavelengths from six perpendicular directions intersect at
the center of the quadrupole field; in the graph the helicity of the beams is indicated relative
to the respective propagation direction. The laser light is red-detuned with respect to a closed
optical transition of the respective species. It captures, traps and cools the atoms by position-
and velocity-dependent light forces. A CCD camera is used for absorption imaging of the
clouds. Fluorescence light from the atomic clouds is recorded on a separate photo diode for
each species.
in this chapter was carried out and published [143]. In the meanwhile, two other groups
have also succeeded to realize MOTs for simultaneous trapping of two different fermionic
species [248, 249].
4.2. Experimental setup
In the experiment, the MOTs for all three species are produced in a steel vacuum chamber
(“MOT chamber”) at the center of a common magnetic quadrupole field. The setup is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.1. For loading of the rubidium and potassium MOTs
we use atomic vapor dispensers. In order to make loading efficient, these dispensers are
placed only 4 cm away from the center of the MOT chamber pointing towards the capture
region of the MOTs. This loading configuration does not rely on a sufficient atom mobility
on the chamber walls, as it would do in the case of loading from a remote reservoir. The
central trapping region of the MOTs is mechanically shaded from the direct atomic flux
from the dispensers. For rubidium, we use commercial dispensers (SAES Getters). For
potassium, however, dispensers are commercially available with 40K only in the natural
abundance of 0.012%. We therefore use home-built dispensers [10] with enriched potassium
(3% abundance of 40K). In the case of lithium, vapor loading would be inefficient due to its
comparatively low saturation pressure and due to the small fraction of atoms at velocities
below a typical capture velocity of the MOT. For this reason, the lithium MOT is loaded
from an atomic beam out of a Zeeman slower with a maximum deceleration of the atoms
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by 761 m/s as described in Sec. 3.3.2. The atomic beam is produced by an oven filled with
6Li at almost pure abundance. It is collimated by two tubes of 6 mm diameter and with
lengths of 16.5 cm and 13 cm, both located between oven and Zeeman slower. Pumping
between the two tubes limits the background gas load from the lithium oven into the MOT
chamber.
The laser system used for the work reported in this chapter is not described in detail
here, since it was very similar to the system delineated in Sec. 3.4. The main difference
consisted in the fact that lower laser powers were available at that time. For lithium,
the high-power laser diodes used in the final system were not commercially available yet
and diodes with lower output power (Panasonic LNCQ05PS) were used. In the case of
potassium, we utilized a tapered amplifier chip from M2K (model TA770) with a nominal
optical output power of about 500 mW. The waists of the potassium and lithium MOT
beams were therefore chosen accordingly smaller than in the final setup used to produce
quantum-degenerate gases.
The atoms are detected with two different methods: fluorescence detection and standard
absorption imaging (see Fig. 4.1). For the first method, the three superimposed MOTs are
imaged onto three different photodiodes (“triple photodiode”) so that the fluorescence from
the different MOTs can be monitored independently. Separation of the fluorescence light
at the three wavelengths is achieved using edge filters and additionally optical band passes
(see [225] for details on the photodiode setup). Cross-talk between the three channels is
below the noise level of the signals. The atom numbers derived from the MOT fluorescence
signals are calibrated by absorption imaging.
4.3. Optimization
For the realization of the triple MOT, we optimized its parameters with the goal to produce
an optimally cooled rubidium sample with a large atom number. For the experiments
described in the following chapters a large rubidium thermal bath for sympathetic cooling
of only comparatively small lithium and potassium samples is required.
4.3.1. Single-species MOTs
The most obvious constraint imposed on the triple-MOT parameters is that for all three
species one common magnetic field gradient has to be applied. We therefore started the
optimization process by adjusting the laser detunings for maximum atom number of each
single-species MOT at several magnetic field gradients. The achievable atom numbers for
lithium and potassium were found to be insensitive to the magnetic field gradient over a wide
range. For rubidium we found the number of trapped atoms to be highest at a magnetic
field gradient of 16 G/cm (see Fig. 4.2 a). The MOT atom numbers of the three single-
species MOTs at this magnetic field gradient as a function of the detuning of the respective
trapping light are depicted in Fig. 4.2 b–d. The detuning of the respective repumping light
was also optimized for each species.
Table 4.1 summarizes the relevant optimized parameters for the single-species MOTs at
the optimized magnetic field gradient. In the case of lithium, we were able to trap 4.2×107
6Li atoms at an initial loading rate of 1×108 s−1 in the single-species MOT using a detuning
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Figure 4.2: Optimization of the MOT parameters in single-species operation. a) Atom number
in the rubidium MOT for different magnetic field gradients. b)–d) Atom numbers in the three
single-species MOTs as a function of the detuning of the respective trapping laser light for a
magnetic field gradient of 16 G/cm.
6Li 40K 87Rb
λD2, vac (nm) 670.977 766.701 780.241
Γ/2π (MHz) 5.87 6 6.07
Isat (mW cm
−2) 2.54 1.80 1.67
Itrap/Isat 0.7 4 8
Irepump/Isat 0.8 1.1 0.5
∆ωtrap (Γ) -4.3 -4.2 -4.8
∆ωrepump (Γ) -4.3 0 0
Nsingle 4.2× 107 2.6× 107 5.6× 109
Ntriple 3.2× 107 1.5× 107 5.4× 109
T (µK) 900 40 800 (50)
Table 4.1: Characteristic parameters of the three MOTs: Wavelength and width of the D2
line, saturation intensity, intensities for trapping and repumping light in each of the six MOT
beams, optimized laser detunings, typical atom numbers in single- and triple-MOT operation,
and typical temperature (rubidium molasses temperature in brackets).
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of −4.3 ΓLi for the repumping and trapping light. The average peak intensity per beam was
0.7 and 0.8 times the saturation intensity Isat of the respective transition. In the potassium
MOT the peak intensities of the trapping and repumping light were 4 Isat and 1.1 Isat,
respectively. The highest atom number of 2.6×107 40K atoms and an initial loading rate of
5×107 s−1 in single-species MOT operation were achieved at a detuning of −4.2 ΓK for the
trapping light and with resonant repumping light. For the rubidium MOT we used average
peak intensities of 8 Isat for the trapping light and 0.5 Isat for the repumping light. In the
single-species case we found a maximum atom number of NRb = 5.6 × 109 atoms and an
initial loading rate of 8× 109 s−1 for resonant repumping light and a detuning of −4.8 ΓRb
for the trapping light.
4.3.2. Optimization and realization of the Triple MOT
In order to optimize the triple MOT, we started from the optimum parameters for single-
MOT operation. The atom numbers were found to be maximal in triple-MOT operation at
the same detunings within measurement accuracy as in single-MOT operation. In triple-
MOT operation, atom numbers of 3.2×107 for 6Li, 1.5×107 for 40K, and 5.4×109 for 87Rb
were simultaneously trapped. In comparison to single-MOT operation, this corresponds to
a reduction of the steady-state atom numbers of the lithium and potassium MOTs by 24%
and 42%, respectively. These losses are attributed to light-assisted collisions (see Sec. 4.5).
For the rubidium MOT, however, no significant reduction was observed.
Figure 4.3 depicts a typical time evolution of the atom numbers as inferred from the
calibrated fluorescence signals for a particular sequence used to study the triple MOT. It
shows the simultaneous trapping of the three species in the triple MOT and illustrates
the influences between the different species. During the whole sequence, the trapping
light for all three species and the comparatively strong repumping light for lithium were
kept switched on. At times t < 0 however, loading of the lithium MOT was avoided by a
mechanical shutter blocking the lithium atom beam in front of the Zeeman slower. Loading
and trapping of potassium and rubidium were suppressed by keeping the corresponding
repumping light switched off. At t = 0 the lithium atom beam shutter was opened and the
lithium MOT loaded to its steady-state atom number for single-species MOT operation.
After 5 s the potassium repumping light was switched on and the potassium MOT loaded
to its steady-state atom number. We could not observe any decrease in the lithium atom
number due to the presence of a potassium MOT in any of our measurements. The same
holds true for the potassium MOT in the presence of a lithium MOT. However, when the
rubidium MOT was loaded by switching the rubidium repumping light on at t = 10 s, the
lithium and potassium atom numbers decreased to the steady state values for triple-MOT
operation within one second. At t = 15 s, the rubidium MOT was effectively switched off
again by switching off the repumping light. The lithium and the potassium MOTs then
both regained their initial single-species steady-state atom numbers on a time scale typical
for their loading in the single-species MOT operation. The remaining part of this particular
sequence illustrates that no significant reduction of atom number in the rubidium MOT
due to the presence of the potassium MOT could be observed.
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Figure 4.3: Typical loading sequence for studying the Li+K+Rb triple MOT. The three
species are loaded in different combinations one after the other into the MOT. When the
large rubidium MOT is loaded at t = 10 s and again at t = 25 s, the MOT atom numbers of
the species already in the trap decrease due to light-assisted interspecies collisions. The atom
numbers are monitored by calibrated fluorescence detection.
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Figure 4.4: Steady-state atom numbers of a) rubidium and b) potassium in the MOT as a
function of the respective dispenser currents.
4.3.3. Dispenser currents
Besides the magnetic field gradient, the three superimposed MOTs share also the same
background gas. Since the potassium and rubidium MOTs are directly loaded from the
background vapor, suitable partial pressures of the respective atomic species need to be
maintained. The 40K and 87Rb partial pressures are set by adjusting the electrical cur-
rent flowing through the corresponding atomic vapor dispenser and thus controlling the
temperature of the dispenser (see Sec. 3.3.1).
Figure 4.4 shows that the steady-state atom numbers in potassium and rubidium single-
species MOTs increase with increasing dispenser currents within the current ranges studied.
The difference in the exact current value at which considerable atom numbers are trapped
is due to the different designs and Ohmic resistances of the potassium and rubidium dis-
pensers. In both cases, the increase in atom number with rising current is attributed to an
augmented respective partial pressure and a resulting higher loading rate. However, higher
partial pressures at the same time lead to faster losses due to collisions of trapped atoms
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Figure 4.5: Influence of the Rb-dispensers and K-dispensers (first generation) on the lithium
MOT for different values of the dispenser currents IRb and IK. The Rb-dispensers do not
significantly affect the lithium MOT. The K-dispensers, however, reduce the Li atom number
and the lifetime of the Li-MOT. Therefore, an intermediate value has to be chosen for the
K-dispenser current as a compromise between the requirements of the lithium and potassium
MOTs. The small inset illustrates how the atom number NLi and the loss coefficient γ are
determined from the calibrated fluorescence signal of the Li-MOT.
with fast atoms of the background gas. An additional increase in the partial pressure of
a species other than the one to be trapped results in a reduced steady-state MOT atom
number.
In order to find a good compromise between sufficient loading rates for potassium and
rubidium and vacuum requirements we have therefore studied the effects of the potassium
and rubidium dispensers on a single-species lithium MOT. For different settings of the
dispenser currents, the calibrated fluorescence signal of the lithium MOT was recorded
during the loading phase, in steady-state operation, and during the decay of the MOT after
MOT loading was suddenly stopped at a time t = t0 by mechanically blocking the lithium
atomic beam. The steady-state atom number N0 and the loss coefficient γ were deduced
from the lithium fluorescence signal by fitting the data for t ≥ t0 with an exponential decay
function N(t) = N0 e−γ (t−t0). This is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4.5. The results of the
series of measurements are summarized in the main part of the figure. It was found that
the rubidium dispensers have only a very weak effect on the lithium MOT. The lithium
atom number is almost constant and γ rises only slightly when the rubidium dispenser
current is increased from zero to 3.3 A. The setting of the potassium dispenser current,
however, shows a much more dramatic effect on the lithium MOT. The lithium atom
number decreases considerably and γ rises steeply already at dispenser currents where the
potassium atom number would still strongly benefit from a further increase of the current
(compare Fig. 4.4). The first generation of potassium dispensers used for the measurements
presented in this chapter was therefore replaced by an improved second generation. For this
second generation of dispensers, the problem described above could be reduced considerably
by utilizing potassium with a higher abundance in 40K of 6% and by further improving the
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production process (see also Sec. 3.3.1). For the experiments described in the following
chapters, the improved dispensers were used.
4.4. Optical molasses
Besides the number of trapped atoms, a second important characteristic of the MOT as a
source of precooled atoms for further experiments is the temperature of the atomic clouds.
Therefore the temperatures of the MOTs in single- and triple-MOT operation were mea-
sured. We found the temperatures in the two situations to be identical within measurement
accuracy. Typical MOT temperatures were on the order of 900µK for lithium, 40µK for
potassium, and 800µK for rubidium. The temperature of the rubidium cloud can be further
reduced by applying optical molasses cooling. Optical molasses cooling was first reported in
Ref. [250] and is discussed in numerous articles and textbooks, e.g. in Refs. [213, 251–253].
In our setup, a rubidium temperature of typically 50µK is reached after only 2 ms of
polarization gradient cooling in optical molasses with beams in a σ+-σ− configuration.
The potassium temperature could not be further lowered significantly by optical molasses.
In the case of lithium, polarization gradient cooling is hindered by the unresolved hyperfine
structure in the excited state of the cooling transition, and a molasses phase even led to
heating. The short time needed for molasses cooling of rubidium is therefore an important
result for the application of the triple MOT, since the lithium and potassium clouds will
have to expand freely during the rubidium molasses before they can be recaptured in a
magnetic trap. The optimization of the molasses phase leading to these results is briefly
described in the following.
4.4.1. Compensation of magnetic stray fields
In order for polarization-gradient cooling in optical molasses to work properly, the magnetic
field at the position of the atoms must be sufficiently small. In the experiment, this is
achieved by compensating any residual magnetic stray fields (e.g. the earth’s magnetic
field or small magnetic fields from diverse parts of the apparatus, power supplies etc.)
using a cage of coils in Helmholtz-like configuration (see Sec. 3.6.4.1). For each of the
three spatial directions, the optimum compensation field is determined by measuring the
molasses temperature as a function of the current through the corresponding coil pair using
standard time-of-flight (TOF) imaging (see Sec. 4.4.2). Figure 4.6 gives the result of such a
measurement together with a parabolic fit to the data indicating an optimum compensation
current of about 480 mA for this axis.
4.4.2. Optimization of molasses parameters
The temperature achieved in optical molasses depends on the detuning, the laser intensity
and the duration of the molasses phase. These parameters were therefore iteratively opti-
mized. The results are summarized in Fig. 4.7. Graphs a) and b) give the temperature of
the rubidium cloud as a function of the detuning and the intensity of the trapping light
after 3 ms of optical molasses with the respective other parameter optimized. The final
temperature decreases with increasing detuning as expected. If the laser intensity is varied
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Figure 4.6: Compensation of residual magnetic fields at the MOT position. The molasses
temperature is minimal for optimal compensation of residual magnetic fields. The field com-
ponents along the remaining two axes were also compensated.
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Figure 4.7: Optimization of the rubidium molasses. a) Dependency of the molasses tempera-
ture on the detuning of the cooling laser during the molasses phase. b) Molasses temperature
for different intensities of the cooling laser. c) Molasses temperature versus duration of the
molasses phase. d) The temperature of the cloud is determined from the cloud waists for
different durations of free expansion after switch-off of the cooling light.
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at fixed detuning, the temperature changes only slightly over a wide range of the saturation
parameter. The graph shows, however, that molasses cooling breaks down for excessively
small intensities. The temperature of the cloud as a function of the molasses duration is
presented in graph c): During the first 2 ms it drops rapidly by more than one order of
magnitude and then stays almost constant at a value of about 50µK. Graph d) illustrates
by an example how the temperature of the laser-cooled clouds is determined: The laser
fields are suddenly switched off and the cloud waist after a variable time of flight texp is
measured using absorption imaging. The density distribution of the expanded cloud is a
convolution of the approximately Gaussian initial spatial distribution with the Maxwell-
Boltzmann velocity distribution of the atoms. For collisionless expansion the TOF density
distribution is also Gaussian with a 1/e2-waist along the i-axis given by
Wi(texp) =
√
W 2i (texp =0) +
4kBT
m
t2exp (4.1)
where m is the atomic mass and T is the temperature of the cloud.
4.5. Light-assisted collisions
We attribute the decrease of the steady-state atom numbers in triple-MOT operation com-
pared to single-MOT operation to additional losses in the MOTs due to light-assisted
collisions between trapped lithium and rubidium atoms and between trapped potassium
and rubidium atoms. The main processes leading to these light-assisted losses in MOTs
are radiative escape processes and fine-structure changing collisions. An extensive review
on experiments and theory in cold collisions can be found in [254].
In order to assess the light-assisted interspecies losses more quantitatively for our situa-
tion we studied them in the two-species MOTs Li+Rb and K+Rb. The rate equation for
the potassium atom number NK in a K+Rb two-species MOT is given by:
dNK
dt
= LK − γKNK − βK
∫
n2K dV − βK,Rb
∫
nK nRb dV, (4.2)
where LK is the loading rate and γK is the coefficient for losses due to collisions with the
background gas. The third term accounts for losses due to collisions between two different
trapped potassium atoms and the last term reflects losses due to interspecies collisions
of trapped atoms, where nK and nRb are the atom number densities of potassium and
rubidium, respectively. Because of the comparatively low potassium atom number, the
losses due to intra-species collisions can be neglected when compared to the two other loss
terms.
Figure 4.8 shows the time dependence of the potassium and rubidium MOT atom num-
bers in a typical experiment conducted to determine the inter-species loss coefficient βK, Rb.
Initially, the potassium MOT is loaded in single-species operation until the steady-state is
reached. The loading rate LK and the steady-state atom number N∞K in single-species
operation are obtained by fitting
NK(t) =
LK
γK
(
1− e−γK t
)
(4.3)
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Figure 4.8: Measurement of the coefficient βK,Rb characterizing inter-species losses in the
two-species MOT. The graph shows the evolution of the atom numbers of 40K (blue) and
87Rb (black) trapped in the MOT as deduced from a calibrated fluorescence signal. The
loss coefficient is calculated from the initial 40K-loading rate obtained from a fit (red), the
steady-state atom numbers of potassium in single and two-species MOT operation and from
the peak density of rubidium measured by a separate absorption image.
to the first part of the calibrated potassium fluorescence signal. Subsequently, the rubid-
ium MOT is switched on and the corresponding steady-state MOT atom number N∞K
′
for potassium in two-species MOT operation is determined. Assuming that the rubidium
and potassium clouds have Gaussian shapes and that losses due collisions between trapped
potassium atoms may be neglected, we obtain for N∞K
′ the simple relation
N∞K
′ =
LK
γK + βK,Rb n
(0)
Rb χ
. (4.4)
In this equation, χ = [1+W 2K/W
2
Rb]
−3/2 is a factor of order 1 that accounts for the different
waists of the potassium and rubidium atom clouds. The peak density n(0)Rb = 1.4×10
11 cm−3
of the rubidium cloud and the waists of both clouds are determined from absorption images.
The coefficient βK, Rb is then readily expressed in terms of the loading rate LK, the steady-
state atom numbers N∞K = LK/γK and N
∞
K
′, and the peak density n(0)Rb as
βK, Rb =
LK
n
(0)
Rb χ
[
1
N∞K
′ −
1
N∞K
]
. (4.5)
Our experimental data for the K+Rb double MOT and analogous measurements for the
Li+Rb double MOT yield βK,Rb = 1× 10−11 cm3s−1 and βLi, Rb = 8× 10−12 cm3s−1. These
results should be regarded as order-of-magnitude values. They are subject to significant
uncertainties arising from the atom number calibration and from the fact that for dense
atomic clouds the atom number is not exactly proportional to the fluorescence signal.
4.6. Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated simultaneous trapping of fermionic 6Li and 40K and
bosonic 87Rb in a three-species MOT. We have presented the apparatus by which we were
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able to simultaneously confine 3.2×107 6Li atoms, 1.5×107 40K atoms, and 5.4×109 87Rb
atoms. The measured values of the coefficients βK, Rb and βLi, Rb associated with inter-
species losses in the two-species MOTs show that these losses present no roadblock. This
triple MOT is a suitable source of precooled atoms for magnetic transport [142] into an UHV
chamber and subsequent evaporative and sympathetic cooling into quantum degeneracy.
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This chapter treats the first half of the experimental sequence that leads to a quantum-
degenerate mixture of 6Li, 40K, and 87Rb. The purpose of this part of the sequence is to
provide optimal starting conditions for evaporative and sympathetic cooling, which will be
discussed in Ch. 6. The necessary experimental steps include capture and confinement in
a magneto-optical trap, further increase of phase space density by laser-cooling methods,
state preparation of the three species, trapping in a magnetic quadrupole trap, and transfer
into the QUIC trap. The challenge in the development of a suitable sequence is to combine
the different, and in some cases opposing, constraints that the individual atomic species
impose on it. The final experimental sequence is described in detail and critical points are
discussed. Moreover, exemplary experimental measurements conducted for the develop-
ment of the optimized sequence are presented. In addition, the final magnetic QUIC trap
is characterized. Parts of this chapter were published in Ref. [16].
5.1. MOT
The first step in the experimental sequence is to capture and magneto-optically trap
the three different atomic species simultaneously at the center of one common magnetic
quadrupole field (“triple MOT”). Details of the triple MOT setup and procedure were al-
ready discussed in the previous chapter. For the measurements presented in this chapter
and the following one, however, the apparatus was extended and the laser systems were
upgraded resulting in higher avaible laser power for lithium and potassium. Therefore, the
MOT parameters were again optimized for maximum steady state atom numbers. Dur-
ing the collection phase of the MOT we set an axial magnetic field gradient of 15 G/cm.
Rubidium is loaded with resonant repumping light and at a detuning of −23 MHz for the
trapping light. The corresponding peak intensities are 0.2 and 8 times the saturation inten-
sity. In the case of lithium, we use detunings of −32 MHz for trapping and repumping light
and saturation parameters of 0.6 and 0.5, respectively. Potassium, finally, is captured and
trapped in the MOT at detunings of −31 MHz and −15 MHz for trapping and repumping
light and with saturation parameters of 3.3 and 0.8. Typical steady state atom numbers in
triple-MOT operation are NRb = 3× 109, NLi = 5× 108, and NK = 107.
All three species are loaded simultaneously into the MOT for typically 5–15 s. The
magnetic field of the lithium Zeeman slower is switched off 50 ms before the end of the
MOT loading phase. This avoids magnetic stray fields during the optical molasses phase,
which follows shortly after (see below), and allows the atomic clouds to adjust to the
changed magnetic field. For the realization of a triple-degenerate mixture, the number
of lithium atoms trapped in the MOT has to be reduced to lower the heat load during
sympathetic cooling (see Sec. 6.3). A simple method to fine-tune the lithium atom number,
which proved very reproducible in our measurements, is to adjust the time when the lithium
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atom beam is blocked in front of the Zeeman slower. After loading is stopped in this way
the lithium atom number decays slowly due to the limited lifetime of the MOT. For the
triple degeneracy measurements reported in the following chapter the atomic beam was
switched off 250 ms before the end of the regular MOT loading phase.
5.2. Compressed MOT and temporal dark MOT
For efficient loading into the magnetic trap, it is necessary to obtain low temperatures
and high densities for all three clouds simultaneously. In many laser-cooling experiments
dealing with one single species, this is achieved in several steps. First, a high number of
atoms is captured in the magneto-optical trap at moderate values of the magnetic field
gradient and of the laser detuning. For large atom numbers, the central density of the
cloud is then limited by reradiation of photons within the cloud and by attenuation of the
laser beams [255]. However, the atomic cloud can be transiently compressed in a second
step by increasing the magnetic field gradient and adjusting the detuning of the trapping
light [256]. Finally, for some atomic species, the temperature can be significantly reduced
by switching off the magnetic field and performing optical molasses cooling [250].
In a multi-species experiment compromises have to be made since some parameters, as
e.g. the magnetic field, are common to all species simultaneously trapped at the same place.
More specifically, polarization-gradient cooling cannot be efficiently applied to 6Li due to
the unresolved hyperfine structure in the excited state of the laser cooling transition whereas
it is very effective for rubidium. One therefore has to let the lithium cloud expand freely
during a molasses phase for rubidium. A large cloud, however, gains more potential energy
than a small cloud when subsequently captured in the field of the magnetic quadrupole
trap. Therefore, it is highly desirable to use an experimental sequence that keeps the
molasses phase as short as possible but nevertheless results in low temperatures at high
atomic densities. The solution that is employed in our experiment consists of a compressed
MOT (cMOT) for lithium and a temporal dark MOT (dMOT) followed by a short molasses
phase for rubidium and is presented in the following. With this scheme, the phase-space
density is increased by more than a factor of five for lithium and by almost two orders of
magnitude for rubidium as compared to the MOT. The development of the cMOT/dMOT
sequence was a crucial step for the success of the experiment: It allows magnetic transfer
of the clouds with little atom loss through a narrow differential pumping tube (see Sec. 5.4)
and provides high initial phase space densities for efficient evaporative and sympathetic
cooling as described in Ch. 6.
The experimental sequence of the cMOT/dMOT phase is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 5.1. During the first part of the cMOT/dMOT phase, the trapped clouds are com-
pressed by linearly ramping the magnetic field gradient to 28 G/cm within 25 ms. In
addition, in order to minimize the density-limiting effects of rescattered photons in the
rubidium MOT, the rubidium repumper intensity is jumped down to approximately 1% of
the saturation intensity at the beginning of the field ramp. The idea behind this temporal
dark MOT [257, 258] is very similar to the principle of the more common dark SPOT MOT
[259], except that it is applied in time rather than in space: Because of the decreased re-
pumper intensity the rubidium atoms spend most of their time in the |F =1〉 ground state
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Figure 5.1: Experimental sequence to increase phase-space density for the lithium and rubid-
ium clouds at the end of the MOT phase. The sequence is a combination of a compressed
MOT and a temporal dark MOT followed by optical molasses for rubidium.
instead of in the |F =2〉 ground state and interact only very weakly with the trapping laser
light. This reduces the repulsive light forces between the atoms and results in an increased
density.
In order to achieve high final phase space densities, this first part of the sequence is fol-
lowed by further steps that decrease the temperatures of the rubidium and lithium clouds:
For the next 5 ms, the detuning of the rubidium trapping light is increased to −72 MHz
while the intensity is slightly decreased. During the last 2 ms of this phase, the intensities
of trapping and repumping light for lithium are set to approximately 3% of the saturation
intensity and detunings of −11 MHz and −21 MHz, respectively, are employed. The de-
tunings and intensities of the potassium light are kept at the values used for MOT loading
during the whole cMOT/dMOT phase. For lithium, this scheme increases the density1 to
1.5× 1010 cm−3 and decreases the temperature to typically 520µK. Both values are im-
proved by more than a factor of two with respect to the MOT. For rubidium, typically a
density of 3× 1011 cm−3 and a temperature of about 200µK are achieved at the end of the
cMOT/dMOT phase.
The dMOT/cMOT phase is followed by optical molasses cooling for rubidium only. Dur-
ing the molasses phase, the laser parameters are the same as just before, except for the
intensity of the trapping laser, which is reduced to 2.5 times the saturation intensity. Be-
cause of the comparatively low temperature after the cMOT/dMOT phase, a molasses
duration of only 1.5 ms is sufficient to achieve a final rubidium temperature of typically
45µK, which is a factor 15 lower than the temperature in the MOT. The final density of
1The densities and temperatures listed in this section are typical for respective single-species operation.
In three-species operation, the MOT atom numbers are lower by less than a factor of two.
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Figure 5.2: Example of a measurement for the optimization of the cMOT/dMOT phase. The
graphs give the temperature and density of the rubidium cloud together with the corresponding
phase-space density (or degeneracy parameter) for different durations of the second part of
the cooling sequence described in the text.
approximately 2× 1011 cm−3 for rubidium corresponds to a threefold increase with respect
to the MOT. We found optical molasses for lithium to lead to heating and optical molasses
for potassium to be neither particularly beneficial nor detrimental. In order to keep the
experimental sequence as simple and uncritical as possible for a three-species experiment,
we therefore do not apply optical molasses for these two species and let the 6Li and 40K
clouds expand freely during the rubidium molasses phase. The short duration of opti-
cal molasses required to achieve the desired ultralow temperatures in rubidium is thus an
important factor contributing to the success of this cMOT/dMOT strategy. Alternative
cooling schemes were evaluated but were found to be inferior to the cMOT/dMOT scheme
since they resulted in lower final densities and required longer molasses durations to achieve
comparable temperatures for rubidium.
The cMOT/dMOT scheme delineated above is the result of a number of optimization
measurements. A typical example of such a measurement is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. In
this measurement, the duration of the part of the cMOT/dMOT scheme during which the
magnetic field gradient is kept constant at 28 G/cm was optimized for the phase space
density of rubidium.
5.3. State preparation
After laser cooling, the atoms are distributed over all mF -Zeeman levels of the ground
states. Before they can be efficiently transferred into the magnetic quadrupole trap, they
therefore have to be prepared into the desired, magnetically trappable states by means of
optical pumping.
5.3.1. Choice of the atomic states
The three species each offer several atomic states that in principle can be magnetically
trapped. The energy dependence of the different ground state levels |F, mF 〉 of 87Rb, 40K,
and 6Li as a function of the magnetic field strength B is shown in Fig. 5.3 for values up
to 50 G. In the case of rubidium, the three states |F = 1, mF =−1〉, |2, 1〉, and |2, 2〉 are
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Figure 5.3: Choice of a stable mixture of atomic states for magnetic trapping. The graphs
show the respective energy splitting of the ground state levels as a function of the magnetic
field. Magnetically trappable low-field seeking states are indicated by solid lines, high-field
seeking states by dashed lines. The colored balls mark the only combination of magnetically
trappable states that is stable against spin-exchange collisions in the three-species mixture.
trapped due to the linear Zeeman effect. In addition, the |2, 0〉 state is weakly trapped due
to the quadratic Zeeman effect. Potassium offers a wealth of nine magnetically trappable
states |72 , −
1
2 . . .−
7
2〉 and |
9
2 ,
1
2 . . .
9
2〉. The trappable states for lithium are |
3
2 ,
1
2〉 and |
3
2 ,
3
2〉.
In addition, lithium atoms in the state |12 , −
1
2〉 are magnetically trappable for magnetic
fields below 27 G but are antitrapped for higher fields due to the quadratic Zeeman effect.
Among the magnetically trappable states, the choice is further limited by requiring sta-
bility against depolarization and decay through spin-exchange collisions. In this type of
collision (see also Sec. 2.2.1.3), the states of two incoming atoms A and B can change under
the conditions ∆l = ∆ml = 0 and
∆MF = ∆
(
mAF +m
B
F
)
= 0. (5.1)
where l is the relative angular momentum of the two atoms and ml is its projection onto
the quantization axis. Spin-exchange collisions are usually the fastest inelastic collision
processes for magnetically trapped alkali atoms, unless they are forbidden by these selection
rules or energetically suppressed.
Consequently, single-species experiments with 87Rb in a magnetic trap can be performed
either in the doubly polarized state |2, 2〉 or in the maximally stretched state |1, −1〉, which
are both stable against decay through spin-exchange collisions. Moreover, in single-species
experiments with any of the two fermionic species, spin-exchange collisions are suppressed
due to the Pauli exclusion principle, as long as only one single atomic state is populated so
that the atoms are indistinguishable.
In mixtures, however, the limitations are more severe. In fact, for our three-species
mixture the only stable combination of magnetically trappable atomic states is
87Rb |2, 2〉 & 40K |92 ,
9
2〉 &
6Li |32 ,
3
2〉. (5.2)
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This mixture of doubly polarized states is used in all our experiments with three species in
a magnetic trap.
In a Rb-Li two-species mixture, there are two combinations of states that are stable
against decay through spin-exchange collisions:
87Rb |2, 2〉 & 6Li |32 ,
3
2〉 (5.3)
87Rb |1, −1〉 & 6Li |12 , −
1
2〉. (5.4)
The first mixture is stable due to the selection rule (5.1). The stability of the second
mixtures is based on the fact that all allowed state-changing spin-exchange collisions are
energetically suppressed for the relevant temperature range because one of the collision
partners would have to end up in the energetically higher-lying ground state manifold. The
corresponding Rb-K and K-Li mixtures are not stable since the gF -factor of the 40K |F = 92〉
manifold has opposite sign than the gF -factor of the 87Rb |F =1〉 and 6Li |F = 12〉 manifolds.
Exothermal spin-exchange collisions are therefore possible for these mixtures.
In a far off-resonant optical dipole trap (ODT) all atomic ground states can be trapped
in principle and many different stable mixtures are available. Typically, a homogeneous
magnetic field is applied to define a quantization axis. In this case, the selection rules
discussed above apply. Here, I will not discuss all possible stable mixtures for this situation
but only mention a few cases that might be important for future experiments. In the full
three-species mixture, any combination with rubidium and lithium in the absolute ground
states and potassium in any mF -level of the F = 9/2 manifold is energetically stabilized
against depolarization by spin-exchange collision:
87Rb |1, 1〉 & 40K |92 , mF 〉 &
6Li |12 ,
1
2〉. (5.5)
The same is of course true for the corresponding lithium-potassium mixture in the ODT.
But additionally also the combinations with potassium in the absolute ground state and
lithium in any of the two mF -levels of the F =1/2 manifold is energetically stabilized:
40K |92 , mF 〉 &
6Li |12 ,
1
2〉 (5.6)
40K |92 , −
9
2〉 &
6Li |12 , mF 〉. (5.7)
Note, however, that although these mixtures do not decay via spin-exchange collisions
they can still undergo dipolar relaxation. On the other hand, rate coefficients for dipolar
relaxation in alkali gases are typically on the order of a few times 10−15 cm3s−1 [181, 182]
so that this process is comparatively slow and only becomes relevant at very high atomic
densities. For the mixture of absolute ground states, dipolar relaxation is further suppressed
at low temperatures due to energetic arguments.
5.3.2. Sequence for optical pumping
After the MOT and molasses phases, all cooling laser lights are switched off and the atoms
are prepared in the target states for magnetic trapping, Rb |F = 2, mF = 2〉, K |9/2, 9/2〉,
and Li |3/2, 3/2〉, by means of optical pumping (OP). The principle of optical pumping for
rubidium and lithium is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. A homogeneous magnetic field of about 9 G
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Figure 5.4: State preparation for 87Rb and 6Li. Rubidium is optically pumped into the dark
state |F = 2, mF = 2〉 using σ+ polarized light on the D2 line. A similar scheme is used
for optical pumping of 40K into the |9/2, 9/2〉 target state. In contrast, lithium is optically
pumped on the D1 line since the target state |3/2, 3/2〉 would not be dark for pumping on
the D2 line due to the unresolved hyperfine structure of the 2 2P3/2 state.
is applied to define a quantization axis for the magnetic moments of the atoms. Rubidium
is then pumped into the target state by driving the F = 2 → F ′ = 2 and F = 1 → F ′ = 2
transitions of the D2 line with σ+-polarized light for 160µs at a typical total intensity of
2 mW/cm2. The angular momentum of an atom along the quantization axis is increased
by +h̄ for each photon the atom absorbs, whereas it changes by 0 or ±h̄ in a subsequent
spontaneous emission process. After several absorption-emission cycles the atom therefore
ends up in the target state Rb |2, 2〉. This state is dark for σ+-polarized light on the
pumping transition (assuming perfect polarization), meaning that atoms do not scatter the
pumping light anymore once they have reached the target state.
For lithium, however, the target state Li |3/2, 3/2〉 is not dark for optical pumping on
the D2 line. The reason for this is that the hyperfine splitting of the 22P3/2 manifold is on
the same order as the linewidth of the transition so that the F =3/2→ F ′=3/2 transition
cannot be addressed individually. For optical pumping of lithium we therefore apply σ+-
polarized light on the F = 3/2 → F ′= 3/2 transition of the 6Li D1 line. Atoms ending up
in the lower ground state manifold are repumped into the upper ground state manifold by
driving the F = 1/2 → F ′ transition of the lithium D2 line. The OP pulse with the two
frequency components has a duration of 300µs and a typical total intensity of 1 mW/cm2.
It is applied simultaneously with the OP pulse for rubidium.
The comparatively large magnetic quantization field used for optical pumping of rubidium
and lithium shifts the different Zeeman levels and helps to reduce the depolarizing effect
of spontaneously emitted photons. In the case of potassium, however, these Zeeman shifts
would result in unacceptably large detunings for the repumping transition (for details, see
[235]). After optical pumping of 87Rb and 6Li, the magnetic field is therefore reduced to
a strength of about 1 G and 40K is optically pumped at this lower magnetic field. This is
realized by driving the F = 9/2 → F ′ = 9/2 and F = 7/2 → F ′ = 9/2 transitions of the
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potassium D2 line with σ+-polarized light for 100µs at a typical total intensity of about
2 mW/cm2.
5.4. Magnetic transport into the UHV chamber
After optical pumping, the atoms are captured in a magnetic quadrupole potential gener-
ated by the same coils that are also used for the MOT quadrupole field (MOT coils, see
Fig. 3.13). In order to attain a longer trap lifetime for efficient evaporative and sympathetic
cooling, the atoms are subsequently transferred by a magnetic transport mechanism into the
second vacuum chamber, the UHV glass cell, with a residual pressure below 1× 10−11 mbar.
The principle of the magnetic transport mechanism and its technical realization were al-
ready discussed in Sec. 3.6.2. The experimental implementation of this sequence includes
the choice of adequate magnetic field gradients for capture and transport of the atomic
clouds. In addition, an appropriate function xmin(t) for the time dependence of the posi-
tion of the trap center during the magnetic transport has to be selected.
The value of the magnetic field gradient that maximizes the final phase space density
when a laser-cooled atomic cloud is captured in a magnetic quadrupole trap depends on the
initial temperature and density distribution of the sample. In multi-species experiments,
the optimum can generally not be achieved for all species simultaneously and compromises
have to be made. For the experiments described in the remainder of this thesis, a value of
140 G/cm was used for the capture gradient in the axial, vertical direction. This vertical
gradient was maintained for the whole transport sequence; the horizontal gradients change
smoothly in the way required by the transfer mechanism (see Sec. 3.6.2). The compara-
tively large field gradient is necessary to sufficiently compress the atomic clouds for efficient
transfer through the narrow differential pumping tube that connects the two vacuum cham-
bers (see Sec. 3.2). This is particularly important for lithium because the temperature of
the cloud after laser cooling is about ten times larger than for rubidium or potassium.
The magnetic transport sequence consists of two consecutive sections, from the MOT
position to the 90◦ corner and from the corner to the glass cell. For our experiments,
we have chosen a function xmin(t) that corresponds to continuous, linear ramps of the
acceleration ẍmin(t). The function was experimentally optimized by individually stretching
the two sections in time. The optimum transfer durations are compromises between heating
and atom loss due to collisions of trapped atoms with atoms from the background gas on one
hand and heating due to nonadiabatic acceleration and shape changes of the magnetically
trapped cloud on the other hand. Typical 1/e-lifetimes of magnetically trapped clouds are
500 ms in the MOT chamber and 60 s in the glass cell. The exact values vary within a factor
of two, depending on the precise settings of the atomic vapor dispenser currents and on
the vacuum history. The comparatively short lifetime in the MOT chamber is attributed
mainly to collisions of the trapped atoms with particles evaporated from the home-made
atomic vapor dispensers for potassium. Contributing factors are that the enrichment of
40K is limited to 6% (higher enrichments would be extremely expensive) and that the
perfect conditions under which commercial dispensers are produced were not available for
the production of these dispensers. We found a transfer duration of 1.0 s for the first section
to be a good compromise between aforementioned requirements. The transfer duration of
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the second section is less critical due to the long lifetime in the second vacuum chamber
and heating is minimized for durations of 1.5 s and longer. In the experiments, we therefore
use transfer durations of 1 s and 1.5 s, respectively, for the two sections.
5.5. The QUIC trap
Following the magnetic transport into the glass cell, the atomic clouds are transferred from
the quadrupole trap into the final QUIC trap. The non-zero magnetic field at the center of
this Ioffe-type magnetic trap strongly suppresses Majorana losses, which is an important
precondition for efficient evaporative and sympathetic cooling into the quantum-degenerate
regime. This section briefly discusses adiabatic compression of the quadrupole trap and
explains the mechanism used to transfer the atoms into the QUIC trap. The section is
completed by a characterization of the QUIC trap in the configuration that is used for the
experiments described in the following chapter.
5.5.1. Loading of the QUIC trap
The transformation of the magnetic quadrupole trap at the end of the magnetic transport
into the final QUIC trap consists of three main steps. First, the quadrupole trap is com-
pressed by increasing the field gradient, then the quadrupole potential is transformed into
a Ioffe-type potential, and finally the magnetic bias field at the minimum of the QUIC trap
potential is ramped to an appropriate value.
5.5.1.1. Adiabatic compression
Efficient evaporative cooling relies on a high elastic collision rate allowing a short thermal-
ization time of the gas. The collision rate can be increased by adiabatic compression of the
trap. In an adiabatic compression, the entropy S and atom number N are conserved per
definition, whereas temperature and density change. Generally, the degeneracy parameter
can be written as [260]2
n0λ
3
dB = e
5
2
+γ− S
NkB (5.8)
where γ :=
(
T
Ve
)
∂Ve
∂T with the reference volume Ve := N/n0 defined in Sec. 2.2.2. For a pure
power-law trap [155] in the classical regime, γ is identical with the parameter δ =
∑
δi
[192] (as defined in Sec. 2.2.2.2) and thus independent of the temperature of the gas. An
adiabatic compression therefore also conserves the degeneracy parameter in this type of
trap. It is straightforward to show that the temperature during an adiabatic compression
scales as
Tf = Ti
[
B′f
B′i
]2/3
(5.9)
in a quadrupole trap and as Tf = Ti ω̄f/ω̄i in a harmonic trap. Here, B′i and B
′
f or ω̄i and
ω̄f are the initial and final field gradients or mean trapping frequencies, respectively, and
Ti and Tf are the corresponding temperatures of the cloud.
2Note that kB ≡ 1 is used in this publication.
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In a Ioffe-quadrupole trap, however, γ depends on the temperature of the gas. It can be
inferred from Ref. [192] and is given by
γIQ =
5
2 +
V0
kBT
1 + 23
V0
kBT
, (5.10)
with V0 = µ · B0, where µ is the magnetic moment of a trapped atom and B0 is the
magnetic field at the trap center. Consequently, in this case the degeneracy parameter
is not conserved in an adiabatic compression and has to be determined numerically using
Eqs. (5.8) & (5.10). For adiabatic transformation of a quadrupole potential into a Ioffe-
type potential, the degeneracy parameter decreases by a factor e−1/2 in the limit of high
temperature T  V0/kB.
In our experiment, the atomic clouds in the quadrupole trap are adiabatically compressed
by increasing the axial field gradient from 140 G/cm to 300 G/cm within 2.0 s. This corre-
sponds to a calculated temperature increase by a factor of 1.7.
5.5.1.2. Transformation of the trapping potential
Following the compression, the quadrupole potential is smoothly converted into the QUIC
potential within 3 s. In the original transformation mechanism described in Ref. [144], the
transformation is achieved by continuously increasing the current IIoffe through the Ioffe coil
from zero to an appropriate final value. For our specific trap design, the current through
the compensation coil pair has to be ramped in parallel to IIoffe in order to obtain a QUIC
trap with a bias field of a few Gauss. We could increase the calculated effective trap depth
during the transformation process from 0.9 mK×kB to 2.1 mK×kB by adding a temporary
over-compensation of the trap bias field to this simple scheme. The extended scheme
prevents significant loss of atoms from the hot lithium cloud at the walls of the glass cell
and is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. Initially, the atoms are confined in a pure quadrupole potential
(graph a) with an axial gradient of 300 G/cm, which is generated by the QUIC quadrupole
coils carrying a current Iquad = 30 A. The actual transformation scheme consists of two
parts. In the first part shown in Fig. 5.5 a)–c), the currents through the Ioffe coil IIoffe
and through the compensation coil pair Icomp are linearly ramped up within 1 s to the
same final value of 30 A (for technical details, see Sec. 3.6.3.3). In parallel, an additional
homogeneous magnetic field (“over-compensation field”) is linearly increased from zero to
40 G by a corresponding ramp of the current Iover−comp through the Feshbach coil pair. As
the currents are increased, the initially linear potential is bent and a second field minimum
appears, see Fig. 5.5 b),c). In the second part of the transformation process displayed in
Fig. 5.5 c)–f) Iover−comp is linearly decreased within 2 s to zero while the remaining currents
are maintained. The two potential minima merge resulting in a QUIC trap potential with
a bias field of 1.2 G as plotted in Fig. 5.5 f).
The improvement achieved by the over-compensation scheme is clearly visible by com-
paring graphs Fig. 5.5 d) and Fig. 5.5 g). The graphs show the field distributions for the
improved and the simple transformation scheme at the respective critical moment. The
critical moment occurs when the effective trap depth is minimal, i.e. when the potential
barrier in between the two potential minima has the same height Ecritical as the potential
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Figure 5.5: Transformation of the quadrupole trap potential into the QUIC trap potential
with an improved scheme for larger trap depth. The sequence is illustrated in graph h) showing
the currents through the different coils relative to their respective maximum value. a)–f) Field
distributions at selected times of the transformation process indicated in graph h). In each
graph, the upper subgraph displays the xz-half-plane and the lower one the xy-half-plane
(field of view 4 mm × 16 mm each with black bar indicating the wall of the glass cell). The
isofield lines are separated by 5 G. The critical time point (see text) is shown in graph d).
g) Field distribution at the critical time point for the simpler transformation scheme without
temporary over-compensation. The trap depth is significantly smaller than in the improved
transformation scheme (compare with graph d)). i) Color legend for graphs a)–g) indicating
the value of the magnetic field and the corresponding potential energy µBB in units of kB.
at the wall of the glass cell. At earlier times in the transformation process, the barrier
height between the two minima is larger. Therefore, atoms with an energy below Ecritical
cannot classically move from the initial potential minimum (right minimum in Fig. 5.5) to
the one closer to the glass cell wall and get lost due to collisions with the wall. At later
times, the potential barrier between the two minima is lower but the potential height at
the wall of the glass cell is larger than Ecritical. Because of the over-compensation field the
two minima are further separated and shifted away from the glass cell wall resulting in the
increased effective trap depth.
5.5.1.3. Adjustment of the bias field
As the last step of the transformation process, the bias field of the QUIC trap is in-
creased from 1.2 G to 3.2 G in 300 ms by partially bypassing the compensation coils (see
also Sec. 3.6.3.3). This significantly reduces the calculated Majorana loss rate for lithium
atoms at temperatures of a few ten µK.
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5.5.2. Characterization of the QUIC trap
Exact knowledge of the trapping parameters is crucial for the generation of the quantum-
degenerate triple mixture and for the quantitative analysis of absorption images. This
section discusses measurements of the trap bottom and of the trapping frequencies of the
final QUIC trap, which was used for the experiments presented in the next chapter.
5.5.2.1. Trap bottom
The determination of the trap bottom is initiated by producing a rubidium cloud confined
in the QUIC trap with a temperature of a few µK using radio frequency (rf) evaporation
(see Ch. 6). Subsequently, the intensity of the rf-signal is reduced to minimize errors due to
dressing of the trapped states. Finally, the frequency of the rf-signal is linearly ramped to
different end frequencies and held there for 1 s. The number of remaining atoms after the
ramp is recorded by absorption imaging. The splitting of neighboring Zeeman levels and
thus the trap bottom is readily determined from the end frequency of the rf-ramp at which
all atoms are just removed from the trap. The result is B0 = 1.18( 1) G for the QUIC trap
obtained after the transformation steps explained in Sec. 5.5.1.2 and B0 = 3.16( 3) G for
the QUIC trap in the regular configuration obtained after the additional step described in
Sec. 5.5.1.3.
5.5.2.2. Trapping frequencies
The harmonic trapping frequencies in the radial and in the longitudinal direction of the
QUIC trap are measured by exciting and subsequently observing a corresponding center-
of-mass dipole oscillation of the atomic clouds in the trap. Note that, in contrast to
many other collective excitations, the frequency of the dipole mode in a harmonic trapping
potential is independent of temperature, interactions and statistics and is always given by
the respective harmonic trapping frequency [261].
The harmonic approximation of the trapping potential is only valid for sufficiently small
distances from the trap center. The excursion below which the relative difference between
the harmonic approximation and the numerically calculated field is below 10% is given by
xharm = 1.6 mm along the longitudinal direction and ρharm = 99µm in the radial direc-
tion. This corresponds to energies of 249µK× kB and 45µK× kB above the trap bottom,
respectively. For the measurement of the trapping frequencies, a potassium cloud was sym-
pathetically cooled by rubidium to a temperature below 1µK and rubidium was completely
removed from the trap.
After preparation of the cold cloud in the trap, the dipole oscillation of the atoms was
excited by sinusoidally displacing the center of the trapping potential. For the displacement
a small magnetic field was applied either along the radial or the longitudinal axis by driving
one of the offset coils (see Sec. 3.6.4.1) in the corresponding direction. Technical details of
the driving setup are described in Ref. [235]. For excitation of the radial (longitudinal)
oscillation a burst of two (ten) cycles at the respective calculated trapping frequency was
used. After a variable subsequent hold time t the cloud was released from the trap and
an absorption image was recorded after tTOF = 6.7 ms time of flight. Figure 5.6 shows the
radial and longitudinal oscillations of the cloud center after the TOF expansion.
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Figure 5.6: Measurement of the trapping frequencies in the QUIC trap. A radial (a) or a lon-
gitudinal (b) oscillation of a trapped 40K cloud is excited by a time-varying external magnetic
field. After the excitation, the free evolution of the cloud in the trap is recorded. The fit to the
position of the cloud after a variable duration of the oscillation and a fixed subsequent time
of flight with a damped harmonic oscillation function yields an axial [longitudinal] frequency
of 230.88( 5) Hz [29.97( 3) Hz] for 40K. The corresponding values for the other two species
are 596.1(1) Hz [77.39( 8) Hz] for 6Li and 156.55( 3) Hz [20.32( 2) Hz] for 87Rb.
In order to determine the radial trapping frequency the measured positions ρ(t) of the
cloud center for different holding times t are fitted with the function
ρ(t) = ρ0 +Aρ e−γρ t cos (2π νρ t+ φρ). (5.11)
This function describes a damped harmonic oscillation around a central position ρ0 with
amplitude Aρ, damping rate γρ, and phase φρ. An analogous function x(t) is used for
fitting of the longitudinal oscillation. The values for the radial and longitudinal trapping
frequencies determined from the fits are ν(K)ρ = 230.88( 5) Hz and ν
(K)
x = 29.97( 3) Hz for the
40K atoms. The resonance frequencies ν0ρ,x of the undamped oscillation and the measured
frequencies are linked by the relation ν0ρ,x = [ν
2
ρ,x + γ
2
ρ,x/(2π)
2]1/2. However, for the small
damping rates γρ = 0.8(3) s−1 and γx = 0.5(2) s−1 obtained from the fits the damped and
undamped frequencies are identical at the level of the measurement accuracy. From these
trapping frequencies and the measured trap bottom of 3.16( 3) G the characteristic trap
parameters α and β are determined by virtue of Eqs. (3.19) to be α = 146.1(7) G/cm and
β = 254.0(5) G/cm2.
The spatial amplitude A(trap) of the oscillation inside the trap (i.e. before the ballis-
tic expansion) is readily calculated from the fitting results with the relation A(trap) =
A [1 + (2π ν tTOF)2]−1/2. Both, the excursions in the radial direction of 2.1µm and in the
longitudinal direction of 6.5µm are well in the harmonic region of the trapping potential.
The assumption of a sinusoidal oscillation is therefore clearly justified.
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The trapping frequencies for 6Li and 87Rb are related to the measured trapping frequen-
cies for 40K by the ratios
√
mK/mLi ≈ 2.58 and
√
mK/mRb ≈ 0.678, respectively, since the
trapped doubly polarized atomic states of the three species have the same magnetic moment.
The radial and longitudinal trapping frequencies are thus given by ν(Li)ρ = 596.1(1) Hz and
ν
(Li)
x = 77.39( 8) Hz for lithium and by ν
(Rb)
ρ = 156.55( 3) Hz and ν
(Rb)
x = 20.32( 2) Hz for
rubidium.
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This chapter describes the achievement of simultaneous quantum degeneracy in cold gases
of bosonic rubidium and fermionic lithium and potassium atoms, thereby realizing the
first quantum-degenerate mixture of two different fermionic species and the first quantum-
degenerate three-species mixture. Rubidium is cooled by forced evaporation under “run-
away” conditions. In single-species operation, radio frequency (rf) radiation is used to drive
the evaporation process. The efficiency of the cooling process with respect to particle loss
is evaluated and characteristic signatures of Bose-Einstein condensation are observed. In
multi-species operation, the fermionic species lithium and potassium are cooled by sym-
pathetic cooling with rubidium and species-selective evaporation of rubidium is forced by
microwave (MW) radiation. Crucial elements of the cooling sequence are described. Fur-
thermore, it is shown that the efficiency of sympathetic cooling of the 6Li gas by 87Rb
is increased by the presence of 40K through catalytic cooling. Finally, typical quantum-
degenerate samples in the 6Li-40K Fermi-Fermi mixture and in the 6Li-40K-87Rb Fermi-
Fermi-Bose mixture are presented.
Parts of this chapter were published in: “Quantum degenerate two-species Fermi-Fermi
mixture coexisting with a Bose-Einstein condensate”, M. Taglieber, A.-C. Voigt, T. Aoki,
T.W. Hänsch, and K. Dieckmann, Physical Review Letters 100, 010401 (2008).
6.1. Bose-Einstein condensation of 87Rb
An important milestone for the realization of the quantum-degenerate three-species mixture
was the realization of Bose-Einstein condensation in rubidium. Building on the experimen-
tal steps described in Ch. 5, BEC is achieved by forced evaporative cooling in the QUIC
trap at a bias field of 3.2 G. The basic principle of evaporative cooling was introduced
in Sec. 2.2.2. This section discusses two different techniques for evaporative cooling in a
magnetic trap, rf evaporation and MW evaporation, and presents experimental results.
6.1.1. Rf evaporation
Evaporative cooling relies on selective removal of atoms with an energy above a truncation
energy εt and subsequent rethermalization of the remaining atoms at a lower temperature
by elastic collisions. In the case of rf evaporation in a magnetic trap, energy-selective
removal is achieved by exploiting the spatial dependence of the confining magnetic field
B(r). The basic principle is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 in the diabatic and adiabatic pictures.
An oscillating magnetic field (“rf knife”) of angular frequency ωrf is applied to the atomic
sample. This rf field couples trapped and untrapped Zeeman-states at the positions where
the resonance condition
µB gF |B(r)| = h̄ωrf (6.1)
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Figure 6.1: Principle of radio-frequency evaporation in the diabatic (left) and adiabatic (right)
picture. A magnetic field oscillating at the frequency ωrf is applied to the trapped atomic
sample. The field couples trapped and untrapped Zeeman states at positions where it is in
resonance with the transition between two neighboring Zeeman states. Only atoms with a
sufficiently high total energy reach the resonance region and are transferred into untrapped
states. In the adiabatic picture the system is described by dressed states. The trapped
asymptotic state |F, mF ; n〉 = |2, 2; n〉 (where n is the photon number of the rf field) is
adiabatically connected to the untrapped asymptotic state |2, −2; n+ 4〉 by an effective four
photon transition.
is fulfilled. For sufficiently high rf amplitude Brf , initially trapped atoms are transferred to
untrapped states and removed from the trap with high probability. The truncation energy
for atoms in the state mF is thus related to the frequency of the applied rf signal by
εt = mF h̄ (ωrf − ω0) (6.2)
where ω0 = µB gF B0/h̄ is the resonance frequency at the center of the trap. In the experi-
ment, the truncation energy can easily be varied for forced evaporative cooling over a wide
range by adjusting the output frequency of the computer-controlled rf source (see Sec. 3.7).
A more quantitative description of radio-frequency evaporation can be obtained in the
Landau-Zener picture [262, 263] and its generalization to multi-level crossings [264]. The
atoms of a trapped thermal sample pass the resonance region at different velocities due to
their different thermal energies. The internal state of an atom after passage of the resonance
region depends on its velocity v and on the amplitude of the oscillating magnetic field. The
transition probability to untrapped states is a function of the Landau-Zener parameter
ΓLZ =
h̄Ω2Rabi
µB gF |v · ∇B(r)|
. (6.3)
Here, ΩRabi = µBgFBrf,⊥/(2h̄) is the Rabi frequency and Brf,⊥ is the amplitude of the rf
field component vertical to the trapping field B(r). The transition probability increases
with increasing values of ΓLZ. In the limit of low velocity and high rf amplitude, an initially
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trapped atom undergoes a transition into an adiabatically connected untrapped state and
leaves the trap (see right hand side of Fig. 6.1). In the opposite limit, it passes the resonance
region unaffected and remains in the original trapped state. The transition probability in
the intermediate regime between these limits can be calculated as a function of ΓLZ for
an N -level system using the relations given in Ref. [264]. In the case of rubidium atoms
initially trapped in the |F = 2, mf = 2〉 state the total probability of transitions to any of
the untrapped states |F = 2, mF =−2,−1, 0〉 reaches 99% for a Landau-Zener parameter
of 0.312. The corresponding minimal required amplitude of the rf field can be obtained
for a known magnetic trapping potential from Eq. (6.3). However, an excessively high rf
amplitude is not favorable for efficient evaporative cooling since it leads to a reduction of the
effective trapping frequency and thus to a slower thermalization rate. The effective trapping
frequency can be determined by calculating the energy eigenstates (“dressed states”) of the
trapped atoms in the presence of the rf magnetic field [263, 265]. Hence, the optimal rf
amplitude depends on the trap parameters and on the temperature of the gas. In the
experiment, the amplitude is therefore gradually decreased during the evaporation process.
Finally, it should be noted that the resonance condition has the simple form of Eq. (6.1)
only in the regime of the linear Zeeman effect valid for sufficiently small values of the
magnetic field strength. For arbitrary magnetic field strengths, the resonance condition
for any pair of Zeeman states in the ground state manifolds can be expressed in terms of
the Breit-Rabi formula. For large magnetic fields, however, the equidistance of neighboring
Zeeman levels is lifted. This can lead to incomplete evaporation [266] and to the formation
of an Oort cloud [193].
6.1.2. Optimization and efficiency of rf evaporation
For the production of a Bose-Einstein condensate the principles of radio-frequency evapo-
ration outlined above are applied to a gas of 87Rb atoms. It is clear from the considerations
in Sec. 2.2.2 that the evaporation should ideally be performed in the runaway regime and
with a time dependence of the truncation energy εt(t) optimized for the specific experimen-
tal conditions. In order obtain an evaporation sequence that is also a good starting point
for the three-species mixture, the optimization was performed under vacuum conditions
typical for three-species operation, i.e. with not only the rubidium dispensers but also
the potassium dispensers and the lithium oven operating. Rubidium only was magneto-
optically trapped and transferred to the QUIC trap. Under these conditions, the starting
point for evaporative cooling was a sample of 6× 108 atoms with a temperature of about
620µK. This corresponds to an elastic collision rate τ−1el = 19 s
−1 at the center of the
QUIC trap. With the typical trap lifetime of τloss = 60 s the ratio of good to bad collisions
is larger than 103 so that the preconditions (see Sec. 2.2.2.3) for achievement of runaway
evaporation are well fulfilled. The frequency of the oscillating magnetic field was decreased
in nine consecutive linear ramps from an initial value of 50 MHz to a final value of about
2.2 MHz close to the resonance frequency at the trap bottom. The duration of each linear
ramp was experimentally optimized for evaporation efficiency resulting in a total duration
of 29.3 s.
The temperature T and atom number N of the gas at different points of the optimized
evaporation sequence is presented in Fig. 6.2. For each data point the evaporation was
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Figure 6.2: Evaporative cooling of 87Rb towards Bose-Einstein condensation by means of
radio-frequency evaporation. The graph shows the measured atom numbers and temperatures
(solid circles) at different final truncation energies (open circles, in units of temperature) during
the cooling process. A fit of the data (solid line) yields an average efficiency parameter of
αev = 1.23(3), meaning that the temperature decreases by more than one order of magnitude
per order of magnitude in atom number reduction. The data show that αev is almost constant
over the entire evaporation.
stopped at a certain truncation energy (also shown in the figure) and the trap was switched
off after 30 ms equilibration time. The atom number and temperature were obtained from
absorption images recorded after a duration of free expansion appropriate for the respective
temperature range. A linear fit to log T versus logN yields αev = 1.23(3) for the mean value
of the efficiency parameter defined in Eq. (2.68). This means that the temperature of the
gas decreases by more than one order of magnitude per order of magnitude in atom number
reduction. Thus, the evaporation takes place under run-away conditions. Comparison of
the data with the fit shows that α is almost constant over the entire evaporation. Further
evaporation leads to Bose-Einstein condensation (see Sec. 6.1.3).
Figure 6.3 shows the corresponding values of the peak phase-space density D = n(0)λ3dB.
In the classical regime, the peak phase-space density (or “degeneracy parameter”) in a
Ioffe-type trap with magnetic bias field B0 depends on the atom number N and on the
temperature T as [192, 193]
n(0)λ3dB ≈
N
6AIQ(kBT )4
(
1 + 2V03kBT
) (6.4)
where V0 = mF gFµBB0 is the potential minimum for atoms in the hyperfine state |F, mF 〉.
The factor AIQ is a constant, which depends on the strength of the potential. For the QUIC
trap potential in the analytical approximation corresponding to Eq. (3.17) it is given by
AIQ =
m
3/2
Rb
9h̄3(mF gFµB)5/2α2 β1/2
. (6.5)
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Figure 6.3: Evaporative cooling of 87Rb. For each order of magnitude in atom number
reduction, the degeneracy parameter n(0)λ3dB increases by about three orders of magnitude.
Further evaporation leads to Bose-Einstein condensation.
The parameters α and β of our QUIC trap were determined in Sec. 5.5.2. A linear fit to
logD versus logN yields χ = 3.03(7) for the mean value of the efficiency parameter defined
in Eq. (2.70). This corresponds to an increase of the degeneracy parameter by three orders
of magnitude for each order of magnitude in atom number reduction.
6.1.3. Signatures of Bose-Einstein condensation
This section presents experimental data for Bose-Einstein condensates that were produced
by rf evaporation and discusses characteristic signatures of Bose-Einstein condensation: the
bimodal density distribution of a partially condensed cloud and the anisotropic expansion
of the condensate.
6.1.3.1. Bimodal density distribution
In order to observe the transition of a thermal gas to a Bose-condensed gas, ultracold
clouds of 87Rb atoms were repeatedly produced using the evaporation scheme discussed in
Sec. 6.1.2. The final frequency of the last linear frequency ramp of the rf knife was varied
for the different repetitions. At the end of the evaporation sequence, the gas was allowed
to thermalize for 40 ms, released from the trap and imaged with resonant light after 32 ms
time of flight. Figures 6.4 a)–d) show the resulting optical column density distributions for
final frequencies between 2.295 MHz and 2.225 MHz, corresponding to truncation energies
between 8µK× kB and about 1µK× kB.
For the largest final truncation energy, the gas remained above the BEC phase transi-
tion and the TOF-image Fig. 6.4 a) shows an isotropically expanded thermal cloud. The
temperature and atom number of the cloud are T = 880 nK and N = 4 × 106. As the
truncation energy is further reduced, the phase transition is crossed and a spatially small
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Figure 6.4: Bose-Einstein condensation of 87Rb. a)–d) Optical density distributions deter-
mined from absorption images taken after 32 ms time of flight for different final truncation
energies corresponding to different final frequencies of the rf knife. With decreasing final trun-
cation energy a spatially small peak with increasing optical density forms at the center of the
thermal cloud. The field of view of each image is 966 × 966µm2. e) Characteristic bimodal
density distribution of a partially condensed cloud after 20 ms time of flight. f) Condensate
fraction as a function of the ratio between the measured temperature T and the calculated
critical temperature Tc for an ideal gas. The solid line shows the theoretical expectation in
the ideal-gas case; for the dashed line, the critical temperature was adjusted to account for
finite-size and interaction effects.
peak with increasing optical density forms at the center of the thermal cloud as shown
in Fig. 6.4 b). This central part of the expanded cloud is the Bose-Einstein condensate.
A fit of the data with an appropriate model function (see below) gives atom numbers of
Nthermal = 2.2 × 106 and N0 = 2.7 × 105 for the thermal cloud and the condensate, and a
temperature of T = 404 nK. The onset of Bose-Einstein condensation is thus reached with
more than two million rubidium atoms. With a further reduction of the final truncation
energy, the condensate fraction grows (Fig. 6.4 c),d)) until an almost pure condensate is
produced. If evaporation is continued to even smaller truncation energies, the condensate
is spilled from the trap until no atoms are left.
Figure 6.4 e) illustrates how the temperature of the gas as well as the atom numbers in
the condensate and in the thermal fraction are determined from the experimental data. In
order to improve the signal to noise ratio, the optical density distribution is first projected
along a radial direction of the trap (y axis) yielding the “optical line density“. The thermal
cloud is then analyzed by fitting its wings outside the condensate region with a model
function that is derived from the Bose density distribution Eq. (2.27):
ODline,thermal = c0 +
A
g5/2(z̃)
g5/2
(
z̃ e
− m
2kBT
ω2x η
2
x(t)x
2)
, (6.6)
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where m is the atomic mass, ωx the longitudinal trapping frequency, t the expansion time,
ηx(t) =
[
1 + ω2xt
2
]−1/2 the scaling factor defined in Eq. (2.26), σph the photon-atom scat-
tering cross section (see Eq. (3.11)), and A the peak optical density of the cloud. The
parameter c0 accounts for a possible small offset. For a purely thermal cloud, the fugacity
z̃ is used as a fit parameter, whereas z̃ is fixed to unity for fitting of the thermal fraction of
a partially condensed cloud. The number of thermal atoms is related to the fit parameters
by
Nthermal =
A
σph
(
2πkBT
m
)1/2 g3(z̃)
ωx ηx g5/2(z̃)
. (6.7)
In order to determine the atom number in the condensate, the fitted thermal density dis-
tribution is subtracted from the optical line density and the obtained data are fitted with
a Thomas-Fermi density distribution (see Sec. 2.1.3.3) that was integrated along the z and
y axes and multiplied by σph. The atom number in the condensed fraction is then deduced
from the Thomas-Fermi radius and the known rubidium s-wave scattering length by means
of Eqs. (2.39)–(2.41). For the data shown in Fig. 6.4, resonant imaging light was used in
order to make the thermal cloud clearly visible also for deeply degenerate clouds. In the
very dense central part of the atomic cloud containing the condensate, however, the imag-
ing light is almost completely absorbed and the measured optical density does not allow a
reliable determination of the real column density. Therefore, data points with an optical
density above 3.5 are excluded from the fitting procedure. For the example of Fig. 6.4 e),
one obtains N0 = 8.9× 105, Nthermal = 2.6× 105 and T = 156 nK with this procedure.
Figure 6.4 f) plots the condensate fraction N0/N as a function of the ratio between the
temperature T of the gas and the critical temperature Tc calculated with Eq. (2.30) from
the determined total atom number. This critical temperature is only exact for an ideal Bose
gas in the thermodynamic (large N) limit. For our experimental conditions, the critical
temperature is expected to be shifted by -1% due to the finite atom number [154] and by
-7% due to interaction effects [267]. The expected dependence of the condensate fraction
on T/Tc for an ideal Bose gas (see Eq. (2.32)) is shown in the plot. A corresponding graph
where the critical temperature was reduced by 8% fits the data points in its validity range
close to the critical temperature reasonably well.
6.1.3.2. Anisotropic expansion
The second characteristic signature of Bose-Einstein condensation is the anisotropic expan-
sion of the condensate after sudden release from an anisotropic trap. An example is shown
in Fig. 6.5. Inside the harmonic trap with cylindrical symmetry (ωx  ωy = ωz), both the
thermal fraction and the condensate have cigar-like shape. The momentum distribution
of the thermal fraction is isotropic (see Eq. (2.16)) so that the thermal cloud approaches a
spherically symmetric density distribution after long time of flight (see dilute part of the
expanding cloud in Fig. 6.5). The condensate, however, expands more quickly along the
direction that is more strongly confined inside the trap. In the non-interacting case, the
ground state wave function of the condensate is proportional to the single-particle ground
state wave function of the trapping potential and the anisotropic expansion is a direct con-
sequence of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation. In the case of weak interaction, the ground
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Figure 6.5: Anisotropic expansion of a rubidium Bose-Einstein condensate. A BEC is repeat-
edly produced, released from the trap and imaged after variable time of flight (TOF) using
resonant light. The images are taken along the z-axis (i.e. perpendicular to the trap axis)
and correspond to TOFs between 0 ms and 32 ms in steps of 4 ms as indicated. The thermal
fraction of the cloud expands isotropically. The central part of the cloud is the condensate,
which expands more slowly and changes shape from cigar-like inside the trap to pancake-like
after long TOF, a typical signature of a BEC.
state and the dynamics of the condensate can be described by the Gross-Pitaevskii equa-
tion (GPE, see Sec. 2.1.3.3). For a trapped condensate, the kinetic energy term in the GPE
can typically be neglected (Thomas-Fermi approximation) and the density distribution in
a harmonic trap is well described by an inverted parabola (see Eq. (2.36)). In this limit, the
anisotropy of the expansion is a result of the mean-field interaction energy that is converted
into kinetic energy during the first part of the expansion. The accelerating force is pro-
portional to the gradient of the atomic density and therefore strongest along the initially
more tightly confined direction. Equations (2.40), (2.41) provide a quantitative description
of the expansion within the Thomas-Fermi approximation.
6.1.4. Limitations of rf evaporation for multi-species mixtures
The radio-frequency evaporation technique discussed above is conceptionally and techni-
cally quite simple. It is therefore employed for evaporative cooling in most single-species
experiments that use a magnetic trap. For an experiment dealing with a mixture of sev-
eral species, however, this method has the disadvantage of not being perfectly species-
selective. According to Eq. (6.2), the truncation energy εt for 6Li, 40K, and 87Rb in the
states |F =3/2, mF =3/2〉, |9/2, 9/2〉, and |2, 2〉, respectively, is related to the rf frequency
by
εt,Li =
3
2
h̄ωrf − µBB0 (6.8)
εt,K =
9
2
h̄ωrf − µBB0 (6.9)
εt,Rb = 2 h̄ωrf − µBB0 (6.10)
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in the regime of the linear Zeeman effect. In these relations, B0 denotes the magnetic bias
field at the trap minimum. In a 40K-87Rb mixture the lack of perfect species-selectivity of
the rf evaporation method is usually acceptable since the truncation energy at any given rf
frequency is significantly higher for potassium than for rubidium. As long as the two species
are well thermalized, evaporation of potassium atoms is therefore strongly suppressed. Rf
evaporation has been used successfully by several groups [56, 58, 268, 269] and in our
experiment to cool 40K-87Rb mixtures and to produce quantum-degenerate Fermi gases of
potassium. In a 6Li-87Rb mixture, however, the situation is different: Over a wide range
of relevant truncation energies, rf evaporation of rubidium atoms results in simultaneous
undesired removal of lithium atoms at a lower energy. The concept of our experiment,
however, relies on evaporative cooling of 87Rb only and on sympathetic cooling of the
fermionic species with minimal particle loss. Consequently, the rf evaporation technique is
not the optimal choice for cooling of the three-species mixture.
6.1.5. MW evaporation
In order to avoid the problems and limitations of the rf evaporation method for cooling of
multi-species mixtures discussed in Sec. 6.1.4, we evaporate 87Rb by driving its ground-state
hyperfine transition. As the transition frequency of νHF,Rb ≈ 6.8 GHz is in the microwave
(MW) range, this method is called MW evaporation. The atom numbers of the fermionic
species 6Li and 40K are not affected by the MW-evaporation signal for 87Rb, since the
respective hyperfine transitions are at 228 MHz and at 1.3 GHz.
The principle of MW evaporation for 87Rb in the |F = 2, mF = 2〉 state is illustrated in
Fig. 6.6 a). It requires to drive three different transitions: One signal couples the trapped
Rb |2, 2〉 state to the untrapped Rb |1, 1〉 state (red solid line) and is used for the actual
evaporation process of the Rb |2, 2〉 atoms. Two other signals drive the Rb |2, 1〉 → Rb |1, 0〉
and Rb |1,−1〉 → Rb |2, 0〉 transitions (green and yellow lines). These signals are employed
to remove rubidium atoms from the other two magnetically trappable, but undesired states
Rb |2, 1〉 and Rb |1,−1〉 (“state cleaning”). Populations in these states have to be removed
because they can lead to spin-exchange collisions, resulting in depolarization and heating
of the bosonic as well as of the fermionic clouds. Furthermore, if atoms in these undesired
states are not actively cooled or removed, they represent an additional heat load for the
cooling process of the Rb |2, 2〉 atoms. We have observed that careful state cleaning is a
necessary precondition to reach BEC in the Rb |2, 2〉 state. It was also found indispensable
for successful sympathetic cooling of the fermionic species into quantum degeneracy.
For the implementation of the evaporation sequence, we have a MW carrier signal and
two variable sidebands produced by frequency mixing with variable rf sources (DDS boards)
at our disposal (compare Sec. 3.7). Higher-order sidebands are present but do not influence
the cloud during the cooling and cleaning sequence that is described in the following. The
sequence consists of four consecutive sections A–D and is shown in Fig. 6.6 b). In order to
remove initial populations in the Rb |2, 1〉 and Rb |1,−1〉 states from the trap, we initiate
the sequence by sweeping the carrier with the sidebands switched off within 1.2 s from
43 MHz below the Rb |1,−1〉 → Rb |2, 0〉 transition to 2 MHz above the Rb |2, 1〉 → Rb |1, 0〉
transition at the trap bottom (section A). Subsequently, the evaporation ramp is started
by switching on one sideband (“knife”). In the following, the truncation energy is gradually
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Figure 6.6: Species-selective evaporation of 87Rb using microwave radiation. a) Schematic
level scheme in the magnetic trap with the relevant transitions. Rubidium atoms in the state
|F =2, mF =2〉 with an energy larger than the truncation energy εt (see text) are transferred
into the state |1, 1〉 by a microwave radiation signal (solid red line). Since this state is
antitrapped, the atoms are accelerated away from the trap center towards regions of higher
magnetic field. At a certain magnetic field, the same microwave signal becomes resonant
with the |1, 1〉 → |2, 1〉 transition (dashed red line) and some atoms are transferred into the
trapped state |F =2, mF =1〉. Populations in this state are therefore constantly removed by
a second microwave signal (green line). In addition, any populations in the undesired trapped
state |F =1, mF =−1〉 are cleaned away by two short frequency sweeps. b) Time dependence
of the evaporation sequence employing two microwave signals. The thin dotted lines indicate
the resonance frequencies for relevant transitions at the magnetic bias field in the trap center.
reduced by lowering the frequency of the knife from 119 MHz + νHF,Rb (at the beginning
of section B) to a value close to the resonance frequency at the trap bottom of about
6.7 MHz + νHF,Rb (at the end of section D). The frequencies of this MW-evaporation ramp
were chosen such that the optimized time evolution of the truncation energy obtained with
the rf evaporation (see Sec. 6.1.2) was reproduced.
We observe that the Rb |2, 1〉 state is continuously repopulated during the evaporation
process. Therefore, this state is constantly cleaned (except during the short section C). In
section B, this is realized by the carrier signal whose frequency is kept constant at the final
frequency of the initial cleaning sweep. At the beginning of section C, the frequency of the
carrier signal is jumped by −50 MHz and the second sideband (“cleaner”) is switched on
for state cleaning. During section C, the cleaner signal is used for a 500 ms long, 1 MHz
wide sweep crossing the Rb |1,−1〉 → Rb |2, 0〉 transition frequency at the trap bottom.
This sweep is continuous in frequency and removes any cold Rb |1,−1〉 atoms that may
have remained in the trap after the initial cleaning sweep, which had to be performed in
discrete frequency steps due to technical limitations of the MW source (Systron Donner).
In contrast to the case of the Rb |2, 1〉 state, we do not observe a repopulation of the
Rb |1,−1〉 state so that the single sweep in section C is sufficient to permanently remove
these atoms. During the final section D, the cleaner signal is used for state cleaning of the
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undesired Rb |2, 1〉 atoms by a linear frequency ramp from 150 kHz above to close to the
Rb |2, 1〉 → Rb |1, 0〉 transition frequency at the trap bottom. This cleaning scheme for the
Rb |2, 1〉 atoms was found to give the best results compared to alternative schemes with
repeated ramps. Finally, it should be noted that the use of the “cleaner” sideband signal
for a similar frequency sweep also during sections A and B of the evaporation sequence is
not possible with the current rf sources due to a limitation of their frequency range. A new
version of rf sources with an increased frequency range is currently being developed by our
group.
The repopulation of the Rb |2, 1〉 state mentioned above is attributed mainly to an effect
of the MW-evaporation process itself as illustrated in Fig. 6.6 a). For evaporation, atoms are
transferred from the trapped Rb |2, 2〉 state to the antitrapped Rb |1, 1〉 state as explained.
After the state transfer, the atoms are accelerated away from the trap center towards
regions of higher magnetic field. At some point, the main MW-evaporation signal becomes
resonant with the Rb |1, 1〉 → Rb |2, 1〉 transition and some atoms are pumped into the
Rb |2, 1〉 state (dashed red line in the graph). Note that the polarization of the MW signal
can never be perfectly circular for all atoms confined in a Ioffe-type trap since the direction
of the magnetic field varies over the extension of the atomic cloud. Different antenna designs
including a helix antenna were tested and yielded comparable results. In order to maintain
an optimal optical access to the trapped atoms we therefore use in the present setup a
simple dipole antenna placed close to the glass cell. In addition to the fast repopulation of
the Rb |2, 1〉 state induced by MW transitions, we also observed a slow repopulation of the
Rb |2, 1〉 state when a cloud with a temperature of about 1.5µK was held in the magnetic
trap for up to 20 s with all MW signals switched off. This effect is attributed to dipolar
relaxation of the trapped Rb |2, 2〉 atoms. For the development of the sequence described
above and for verification of the effectiveness of state cleaning, a Stern-Gerlach method was
used to detect the populations in the different atomic states. Details of the method will be
discussed in Sec. 6.3.4.2.
6.2. Quantum-degenerate Bose-Fermi mixture of 87Rb and 40K
After evaporative cooling of rubidium by MW evaporation was established, we focused on
the realization of a quantum-degenerate Fermi gas by sympathetic cooling. The critical
parameter in this case is the thermalization rate between the sympathetically cooled and
the actively cooled species because it sets the timescale for the duration of the sympathetic
cooling process. For the 40K-87Rb mixture, the situation is comparatively favorable making
sympathetic cooling rather efficient, as will be discussed in this section. Sympathetic cooling
of lithium, however, is more challenging, as we will see in Sec. 6.3.1.
The interspecies thermalization rate depends on the mass ratio of the two species, on the
heat capacities (i.e. the atom numbers) of the two atomic clouds, and on the scattering
rate between the two species as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3. For the 40K-87Rb mixture, the mass
ratio is 2.2 so that the energy transfer per interspecies collision is only 14% smaller than
in a collision between two atoms of the same species (ξK,Rb = 0.86, see Eq. (2.76)). The
scattering rate between the two trapped species depends on the temperature of the two
clouds and is proportional to the density-density overlap integral (2.74) and to the elastic
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interspecies scattering cross section (under the conditions assumed in Sec. 2.2.3.1). In the
s-wave limit, the scattering cross section is given by σK,Rb = 4πa2K,Rb. The triplet s-wave
interspecies scattering length was determined in Ref. [270, 271] as aK,Rb = (−215±10)×a0,
where a0 is the Bohr radius. The comparatively large value of the scattering cross section
results in a high interspecies thermalization rate and allows efficient sympathetic cooling
of potassium by rubidium. The fast thermalization between the two species is further
supported by the attractive interaction (a < 0), which improves the density-density overlap.
Note, however, that the 40K-87Rb scattering cross section is significantly smaller at higher
temperatures, partially due to the Ramsauer-Townsend effect [59, 201].
In the experiment, we cool the 40K-87Rb mixture into quantum degeneracy using the
30 s long MW-evaporation ramp for rubidium discussed in Sec. 6.1.5. At the end of the
experimental sequence, the atomic clouds are released from the trap and absorption images
are taken along the z-axis after an appropriate time of flight. The properties of the clouds
are extracted from these absorption images: The optical column-density distribution is
deduced (see Sec. 3.5) from the data and is projected along the symmetry axis (x axis) of
the trap for potassium and along the remaining radial axis of the trap (y axis) for rubidium
(“optical line density”) to improve the signal to noise ratio. The optical line density is
then fitted with an appropriate model function. For the fermionic species, the fit function
is derived from the Fermi-Dirac density distribution Eq. (2.25) by integration along the z-
and the x-axes and by multiplication with the effective photon-atom scattering cross section
σph. The full fit function for 40K then reads
ODline(y) = c0 + c1 y − σph
ηy(t)ωym1/2(kBT )5/2
(2π)1/2(h̄ω̄)3
g5/2
(
−z̃ e−
m
2kBT
[ωy (y−y0) ηy(t)]2
)
. (6.11)
In this equation, m is the atomic mass of 40K, ωy and ω̄ denote the radial and mean
trapping frequencies for potassium, and ηi(t) =
[
1 + ω2i t
2
]−1/2 is the scaling factor defined
in Eq. (2.26). The physical fit parameters are the temperature T , the fugacity z̃, and the
position y0 of the cloud center. The two additional fit parameters c0 and c1 are used to
account for any residual offset and slope, respectively, due to possible imaging artifacts in
the optical line-density distribution. The ratio T/TF and the atom number N are calculated
directly from the fit parameters using the relations (2.20) and (2.6). We conservatively
estimate the systematic uncertainty of the atom numbers to be below 50% and of the
temperatures to be lower than ±0.1TF in the temperature range of 0.2–0.5TF. For the
bosonic rubidium gas, an appropriate two-component fitting function is used as discussed
in Sec. 6.1.3.1.
An example of a quantum-degenerate mixture of 40K and 87Rb produced by the 30 s long
cooling sequence is shown in Fig. 6.7. The left-hand side of the figure displays the optical
column densities deduced from absorption images taken after 15 ms time of flight. The right-
hand side of the figure gives the corresponding optical line densities of the fermionic and
the bosonic species together with the fits. The atom numbers and temperatures determined
from the fit for potassium are NK = 1.4× 105 and TK = 113 nK = 0.21TF. For rubidium,
we obtain a temperature TRb = 149 nK and atom numbers Nthermal = 9.5 × 104 in the
thermal fraction and N0 = 3.5× 105 in the condensate.
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Figure 6.7: Absorption images of a quantum-degenerate 40K-87Rb mixture obtained after
30 s of sympathetic and evaporative cooling in the QUIC trap. Shown are the optical column
densities (left) and projections of the optical column densities (right) along with corresponding
fits (solid lines). For both species, the expansion time was 15 ms and the field of view is
755 × 755µm2.
6.3. Simultaneous quantum degeneracy in the 6Li-40K-87Rb
mixture
One of the major goals of the work presented in this thesis was the generation of a quantum-
degenerate mixture of two different fermionic species. Fine-tuning of the experimental
parameters allowed us to additionally produce a quantum-degenerate three-species mixture
of two fermionic and one bosonic species. This section starts with a discussion of the
challenges encountered in sympathetic cooling of the second fermionic species, 6Li, and
presents our solutions. In the subsequent main part of the section, the realization of the
quantum-degenerate Fermi-Fermi and Fermi-Fermi-Bose mixtures is discussed.
6.3.1. Sympathetic cooling of 6Li
The starting point for sympathetic cooling of lithium by rubidium is a corresponding mix-
ture in the QUIC trap. The rubidium cloud contains typically 5–8 × 108 atoms at a
temperature of 0.6(1) mK. For the lithium cloud, we roughly estimate an atom number of
1–2× 107 and a temperature of 1.5(5) mK from time-of-flight measurements. A more exact
determination of the atom number and the temperature of the lithium sample at this point
of the sequence is hindered by the low optical density of the cloud and by the extremely fast
expansion after trap switch-off due to the low atomic mass. Note that intratrap imaging
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cannot be readily applied in this case since the resonance frequency of the atoms varies
significantly over the extension of the hot cloud due to the confining magnetic field.
6.3.1.1. Challenges
If we apply the cooling sequence that was successfully employed for producing a quantum-
degenerate 40K-87Rb mixture (see Sec. 6.2) to a 6Li-87Rb mixture in our experiment, we
do not observe any detectable cold lithium cloud at the end of the cooling process. This
is attributed to the small 6Li-87Rb interspecies scattering cross section resulting in a low
thermalization rate. Thermalization measurements between trapped clouds of 6Li and 87Rb
reported in Ref. [64] are consistent with an absolute value of the s-wave triplet interspecies
scattering length of |aLi,Rb| = 20+9−6 a0. A more precise value for the scattering length and
its sign could be obtained in the future from the positions of 6Li-87Rb interspecies Feshbach
resonances; so far only two such resonances were observed [272]. The value of aLi,Rb given
above corresponds to a 6Li-87Rb scattering cross section that is roughly two orders of
magnitude smaller than the 40K-87Rb scattering cross section (in the s-wave limit).
In addition, the larger mass ratio of 14.4 in the 6Li-87Rb mixture compared to 2.2 in
the 40K-87Rb mixture results in a lower energy transfer per elastic collision (ξLi,Rb = 0.24),
which is only partially compensated by a higher mean thermal relative velocity. Further-
more, the different masses cause different gravitational sags (see Eq. (2.79)) for the two
species, which reduces the density-density overlap and thus lowers the thermalization rate
(see Sec. 2.2.3.2). For our magnetic trap, the difference in gravitional sag between the
lithium cloud and the rubidium cloud amounts to ∆zsag = 9.4µm. At high temperatures,
the clouds are much larger than ∆zsag and the effect on the thermalization rate can be ne-
glected. For temperatures below about 1µK and typical atom numbers, however, the radial
extensions of the clouds are comparable to or smaller than ∆zsag and the density-density
overlap between the two species is reduced below the value that would be reached, if the
gravitional sag were absent. For example, at a temperature of 500 nK, the radial 1/e-radius
of a lithium cloud with 105 atoms is 12µm, the one of a rubidium cloud with 106 atoms
is 9µm and the value of the density-density overlap integral Eq. (2.74) in this case is only
2/3 of what it would be for ∆zsag = 0. It should be noted again that a fully quantitative
calculation of the thermalization rate has to take into account several quantum statistical
effects as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3.2.
6.3.1.2. Solutions
In order to deal with the challenges discussed in the previous section, the following exper-
imental measures are taken for sympathetic cooling of lithium:
Duration of the cooling sequence The evaporation sequence is stretched in time with
respect to the sequence optimized for the production of rubidium BEC. Experimentally, we
found gradually increased stretching towards the end of the evaporation ramp to be more
beneficial than stretching at the beginning. The optimal duration of the cooling sequence
is a compromise between the duration required for sufficient thermalization of the lithium
sample with the rubidium gas on one hand and atom loss from both species due to collisions
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Figure 6.8: Selective removal of lithium atoms not sufficiently thermalized during sympathetic
cooling. a) A radio-frequency signal (“Li hyperfine knife”) couples the trapped |F =3/2, mF =
3/2〉 and the untrapped |1/2, 1/2〉 hyperfine states of 6Li at a magnetic field defined by the
frequency of the rf signal. Lithium atoms with an energy above the corresponding reduced
trap depth are thus removed from the trap. b) During the sympathetic cooling sequence, the
trap depth for lithium is gradually reduced from about 3 mK × kB to 4µK × kB by lowering
the frequency of the rf signal. This ensures that at any time lithium atoms that are left behind
in the sympathetic cooling process are removed from the trap.
with the background gas (the trap lifetime is typically 60 s in the UHV chamber) on the
other hand. For the work presented here, an optimized ramp with a total duration of 63 s
was used.
Removal of high-energy 6Li atoms We observed that even with the stretched cooling
sequence, a significant fraction of the lithium atoms did not fully thermalize with the
rubidium gas and was left behind in the sympathetic cooling process. These atoms appeared
in time-of-flight images as a hot halo around a cold lithium cloud containing only a small
fraction of the atoms. We found that cold lithium clouds with large atom numbers can only
be achieved, if the lithium atoms that are left behind in the cooling process (i.e. lithium
atoms with an energy much higher than the average energy of the rubidium atoms) are
constantly removed from the trap. This energy-selective removal is realized by applying
radio-frequency radiation on the hyperfine transition of the lithium ground state (“lithium
hyperfine (hf) knife”, see Fig. 6.8). During the evaporation ramp for rubidium, the cut
energy of the lithium hf knife is decreased in two consecutive linear sweeps with durations
of 60 s and 3 s, respectively, from 3 mK× kB to about 20µK× kB and further to 4µK× kB.
In order to further elucidate the function of the lithium hf knife we conducted a separate
experiment illustrated in Fig. 6.9. In this experiment, the first linear sweep of the lithium
cut energy was divided into two linear sweeps with durations of 5 s and 55 s, and the
intermediate cut energy was varied. The atom number of the cold lithium cloud at the
end of the cooling sequence is plotted in Fig. 6.9 b). It clearly shows that lower final cut
energies of the fast first frequency ramp result in lower final lithium atom numbers. This
is a strong indication that not only atoms in the low-energy tail of the initial lithium cloud
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Figure 6.9: Capture of high-energy lithium atoms during sympathetic cooling. a) The original
slow linear ramp of the lithium hyperfine cut frequency (dotted line) is replaced by a fast ramp
to a variable intermediate frequency ν2 followed by a slow ramp to the same final frequency
(solid line). b) Lithium atom number at the end of the sympathetic cooling process for
different intermediate frequencies ν2. The degeneracy parameter T/TF was almost constant
at a value of about 0.35.
are sympathetically cooled but also lithium atoms at initially high energy but with low
angular momentum, which traverse through the dense central part of the rubidium cloud.
“Catalytic” sympathetic cooling Experimentally, we also found that sympathetic cooling
of 6Li is more efficient in the 6Li-40K-87Rb three-species mixture than in a pure 6Li-87Rb
mixture. This effect is attributed to energy transfer from the lithium gas to the actively
cooled rubidium gas via the simultaneously trapped potassium gas and will be discussed
more quantitatively in Sec. 6.3.4.
6.3.2. Quantum-degenerate Fermi-Fermi mixture of 6Li and 40K
For the realization of a quantum-degenerate mixture of 6Li and 40K, the experimental se-
quences for sympathetic cooling of the two species described in Sec. 6.2 & 6.3.1 are combined:
The three-species MOT for lithium, potassium and rubidium is loaded for 15 s to maxi-
mum atom numbers. The MOT capture phase is followed by the cMOT/dMOT phase, the
optical molasses phase and the magnetic transfer to the QUIC trap as explained in Ch. 5.
Subsequently, the evaporative and sympathetic cooling process with a total duration of
63 s is started. At the end of the cooling process, rubidium is completely removed from
the trap by choosing a final cut energy of the MW knife just below the trap bottom. This
procedure then results in a mixture of 1.8 × 105 lithium atoms at a temperature ratio of
T/TF = 0.3 and 1.8× 105 potassium atoms at T/TF = 0.40 (see Fig. 6.10). The atom num-
bers and temperatures were obtained from an analysis of the potassium absorption images
as described in Sec. 6.2 and an analogous treatment of the lithium data. This mixture is
an optimal starting point for Fermi-Fermi experiments that require two different fermionic
species.
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Figure 6.10: Time-of-flight absorption images of the quantum-degenerate two-species Fermi-
Fermi mixture. Shown are the optical column densities (left) and projections of the optical
column densities (right) along with corresponding fits (lines). The projections are taken along
the symmetry axis of the trap (x-axis) after expansion times of 15 ms for potassium and 4 ms
for lithium, respectively. The field of view is 788× 886µm2 in each image.
6.3.3. Quantum-degenerate Fermi-Fermi-Bose mixture of 6Li, 40K, and 87Rb
In order to realize a quantum-degenerate mixture of the two fermionic species 6Li and 40K
and of the bosonic species 87Rb simultaneously, the experimental sequence described above
had to be adapted and fine-tuned. For our setup, we found that if the triple MOT is loaded
to maximum atom number for all three species, we are able to obtain quantum-degenerate
clouds of the fermionic species and an ultracold thermal sample of rubidium but no Bose-
Einstein condensate. This is attributed to the large heat load that the fermionic clouds
with high initial atom numbers represent for the actively cooled rubidium gas. For the
generation of the triple-degenerate mixture, the heat load on rubidium is therefore reduced
by loading fewer lithium atoms into the MOT. This is realized by simply blocking the
lithium atom beam at the entrance of the Zeeman slower already 200 ms before the end
of the MOT capture phase. In addition, the currents of the atomic vapor dispensers for
potassium and rubidium were adjusted in order to optimize the background vapor pressure
and trap lifetime in the MOT chamber and, as a consequence, in the UHV chamber.
With these settings, we reproducibly generate a quantum-degenerate 6Li-40K Fermi-Fermi
mixture coexisting with a 87Rb Bose-Einstein condensate.
A typical example of the quantum-degenerate three-species mixture is shown in Fig. 6.11.
For potassium, fitting with an appropriate Fermi-Dirac density distribution function yields
an atom number of NK = 1.3 × 105 and a temperature of TK = 184 nK = 0.35TF. The
corresponding numbers for lithium are NLi = 0.9×105 and TLi = 313 nK = 0.27TF. For ru-
bidium, fitting with an appropriate two-component density distribution gives Nthermal,Rb =
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Figure 6.11: Time-of-flight absorption images of the quantum-degenerate Fermi-Fermi-Bose
mixture. Shown are the optical column densities (left) and projections of the optical column
densities (right) along with corresponding fits (lines). The projections are taken along the
symmetry axis of the trap (x-axis) for the fermionic species and along the radial axis (y-axis)
for rubidium. Expansion times are 15 ms, 4 ms and 20 ms for potassium, lithium and rubidium,
respectively. The field of view is 886× 886µm2 in each image.
1.5×105 and TRb = 189 nK for the thermal fraction and an atom number of N0,Rb = 1×105
in the condensed fraction.
6.3.4. Study of the last part of the cooling process
The temperatures and atom numbers during the last part of the cooling sequence are
shown in Fig. 6.12. The trapped mixture has been repeatedly produced for different end
frequencies of the MW-evaporation ramp and for separate imaging of the three species.
As the final MW frequency is lowered, the temperature and atom number of the 87Rb gas
decrease as expected. For partially condensed rubidium clouds the atom numbers of the
thermal fraction are given. For the two very lowest evaporation end frequencies, rubidium
clouds were absent or too small in atom number to be fittable. The fermionic species,
however, are almost constant in atom numbers at about 105 during the observed part of
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Figure 6.12: Temperatures (a) and atom numbers (b) during the very last part of simultaneous
trapping and cooling of the three-species mixture (filled symbols). 87Rb is evaporatively
cooled, 6Li and 40K are sympathetically cooled by thermal contact with the rubidium cloud.
Corresponding data for lithium in a two-species 6Li-87Rb-mixture are also shown (empty
rectangles). The horizontal lines in (a) indicate the critical temperature Tc for rubidium
and half the Fermi temperature TF for the fermions, respectively. For our trap parameters
and typical atom numbers of 1.5 × 105 for rubidium and 105 for the fermionic species, the
critical temperature is TRbc = 190 nK and the Fermi temperatures are T
Li
F = 1.2µK and
TKF = 470 nK. The error bars represent the r.m.s.-deviation for at least three consecutive
repetitions.
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the cooling sequence because they are not affected by the species-selective evaporation of
87Rb. The temperature data in Fig. 6.12 a) confirm that rubidium and potassium are very
well thermalized throughout the temperature range observed. The data further show that
the lithium cloud is also cooled significantly for the slow evaporation ramp in use but is
not fully thermalized with the rubidium gas at the lowest observed temperatures for the
reasons already discussed in Sec. 6.3.1.
6.3.4.1. Catalytic cooling
We also investigated sympathetic cooling of a two-species 6Li-87Rb mixture by omitting
loading of potassium. The comparison of the lithium temperatures in the two-species
and three-species situations (see Fig. 6.12 a)) clearly shows that lithium can be cooled more
efficiently if also potassium is present in the trap during the cooling process. This is further
supported by the measured atom numbers shown in Fig. 6.12 b): During the observed part
of the cooling process, the lithium atom number is nearly constant at approximately 105
in the 6Li-40K-87Rb three-species mixture and at about 5× 104 in the 6Li-87Rb two-species
mixture. This difference in the number of successfully cooled atoms indicates that the 6Li-
40K thermalization rate is comparable to or even larger than the 6Li-87Rb thermalization
rate, at least at some temperature during the evaporation ramp. Since the potassium atom
number is constant and the rubidium and potassium clouds are in good thermal contact,
the energy of the lithium cloud is eventually transferred to the rubidium cloud. In this
sense, potassium acts as a catalytic cooling agent for lithium.
Several factors contribute to this effect: First, while the 40K-87Rb scattering cross section
is comparatively large (see Sec. 6.2) resulting in a fast thermalization of the two species
(see Sec. 2.2.3), lithium thermalizes only very slowly by direct collisions with rubidium due
to the small 6Li-87Rb scattering cross section (see Sec. 6.3.1.1). The value of the triplet
scattering length aLi,K = 63.5(1) a0 for 6Li-40K collisions measured very recently [248],
however, corresponds to a scattering cross section σLi,K = 4πa2Li,K that is a factor 10 larger
than the 6Li-87Rb scattering cross section (in the limit of low collision energy). Second,
thermalization of 6Li with 40K, which is efficiently cooled by 87Rb, requires fewer collisions
than direct thermalization of 6Li with 87Rb, since the mass ratio mK/mLi is closer to unity
than mRb/mLi (larger ξ, see Sec. 2.2.3). Third, the difference in the mass ratios also results
in a more favorable density-density overlap Eq. (2.74) between 6Li and 40K than between
6Li and 87Rb. Taking all these factors together, the relevant energy transfer rates between
the different species can be estimated based on the known interspecies s-wave scattering
lengths by assuming a negligible energy-dependence of the scattering cross sections and
neglecting quantum-statistical effects. With this approximation, it is found that the energy
transfer rate from the lithium sample to the rubidium sample via the potassium sample is
comparable to or larger than the rate for direct energy transfer from lithium to rubidium,
if the rubidium atom number is less than 20
(
+18
−12
)
times the potassium atom number, i.e.
over the whole part of the cooling sequence discussed in this section.
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Figure 6.13: Verification of state pureness in the triple mixture. a) After release from the
trap, the different Zeeman states are separated by applying a magnetic field gradient during
the free expansion of the cloud (Stern-Gerlach method). An asymmetric pair (displayed in
orange color) of the QUIC quadrupole coils is used for this purpose. b) Absorption images
of 6Li, 40K and 87Rb after 4 ms, 2.5 ms, and 6 ms time of flight, respectively. For each
species, the right-hand side image shows that almost perfectly pure atomic samples in the
desired states were produced. For the left-hand side images, the different Zeeman states were
deliberately mixed to show where wrong Zeeman components appear if present. The field of
view is 4.3× 1.6 mm2.
6.3.4.2. Verification of state pureness
Further experiments with the quantum-degenerate three-species mixture require defined
starting conditions. Therefore, state pureness at the end of the evaporation process was
verified for all three species, using a Stern-Gerlach method. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.13.
In order to separate the different Zeeman components of the atomic cloud, we release the
atoms from the trap and subsequently apply a field gradient of about 150 G/cm for a
duration of a few milliseconds (depending on the species) to the atoms. The field gradient
is generated by sending a current pulse through an asymmetric pair of coils in the coil stacks
that are normally used to produce the quadrupole field of the QUIC trap (see Fig. 6.13 a)).
This setup has the advantage that no additional coils are necessary that would potentially
reduce the excellent optical and mechanical access to the glass cell. Moreover, it allows us to
obtain comparatively high field gradients with low offset fields at the position of the atoms.
This feature is particularly important for separation of the different Zeeman components in
the lithium and potassium clouds. The current pulse is generated by temporarily switching
a precharged condensator with a large capacity of 470 mF to the coil pair using computer-
controlled MOSFETs. Care was taken that the whole Stern-Gerlach setup is at a floating
electrical potential in order to avoid an influence on the offset magnetic field of the trap.
The absorption images obtained with this method are shown in Fig. 6.13 b). For each species
two images were recorded separately: one in normal configuration to verify state pureness
(right half of each subfigure) and one, where the different mF -states were deliberately mixed
(left half of each subfigure) to give the positions where atoms in wrong mF -states appear
in the absorption image. Evaluation of the data yields that more than 97% of the atoms
are in the correct mF -state for any of the species.
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In recent years, ultracold dilute quantum gases have been used as very well controllable
model systems for the study of phenomena relevant also for other physical fields, especially
for condensed-matter physics. In particular, the investigation of the cross-over regime
between a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) of molecules and a Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
(BCS) type superfluid of Cooper pairs using ultracold fermionic atoms was a breakthrough
in the field of quantum gases. The experiments on the BEC-BCS cross-over conducted so
far have employed a mixture of two different internal states of a single fermionic species.
In this thesis work, the first two-species Fermi-Fermi mixture was produced and cooled
into quantum-degeneracy. The use of two different fermionic species adds the mass as
an additional degree of freedom to the system and will allow us to conveniently apply
component-selective methods.
The experimental concept for the realization of the quantum-degenerate two-species
Fermi-Fermi mixture (optionally coexisting with a BEC), which relies on sympathetic cool-
ing of the two fermionic species 6Li and 40K by a large cloud of the bosonic species 87Rb,
proofed to be successful. A three-species magneto-optical trap was realized as a source of
precooled atoms. Light-assisted interspecies losses were found to be at an acceptable level
so that all three species can be loaded simultaneously into the MOT. This avoids the need of
sequential loading of the species into the magnetic trap. The challenge in the development
of an appropriate experimental sequence was to combine the different constraints that the
individual atomic species enforce on the set of trapping and cooling parameters. Especially,
the lack of sub-Doppler cooling for lithium and the small elastic scattering cross section
between rubidium and lithium were demanding preconditions. Nevertheless, good starting
conditions for evaporative and sympathetic cooling could be obtained for all three species
simultaneously by applying a combined temporal dark MOT (dMOT) and compressed
MOT (cMOT) phase at the end of the laser-cooling stage. In addition, we showed that the
efficiency of sympathetic cooling can be improved by the presence of a third species through
catalytic cooling. We demonstrated this by studying the final stage of sympathetic cooling
of 6Li by 87Rb into quantum degeneracy in the presence and in the absence of 40K. The
inherent complexity of the system requires an experimental apparatus that is very reliable.
Care was also taken to employ components that require as little daily maintenance work as
possible, e.g. a laser system based solely on semiconductor devices, so that the experiment
can be run by a small team. This experimental system is a very versatile platform for a
wide range of experiments. For instance, the excellent optical access to the atoms allows
us to conveniently apply a variety of optical potentials.
One direction of possible research projects with the system focuses on ultracold molecules
consisting of two atoms of different fermionic species. Such heteronuclear Fermi-Fermi
dimers could be associated by exploiting an appropriate magnetically tunable interspecies
Feshbach resonance, as has been demonstrated for the homonuclear case [97]. These
molecules are expected to be stable in the vicinity of the relevant Feshbach resonance
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due to consequences of the Pauli principle [113]. In a subsequent step, the molecules could
be transferred into the ro-vibrational ground state, e.g. by schemes that rely on short laser
pulses shaped by optimal control and on the dynamical evolution of the radial molecule
wavefunction to overcome the challenge of small Frank-Condon overlap integrals [273, 274].
In the ro-vibrational ground state, the heteronuclear 6Li-40K molecules exhibit a large
permanent electrical dipole moment [76]. It has been proposed that dipolar molecules
could be used to measure the permanent electric dipole moment of the electron [275, 276],
for quantum computations [77, 277] or to study new quantum phases in optical lattices
[85, 278, 279]. Possible more immediate projects include the characterization of 6Li-40K
Feshbach resonances, a study of the molecule association efficiency and a measurement of
the lifetime of these molecules close to a Feshbach resonance.
Another line of research will employ the two-species Fermi-Fermi mixture to investigate
the BEC-BCS cross-over, in particular the regime of strong interactions close to a Feshbach
resonance. On resonance, the physics of the system does not depend on the details of the
interaction but is universal [280]. The only relevant length scale in this case is the inter-
particle distance, the corresponding energy scale is set by the Fermi energy. An important
aspect of the two-species Fermi-Fermi mixture is now that unmatched Fermi surfaces can
be obtained even in the case of equal atom numbers in the two components. This can be
exploited to study a variety of analogies to other many-body systems, in particular to a
spatially inhomogeneous superfluid phase predicted to occur in certain types of high tem-
perature superconductors [134–137]. Furthermore, a transition to a crystalline phase in the
bulk gas [138] and the possibility to simulate baryonic phases of quantum chromodynam-
ics [139, 140] have been theoretically proposed for the two-species Fermi-Fermi mixture.
The possibility to tune interactions and to conveniently apply component-selective methods
further broadens the experimental options of the system.
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Natural constants
The values of the following natural constants correspond to the recommendations of the
CODATA commission and can be found at http://physics.nist.gov/funcon.html.
quantity symbol unit value
speed of light c 299 792 458 m s−1
Planck’s constant h 6.626 069 3 (11)× 10−34 J s
electron charge e 1.602 176 53 (14)× 10−19 C
Bohr magneton µB 9.274 009 49 (80)× 10−24 J T−1
nuclear magneton µN 5.050 783 43 (43)× 10−27 J T−1
Bohr radius a0 0.529 177 210 8 (18)× 10−10 m
electron mass me 9.109 382 6 (16)× 10−31 kg
Boltzmann constant kB 1.380 6504 (24)× 10−23 J K−1
atomic mass unit u 1.660 538 782 (83)× 10−27 kg
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Atomic properties
The following table summarizes the most important atomic properties for the species used
in the experiments described in this thesis:
symbol 6Li 40K 87Rb unit references
η 7.59 (4) % 0.0117 (1) % 27.83 (2) % [281]
m 6.015 122 3 (5) 39.963 998 67 (29) 86.909 187 35 (27) u [282]
T1/2 stable 1.25× 109 4.81× 1010 years [281]
I 1 4 3/2 [281]
gI −4.476 540 (3) 1.765 490 (34) −9.951 414 (10) 10−4 [216]
νhf 228.205 28 (8) 1285.79 (1) 6834.682 6109 (3) MHz [216]
aS +38.75 +104.8 (4) +90.6 a0 [70, 283–285]
aT −2240 +174 (7) +98.96 a0 [70, 283–285]
τ 27.102 25.7 26.24 ns [286, 287]
Γ 5.8724 6.2 6.065 MHz [288]
λ2 670.977 766.7 780.246 nm [288–290]
Is 2.541 1.8 1.669 mW cm−2
vrec 9.9 1.3 0.59 cm/s
Trec 7089 814 362 nK
TD 141 149 146 µK
Here, η is the relative abundance of the isotope, m the atomic mass, T1/2 the nuclear
half-lifetime, I the nuclear spin, gI the nuclear g-factor, νhf the ground state hyperfine
splitting, aS the singlet s-wave scattering length, aT the triplett s-wave scattering length,
τ the lifetime of the excited P3/2 state, Γ the corresponding linewidth, λ2 the resonance
wavelength of the D2 line in vacuum, Is = πhcΓ/(3λ32) the saturation intensity, vrec =
h/(mλ2) the photon recoil velocity, Trec = mv2rec/kB the photon recoil temperature, and
TD = h̄Γ/(2kB) the Doppler temperature.
The triplet interspecies scattering lengths of 6Li, 40K, and 87Rb are given in the following
table:
quantity symbol value unit reference
6Li-87Rb triplet scattering length aT,LiRb ±20
(
+9
−6
)
a0 [64]
40K-87Rb triplet scattering length aT,KRb −215 (10) a0 [270, 271]
6Li-40K triplet scattering length aT,LiK +63.5 (1) a0 [248]
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